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SECRETARY OF STATE 
KEVIN SHELLEY 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
September 21, 2004 
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SEP 2 4 
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SUBJECT: FAILURE OF INITIATIVE #1045 
Pursuant to Elections Code section 9030(b), you are hereby notified that the total 
number of signatures to the hereinafter named INITITIAVE CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT AND STATUTE filed with all county elections officials is less than 100 
percent of the number of qualified voters required to find the petition sufficient; 
therefore, the petition has failed. 
TITLE: COMPENSATION FOR INJURED WORKERS. LIMITS ON ELIGIBILITY 
FOR BENEFITS, MEDICAL TREATMENT. 
SUMMARY DATE: 03/05/04 
PROPONENTS: Christopher M. George and Joel Fox 
ELECTIONS 1500 IITH STREET, FH FLOOR • SACRAMENTO, CA 958r4 • TEL9r6 657 2166 • FAX 916653 3214 • W\vw.sS.CA.GOV 
PROGRAMS ARCHIVES, BUSINESS PROGRAMS, ELECTIONS, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, CALIFORNIA STATE H1STO,RY MUSEUM, 
}'lANAGEMElIo'T SERVlCES, SAH. AT HOME, DOMESTIC PARTNERS REGISTRY, NOTARY PUWC, POllTICAl REFORM 
, :'" :: .. " :. ". ~ . ;,-~:,-':':;;;~)~"" . 
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SECRETARY OF STATE 
KEVIN SHELLEY 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
March 5, 2004 
RECElVEO 
MAR 1 0 2004 
LIBRARY _. '1 
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF i HE LA< . 
TO: ALL REGISTRARS OF VOTERS/COUNTY CLERKS AND PROPONENTS 
(04092) .--.. 
.r!x~iGM{, LLUL tV\(jf i) FROM: 
Brianna Lierman 
Elections Analyst 
SUBJECT: INITIATIVE #1045 
Pursuant to Elections Code section 336, we transmit herewith a copy of the Title and 
Summary prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed initiative measure entitled: 
COMPENSATION FOR INJURED WORKERS. 
LIMITS ON ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS, MEDICAL TREATMENT. 
INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE. 
The proponents of the above-named measure are: 
Christopher M. George 
Joel Fox 
c/o Richard D. Martland 
Nielsen, Merksamer, Parrinello, Mueller & Naylor, LLP 
1415 L Street, Suite 1200 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 446-6752 
ELECTIONS D mSION 
1500 n ll1 STREET - 5TH FLOOR . SACRAMI;:NTO, C1\ 95814 • (916) 657·2166 • W\V\V'.SS.CAGOV 
OTHER PROGRAMS: STATE i\RCHI VES. BUSINESS PROGRAMS, INFORMATION TECHN OLOGY, E.XECUTIVE OFFIO " GOLDEN STATE 
MUSEUM, MANAGEMENT SERVICES, SAFE ATI-IOME, DOMESTIC PARTNERS REGISTRY, NOTARY PUBLle, POLrI1CAL REFORM 
#1045 
COMPENSATION FOR INJURED WORKERS. 
LIMITS ON ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS, MEDICAL TREATMENT. 
INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE. 
CIRCULATING AND FILING SCHEDULE 
1. Minimum number of signatures required: ................................................... 598,105 
California Constitution, Article II, Section 8(b) 
2. Official Summary Date: .................................................................... Friday, 03/05/04 
3. Petitions Sections: 
a. First day Proponent can circulate Sections for 
signatures (EC §336) ............................................................... Friday, 03/05/04 
b. Last day Proponent can circulate and file 
with the county. All sections are to be filed at the 
same time within each county (EC §336, 9030(a» ............... Monday, 08/02/04 
c. Last day for county to determine total number of 
signatures affixed to petitions and to transmit total 
to the Secretary of State (EC §9030(b» ............................. Thursday, 08/12/04 
(If the Proponent files the petition with the county on a date prior to 08/02/04, the 
county has eight working days from the filing of the petition to determine the total 
number of signatures affixed to the petition and to transmit the total to the 
Secretary of State) (EC §9030(b». 
d. Secretary of State determines whether the total number 
of signatures filed with all county clerks/registrars of 
voters meets the minimum number of required signatures, 
and notifies the counties .................................................... Saturday, 08/21/04* 
e. Last day for county to determine total number of qualified 
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate 
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State 
(EC §9030(d)(e» ................................................................. Tuesday, 10/05/04 
*Date varies based on the date of county receipt of verification. 
INITIATIVE #1045 
Circulating and Filing Schedule continued: 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of qualified 
voters who signed the petition on a date other than 08/21/04, the last day is no later 
than the thirtieth working day after the county's receipt of notification).(EC 
§9030(d)(e)). 
f. If the signature count is more than 657,916 or less than 
568,200 then the Secretary of State certifies the petition as 
qualified or failed, and notifies the counties. If the signature 
count is between 568,200 and 657,916 inclusive, then the 
Secretary of State notifies the counties using the random 
sampling technique to determine the validity of all 
signatures (EC §9030(f)(g); 9031 (a)) ...................................... Friday, 1 0/15/04* 
g. Last day for county to determine actual number of all qualified 
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate 
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State. 
(EC §9031(b)(c)) ............................................................. Wednesday, 12/01/04 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of qualified 
voters who have signed the petition on a date other than 10/15/04, the last day is 
no later than the thirtieth working day after the county's receipt of notification) 
(EC §9031 (b)(c)). 
h. Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has been 
signed by the number of qualified voters required to declare 
the petition sufficient (EC §9031 (d); 9033) .......................... Sunday, 12/05/04* 
NOTE TO PROPONENTS WHO WISH TO QUALIFY FOR THE NOVEMBER 2, 2004, GENERAL 
ELECTION: This initiative must be certified for the ballot 131 days before the election (June 24, 2003). Please 
remember to time your submissions accordingly. For example, in order to allow the maximum time permitted by 
law for the random sample verification process, it is suggested that proponents file their petitions with county 
elections officials by April 16, 2004. If a 100% check of signatures is necessary, it is advised that the petitions be 
filed by February 25, 2004. 
*Oate varies based on receipt of county certification. 
IMPORTANT POINTS 
• California law prohibits the use of signatures, names and addresses gathered on 
initiative petitions for any purpose other than to qualify the initiative measure for 
the ballot. This means that the petitions cannot be used to create or add to 
mailing lists or similar lists for any purpose, including fundraising or requests for 
support. Any such misuses constitutes a crime under California law. Elections 
Code section 18650; Bilofsky v. Oeukmejian (1981) 124 Cal. App. 3d 825, 177 
Cal. Rptr. 621; 63 Ops. Cal. Atty. Gen. 37 (1980). 
• Please refer to Elections Code sections 100,101,101.5,104,9001, 9008, 9009, 
9021, and 9022 for appropriate format and type consideration in printing, typing 
and otherwise preparing your initiative petition for circulation and signatures. 
Please send a copy of the petition after you have it printed. This copy is not for 
our review or approval, but to supplement our file. 
• Your attention is directed to the campaign disclosure requirements of the Political 
Reform Act of 1974, Government Code section 81000 et seq. 
• When writing or calling state or county elections officials, provide the official title of 
the initiative which was prepared by the Attorney General. Use of this title will 
assist elections officials in referencing the proper file. 
• When a petition is presented to the county elections official for filing by someone 
other than the proponent, the required authorization shall include the name or 
names of the persons filing the petition. 
• When filing the petition with the county elections official, please provide a blank 





Secretary of State 
1500 - 11 th Street, 5th Floor 
Sacramento, California 95814 
State of Califorllia 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
1300 I STREET, SUITE 125 
P.O. BOX 944255 
SACRAMENTO. CA 94244-2550 
Public: (916) 445-9555 
Facsimile: (916) 324-8835 
Phone: (916) 324-5464 
FILED 
March 5, 20q~ the office of the Secre~ary ?f state 
of the State of California 
MAR 0 5 2004 
- . . ary of State 
KEVIN SHELLt:.Y, secret .. 
fu\qd\JVU~~ 
RE: Initiative Title and Summary 
By Deputy Secretai)' of State 
SUBJECT: 
FILENO: 
COMPENSATION FOR INJURED WORKERS. 
LIMITS ON ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS, MEDICAL TREATMENT. 
INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE. 
SA2004RF0002 
Dear Mr. Shelley: 
Pursuant to the provisions of sections 9004 and 336 ofthe Elections Code, you are 
hereby notified that on this day we mailed our title and summary to the proponents of the 
above-identified proposed initiative. 
Enclosed is a copy of our transmittal letter to the proponents, a copy of our title and 
summary, a declaration of service thereof, and a copy of the proposed measure. 
According to information available in our records, the names and address of the 




Senior Legal Analyst 
For BILL LOCKYER 
Attorney General 
Date: March 5, 2004 
File No.: SA2004RF0002 
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following title and summary of the chief 
purpose and points of the proposed measure: 
COMPENSATION FOR INJURED WORKERS. LIMITS ON ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS, 
MEDICAL TREATMENT. INITIATNECONSTITUTIONALAMENDMENT AND STATUTE. 
Repeals requirement that workers' compensation laws be interpreted to favor providing benefits to 
workers; replaces with impartiallbalanced interpretation. Permits injured employee treatment only 
by employer-approved physician. Limits right to obtain second medical opinion. Requires 
employee to prove employment activities predominantly caused injury. Limits employer liability 
for permanent disabilities to percentage caused by job-related injury. Requires compensation or 
medical treatment to be based on objective medical findings. Provides independent review of all 
medical treatment disputes. Limits right to sue for disability discrimination. Summary of estimate 
by Legislative Analyst and Director of Finance of fiscal impact on state and local governments: 
Annual savings -- potentially in the hundreds of millions of dollars -- in state and local government 
workers' compensation expenses. 
VIA PERSONAL DELIVERY 
The Honorable Bill Lockyer 
Attorney General 
1300 I Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
January 9, 2004 
~CEIV~ 
JAN 69 2004 ~ 
INITIATIVE COORDINATOR 
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE 
Re: Request for Title and Sumrnary- Initiative Constitutional Amendment -
Workers' Compensation Reform and Accountability Act 
Dear Mr. Lockyer: 
Pursuant to Article IT, Section 1 O( d) of the California Constitution and Section 9002 of 
the Elections Code, I hereby request that a title and summary be prepared for the attached 
initiative constitutional amendment. Enclosed is a check for $200.00. My residence address is 
attached. 
All inquires or correspondence relative to this initiative should be directed to Nielsen, 
Merksamer, Parrinello, Mueller & Naylor, LLP, 1415 L Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 
95814, (916) 446-6752, Attention: Richard D. Martland. 
Thank you for your assistance. 
Sincerely, 
Christopher M. George, Proponent 
Enclosure: Proposed Initiative 
VIA PERSONAL DELIVERY 
The Honorable Bill Lockyer 
Attorney General 
1300 I Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
January 9,2004 
¢-CE/II~ 
JAN 09 2004 ~ 
INITIATIVE COORDINATOR 
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE 
Re: Request for Title and Summary- Initiative Constitutional Amendment -
Workers' Compensation Reform and Accountability Act 
Dear Mr. Lockyer: 
Pursuant to Article n, Section lO( d) ofthe California Constitution and Section 9002 of 
the Elections Code, I hereby request that a title and summary be prepared for the attached 
initiative constitutional/statutory amendment. Enclosed is a check for $200.00. My residence 
address is attached. 
An inquires or correspondence relative to this initiative should be directed to Nielsen, 
Merksamer, Parrinello, Mueller & Naylor, LLP, 1415 L Street, Suite 1200, Sacramento, CA 
95814, (916) 446-6752, Attention: Richard D. Martland. 
Thank you for your assistance. 
Sincerely, 
Enclosure: Proposed Initiative 
1. This measure shall be known as the Workers' 
ompensation Accountability and Reform Act 
SEC. 2. Findings and Declarations 
The People of the State of California find and declare that: 
(a) California's Workers' Compensation system was designed to 
provide medic31 care to workers injured on the job, a living 
wage during the period of their rehabilitation and long term 
payments for the permanently disabled. 
(b) However, high costs to employers and low benefits to workers 
make bureaucrats and lawyers the major beneficiaries of a 
system that is broken. 
(c) Workers' compensation premiums have risen dramatically and 
unacceptably in California over the last few years. Premiums 
that were once a modest item in the cost of doing business have 
risen by as much as 200 to 300 percent, putting many small 
businesses out of business, and driving larger ones out of state. 
(d) The average C31ifornia business has seen its workers' 
compensation costs increase by 136 percent since 2000 alone. 
Workers' compensation costs have risen so high that experts 
believe they have replaced taxes and regulation as the biggest 
drag on our economy, and are the main reason we are losing 
jobs to other states. 
(e) Thousands of California employers pay the highest workers' 
compensation premiums in the nation - more than twice the 
national average - while the California system pays benefits to 
injured workers that are among the lowest in the nation. Total 
costs have increased from $1 I billion in 1998 to $29 billion in 
2003. 
(f) Our workers and our employers deserve better. California must 
have significant workers' compensation reform to lower costs 
to employers, protect worker benefits, and save hundreds of 
thousands 0 f California jobs. 
(g) This Act is intended to eliminate needless bureaucracy, reduce 
costs, eliminate delay or deni31 of necessary medical care and 
other services to injured workers, and require facts and medical 
evidence to support workers' compensation claims. 
SEC.3. Section 4, Article XIV of the California Constitution is 
amended to read: 
The Legislature is hereby expressly vested with plenary power, 
unlimited by any provision of this Constitution, to create, and enforce 
a complete system of workers' compensation, by appropriate 
legislation, and in that behalf to create and enforce a liability on the 
part of any or all persons to compensate any or all of their workers 
for injury or disability, and their dependents for death incurred or 
sustained by the said workers in the course of their employment, 
irrespective of the fault of any party. A complete system of workers' 
compensation includes adequate provisions for the comfort, health 
and safety and general welfare of any and all workers and those 
dependent upon them for support to the extent of relieving from the 
consequences of any injury or death incurred or sustained by workers 
in the course of their employment, irrespective of the fault of any 
party; also full provision for securing safety in places of employment; 
provision for such medical, surgical, hospital and other remedial 
as is requisite to cure and relieve from the effects of such 
, full provision for adequate insurance coverage against liability 
to payor furnish compensation; fuU provision for regulating such 
insurance coverage in all its aspects, including the establishment and 
management of a state compensation insurance fund; full provision 
for otherwise securing the payment of compensation; and full 
provision for vesting power, authority and jurisdiction in an 
administrative body with aU the requisite governmental functions to 
determine any dispute or matter arising under such legislation, to the 
end that the administration of such legislation shall accomplish 
substanti31 justice in 311 cases expeditiously, inexpensively, and 
without incumbrance of any character; all of which matters are 
expressly declared to be the soci31 public policy of this State, binding 
upon all departments of the state government. 
All workers' compensation laws and findings of fact shall be 
interpreted in an impartial and balanced manner such that all parties 
are considered to be equal before the law. All parties and lien 
claimants are required to meet the evidentiary burden of proof on all 
issues by a preponderance of the evidence. 
The Legislature is vested with plenary powers, to provide for the· 
settlement of any disputes arising under such legislation by 
arbitration, or by an industrial accident commission, by the courts, or 
by either, any, or all of these agencies, either separately or in 
combination, and may fix and control the method and manner of tri31 
of any such dispute, the rules of evidence and the manner of review 
of decisions rendered by the tribunal or tnounalsdesignated by it; 
provided, that all decisions of any such tribun31 shall be subject to 
review by the appellate courts of this State. The Legislature may 
combine in one statute all the provisions for a complete system of 
workers' compensation, as herein defined. 
The Legislature shall have power to provide for the payment of an 
award to the State in the case of the death, arising out of and in the 
course of the employment, of an employee without dependents, and 
such awards may be used for the payment of extra compensation for 
subsequent injuries beyond the liability of a single employer for 
awards to employees of the employer. 
Nothing contained herein shall be taken or construed to impair or 
render ineffectual in any measure the creation and existence of the 
industrial accident commission of this State or the state compensation 
insurance fund, the creation and existence of which, with all the 
functions vested in them, are hereby ratified and confirmed. 
Nothing in the Article limits the powers reserved or granted to the 
people under Article II, including but not limited to the ability to 
establish forums and procedures for claims resolution to foirly and 
expeditiously resolve disputes. 
SEC. 4. Section 1877.5 of the Insurance Code is amended to read: 
1877.5. No insurer, agent authorized by an insurer to act on its 
behalf, or licensed rating organization who furnishes information, 
written or oral, pursuant to this article, and no authorized 
governmental agency or its employees who (a) furnishes or receives 
information, written or oral, pursuant to this article, or (b) assists in 
any investigation of a suspected violation of Section 187Ll, 
1871.4,11760, or 11880, or of Section 549 of the Penal Code, or of 
Section 3215, 3219, or an investigation of a reportedfraud claim 
pursuant to Section 3823 of the Labor Code conducted by a 
authorized governmental agency, shall be subject to any civil 
liability in a cause or action of any kind where the insurer, 
authorized agent, licensed rating organization, or authorized 
governmental agency acts in good faith, without malice, and 
reasonably believes that the action taken was warranted by the then 
known facts, obtained by reasonable efforts. Nothing in this 
chapter is intended to, nor does in any way or manner, abrogate or 
lessen the existing common law or statutory privileges and 
immunities of an insurer, agent authorized by that insurer to act on 
its behalf, licensed rating organization, or any authorized 
governmental agency or its employees. 
SEC. 5. Labor Code 139.2 is amended to read: 
139.2. (a) The administrative director shall appoint qualified 
medical evaluators in each of the respective specialties as required 
for the evaluation of medical-legal issues. The appointments shall 
be for two-year terms. 
(b) The administrative director shall appoint or reappoint as a 
qualified medical evaluator a physician, as defined in Section 
3209.3, who is licensed to practice in this state and who 
demonstrates that he or she meets the requirements in paragraphs 
(1), (2), (6), and (7), and, if the physician is a medical doctor, doctor 
of osteopathy, doctor of chiropractic, or a psychologist, that he or 
she also meets the applicable requirements in paragraph (3), (4), or 
(5). 
(1 ) Prior to his or her appointment as a qualified medical 
evaluator, passes an examination written and administered by the 
administrative director for the purpose of demonstrating 
competence in evaluating medical-legal issues in the workers' 
compensation system. Physicians shall not be required to pass an 
additional examination as a condition of reappointment A 
physician seeking appointment as a qualified medical evaluator on 
or after January I, 2001, shall also complete prior to appointment, a 
course on disability evaluation report writing approved by the 
administrative director. The administrative director shall specify 
the curriculum to be covered by disability evaluation report writing 
courses, which shall include, but is not limited to, 12 or more hours 
of instruction. 
(2) Devotes at least one-third of total practice time to providing 
direct medical treatment, or has served as an agreed medical 
evaluator on eight or more occasions in the 12 months prior to 
applying to be appointed as a qualified medical evaluator. 
(3) Is a medical doctor or doctor of osteopathy and meets one of 
the following requirements: 
(A) Is board certified in a specialty by a board recognized by the 
administrative director and either the Medical Board of California 
or the Osteopathic Medical Board of California. 
(B) Has successfully completed a residency training program 
accredited by the American College of Graduate Medical Education 
or the osteopathic equivalent. 
(C) Was an active qualified medical evaluator on June 30, 2000. 
(0) Has qualifications that the administrative director and either 
the Medical Board of California or the Osteopathic Medical Board 
of California, as appropriate, both deem to be equivalent to board 
certification in a specialty. 
(4) Is a doctor of chiropractic and meets either of the following 
requirements: 
(A) Has completed a chiropractic postgraduate specialty program 
of a minimum of300 hours taught by a school or college 
recognized by the administrative director, the Board of Chiropractic 
Examiners, and the Council on Chiropractic Education. 
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(B) Has been certified in California workers' c01npemS<ltiom 
evaluation by a provider recognized by the administrative rhr,>,-f,u' 
The certification program shall include instruction on disability 
evaluation report writing that meets the standards set forth in 
paragraph (1). 
(5) Is a psychologist and meets one of the following requirements: 
(A) Is board certified in clinical psychology by a board 
recognized by the administrative director. 
(B) Holds a doctoral degree in psychology, or a doctoral degree 
deemed equivalent for licensure by the Board of Psychology 
pursuant to Section 2914 of the Business and Professions Code, 
from a university or professional school recognized by the 
administrative director and has not less than five years' postdoctoral 
experience in the diagnosis and treatment of emotional and mental 
disorders. 
(C) Has not less than five years' postdoctoral experience in the 
diagnosis and treatment of emotional and mental disorders, and has 
served as an agreed medical evaluator on eight or more occasions 
prior to January I, 1990. 
(6) Does not have a conflict of interest as determined under the 
regulations adopted by the administrative director pursuant to 
subdivision (0). 
(7) Meets any additional medical or professional standards 
adopted pursuant to paragraph (6) of subdivision (j). 
(c) The administrative director shal1 adopt standards for 
appointment of physicians who are retired or who hold tea(;hU:lg 
positions who are exceptional1y well qualified to serve as a 
qualified medical evaluator even though they do not othp.run~p. 
qualify under paragraph (2) of subdivision (b). In no event shall a 
physician whose full-time practice is limited to the forensic 
evaluation of diS<lbility be appointed as a qualified medical 
evaluator under this subdivision. 
(d) (1) The qualified medical evaluator, upon request, shall be 
reappointed ifhe or she meets the qualifications of subdivision (b) 
and meets alI of the following criteria: 
fB (A) Is in compliance with all applicable regulations and 
evaluation guidelines adopted by the administrative director. 
~ (B) Has not had more than five of his or her evaluations that 
were considered by a workers' compensation administrative law 
judge at a contested hearing rejected by the judge or the appeals 
board pursuant to this section during the most recent two-year 
period during which the physician served as a qualified medical 
evaluator. If the administrative law judge or the appeals board 
rejects the qualified medical evaluator's report on the basis that it 
fails to meet the minimum standards for those reports established by 
the administrative director or the appeals board, the administrative 
law judge or the appeals board, as the case may be, shaD make a 
specific fmding to that effect, and shall give notice to the medical 
evaluator and to the administrative director. Any rejection shall not 
be counted as one of the five qualifying rejections nntil the specific 
finding has become fmal and time for appeal has expired. 
t31 (C) Has completed within the previous 24 months at least 12 
hours of continuing education in impairment evaluation or 
compensation-related medical dispute evaluation approved by 
administrative director. 
(D) Has not been terminated, suspended, placed on probation, 
otherwise disciplined by the administrative director during his or 
her most recent term as a qualified medical evaluator. 
(2) If the evaluator does not meet anyone of these the criteria 
specified in paragraph (1), the administrative director may in his or 
her discretion reappoint or deny reappointment according to 
regulations adopted by the administrative director. In no event may 
a physician who does not currently meet the requirements for initial 
appointment or who has been terminated under subdivision (e) 
because his or her license has been revoked or terminated by the 
licensing authority be reappointed. 
(e) The administrative director may, in his or her discretion, 
suspend or terminate a qualified medical evaluator during his or her 
term of appointment without a hearing as provided under 
subdivision (k) or (I) whenever either of the following conditions 
occurs: 
(1) The evaluator's license to practice in California has been 
suspended by the relevant licensing authority so as to preclude 
practice, or has been revoked or terminated by the licensing 
authority. 
(2) The evaluator has failed to timely pay the fee required by the 
administrative director pursuant to subdivision (n). 
(f) The administrative director shall furnish a physician, upon 
request, with a written statement of its his or her reasons for 
termination of, or for denying appointment or reappointment as, a 
qualified medical evaluator. Upon reeeipt of a specific response to 
. statement of reasons, the administrative director shall review his 
decision not to appoint or reappoint the physician or to 
terminate the physician and shall notify the physician of its his or 
her final decision within 60 days after receipt of the physician's 
response. 
(g) The administrative director shall establish agreements with 
qualified medical evaluators to assure the expeditious evaluation of 
cases assigned to them for comprehensive medical evaluations. 
(h) (1) When the injured worker is not represented by an attorney, 
the medical director appointed pursuant to Section 122, shall assign 
three-member panels of qualified medical evaluators within five 
working days after receiving a request for a panel. If a panel is not 
assigned within 15 working days, the employee shall have the right to 
obtain a medical evaluation from any qualified medical evaluator of 
his or her choice. The medical director shall use a random selection 
method for assigning panels of qualified medical evaluators. The 
medical director shall select evaluators who are specialists ef the type 
selected by the employee whose specialty is relevant to the injury for 
which the evaluation is sought as identified by the report of the 
treating physician. The medical director shall advise the employee 
that he or she should consult with his or her treating physician prior 
to deciding which type of specialist to request 
(2) The administrative director shall prescribe a form that shall 
notify the employee of the physicians selected for his or her panel. 
The form shall include, for each physician on the panel, the 
physician's name, address, telephone number, specialty, number of 
in practice, and a brief description of his or her education and 
and shall advise the employee that he or she is entitled to 
transportation expenses and temporary disability for each 
day necessary for the examination. The form shaU also state in a 
3 
clear and conspicuous location and type: "You have the right to 
consult with an information and assistance officer at no cost to you 
prior to selecting the selection of a doctor to prepare your 
evaluation, or you may consult with an attorney. If your claim 
eventually goes to court, the workers' compensation administrative 
law judge will consider the evaluation prepared by the doctor you 
select to decide your claim" 
(3) When compiling the Jist of evaluators from which to select 
randomly, the medical director shall include all qualified medical 
evaluators who meet all of the following criteria: 
(A) He or she does not have a conflict of interest in the case, as 
defined by regulations adopted pursuant to subdivision (0). 
(B) He or she is certified by the administrative director to evaluate 
in an appropriate specialty and at locations within the general 
geographic area of the employee's residence. 
(C) He or she has not been suspended or terminated as a qualified 
medical evaluator for failure to pay the fee required by the 
administrative director pursuant to subdivision (n) or for any other 
reason. 
(4) When the medical director determines that Sf} employee has 
reEltiested Sf} e'liiluation by a type of specialist that is appropriate for 
the employee's injury, but there are not enough qualified medical 
evaluators of that the appropriate type within the general 
geographic area of the employee's residence to establish a three-
member panel, the medical director shall include sufficient qualified 
medical evaluators from other geographic areas and the employer 
shall pay all necessary travel costs incurred in the event of the 
employee selects selection of an evaluator from another geographic 
area. 
(i) The medical director appointed pursuant to Section 122, shall 
continuously review the quality of comprehensive medical 
evaluations and reports prepared by agreed and qualified medical 
evaluators and the timeliness with which evaluation reports are 
prepared and submitted. The review shall include, but not be 
limited to, a review of a random sample of reports submitted to the 
division, and a review of all reports alleged to be inaccurate or 
incomplete by a party to a case for which the evaluation was 
prepared. The medical director shall submit to the administrative 
director an annual report surmnarizing the results of the continuous 
review of medical evaluations and reports prepared by agreed and 
qualified medical evaluators and make recommendations for the 
improvement of the system of medical evaluations and 
determinations. 
(j) After public hearing pursuant to Section 5307.3, the 
administrative director shall adopt regulations concerning the 
following issues: 
(I) Standards governing the timefrarnes within which medical 
evaluations shall be prepared and submitted by agreed and qualified 
medical evaluators. Except as provided in this subdivision, the 
timeframe for initial medical evaluations to be prepared and 
submitted shall be no more than 30 days after the evaluator has seen 
the employee or otherwise commenced the medical evaluation 
procedure. The administrative director shall develop limeframes 
governing availability of qualified medical evaluators for 
unrepresented employees under Sections 4061 and 4062. These 
timeframes shall give the employee the right to the addition of a 
new evaluator to his or her panel, selected at random, for each 
evaluator not available to see the employee within a specified 
period of time, but shall also permit the employee to waive this right 
for a specified period of time thereafter. The administrative 
director shall adopt regulations governing the provision of 
extensions of the 30-day period in both of the following cases: (A) 
where the evaluator has not received test results or consulting 
physician's evaluations in time to meet the 30-day deadline; and, 
(B) to extend the 30-day period by not more than 15 days when the 
failure to meet the 30-day deadline was for good cause. For 
purposes of this subdivision, "good cause" means any of the 
following: 
(i) medical emergencies of the evaluator or evaluator's family; 
(ii) death in the evaluator's family; or 
(iii) natural disasters or other community catastrophes that 
interrupt the operation of the evaluator's business. 
(2) Procedures to be followed by all physicians in evaluating the 
existence and extent of permanent impairment and limitations 
resulting from an injury. In order to produce complete, accurate, 
uniform, and replicable evaluations, the procedures shall require 
that an evaluation of anatomical loss, functional loss, and the 
presence of physical complaints be supported, to the extent feasible, 
by medical objective findings in support of medica I evidence based 
on standardized examinations and testing techniques generally 
accepted by the medical community. Objective findings in support 
of medical evidence are verifiable indications of injury or disease 
that may include, but are not limited to, range of motion, atrophy, 
muscle strength, and palpable muscle spasm. Objective findings do 
not include physical findings or subjective responses to physical 
examinations that are not reproducible, measurable, or observable. 
(3) Procedures governing the determination of any disputed 
medical issues. 
(4) Procedures to be used in determining the compensability of 
psychiatric injury. The procedures shall be in accordance with 
Section 3208.3 and shall require that the diagnosis ofa mental 
disorder be expressed using the terminology and criteria of the 
American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders, Third Edition-Revised, or the 
terminology and diagnostic criteria of other psychiatric diagnostic 
manuals generally approved and accepted nationally by 
practitioners in the field of psychiatric medicine. 
(5) Guidelines for the range of time normally required to perform 
the following: 
(A) A medical-legal evaluation that has not been defmed and 
valued pursuant to Section 5307.6. The guidelines shall establish 
minimum times for patient contact in the conduct of the evaluations, 
and shall be consistent with regulations adopted pursuant to Section 
5307.6. 
(B) Any treatment procedures that have not been defined and 
valued pursuant to Section 5307.1. 
(C) Any other evaluation procedure requested by the Insurance 
Commissioner or deemed appropriate by the administrative 
director. 
(6) Any additional medical or professional standards that a 
medical evaluator shall meet as a condition of appointment, 
reappointment, or maintenance in the status of a medical evaluator. 
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(k) (I) Except as provided in this subdivision, the adlmnlst1\ 
director may, in his or her discretion, suspend or terminate the 
privilege of a physician to serve as a qualified medical evaluator if 
the administrative director, after hearing pursuant to subdivision (I), 
determines, based on substantial evidence, that a qualified medical 
evaluator: 
fB (A) Has violated any material statutory or administrative duty. 
W (B) Has failed to follow the medical procedures or 
qualifications established by the administrative director pursuant to 
paragraph (2), (3), (4), or (5) of subdivision (j). 
~ (C) Has failed to comply with the timeframe standards 
established by the administrative director pursuant to subdivision 
(j). 
f4j (D) Has failed to meet the requirements of subdivision (b) or 
(c). 
~ (E) Has prepared medical-legal evaluations that fail to meet the 
minimum standards for those reports established by the 
administrative director or the appeals board. 
f61 (F) Has made material misrepresentations or false statements 
in an application for appointment or reappoinUlnent as a qualified 
medical evaluator. 
(2) No hearing shall be required prior to the suspension or 
termination of a physician's privilege to serve as a qualified medical 
evaluator when the physician has done either of the following: 
(A) Failed to timely pay the fee required pursuant to subdivision 
(n). 
(B) Had his or her license to practice in California suspe]ld~ 
the relevant licensing authority so as to preclude practice, or 
license revoked or terminated by the licensing authority. 
(I) The administrative director shall cite the qualified medical 
evaluator for a violation listed in subdivision (k) and shall set a 
hearing on the alleged violation within 30 days of service of the 
citation on the qualified medical evaluator. In addition to the 
authority to terminate or suspend the qualified medical evaluator 
upon fmding a violation listed in subdivision (k), the administrative 
director may, in his or her discretion, place a qualified medical 
evaluator on probation subject to appropriate conditions, including 
ordering continuing education or training. The administrative 
director shall report to the appropriate licensing board the name of 
any qualified medical evaluator who is disciplined pursuant to this 
subdivision. 
(m) The administrative director shall terminate from the list of 
medical evaluators any physician where licensure has been 
terminated by the relevant licensing board, or who has been 
convicted of a misdemeanor or felony related to the conduct of his 
or her medical practice, or of a crime of moral turpitude. The 
administrative director shall suspend or terminate as a medical 
evaluator any physician who has been suspended or placed on 
probation by the relevant licensing board. If a physician is 
suspended or terminated as a qualified medical evaluator under this 
subdivision, a report prepared by the physician that is not complete, 
signed, and furnished to one or more of the parties prior to the date 
of conviction or action of the licensing board, whichever is 
shall not be admissible in any proceeding before the appeals 
nor shall there be any liability for payment for the report and any 
expense incurred by the physician in connection with the report. 
Each qualified medical evaluator shaH pay a fee, as 
rlp'lpTl'lllTl",ri by the administrative director, for appointment or 
reappointment. Any qualified medical evaluator appointed prior to 
January J, J 993, shall also pay the same fee as specified in 
accordance with this subdivision. These fees shall be based on a 
sliding scale as established by the administrative director. All 
revenues from fees paid under this subdivision shall be deposited 
into the Workers' Compensation Administration Revolving Fund 
and are available for expenditure upon appropriation by the 
Legislature, and shall not be used by any other department or 
agency or for any purpose other than administration of the programs 
of the Division of Workers' Compensation related to the provision 
of medical treatment to injured employees. 
(0) An evaluator may not request or accept any compensation or 
other thing of value from any source that does or could create a 
conflict with his or her duties as an evaluator under this code. The 
administrative director, after consultation with the Commission on 
Health and Safety and Workers' Compensation, shaH adopt 
regulations to implement this subdivision. 
SEC. 6. Section 3201.5 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
3201.5. (a) Except as provided in subdivisions (b) and (c), the 
Department ofIndustrial Relations and the courts of this state shall 
recognize as valid and binding any provision in a collective 
bargaining agreement between a pfflateemployer or groups of 
employers engaged in constmctiofl; construction maiatenaace, Of 
activities limited to rock; saad, gffl'ICI, cement and asphalt 
ij}C<&lli:lfi- and a union that is the recognized or certified exclusive 
bargaining representative that establishes any of the following: 
(I) An alternative dispute resolution system governing disputes 
between employees and employers or their insurers that 
supplements or replaces all or part of those dispute resolution 
processes contained in this division, including, but not limited to, 
mediation and arbitration. Any system of arbitration shall provide 
that the decision of the ~iter or board of arbitration is subject to 
review by the appeals board in the same manner as provided for 
reconsideration of a tmal order, decision, or award made and filed 
by a workers' compensation administrative law judge pursuant to 
the procedures set forth in Article I (commencing with Section 
5900) of Chapter 7 of Part 4 of Division 4, and the court of appeals 
pursuant to the procedures set forth in Article 2 (commencing with 
Section 5950) of Chaprer 7 of Part 4 of Division 4, governing 
orders, decisions, or awards of the appeals board. The fmdings of 
fact, award, order, or decision of the arbitrator shall have the same 
force and effect as an award, order, or decision of a workers' 
compensation administrative law judge. Any provision for 
arbitration established pursuant to this section shaH not be subject to 
Sections 5270, 5270.5, 5271, 5272, 5273, 5275, and 5277. 
(2) The use of an agreed list of providers of medical treatment that 
may be the exclnsive source of all medical treatment provided 
under this division. 
(3) The use of an agreed, limited list of qualified medical 
aluators and agreed medical evaluators that may be the exc1usive 
of qualified medical evaluators and agreed medical 
luators under this division. 
(4) Joint labor management safety committees. 
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(5) A light-duty, modified job or return-ta-work program. 
(6) A vocational rehabilitation or retraining program utilizing an 
agreed list of providers of rehabilitation services that may be the 
exclusive source of providers of rehabilitation services under this 
division. 
(b) Nothing in this section shall allow a collective bargaining 
agreement that diminishes the entitlement of an employee to 
compensation payments for total or partial disability, temporary 
disability, vocational rehabilitation, or medical treatment fully paid 
by the employer as otherwise provided in this division. The portion 
of any agreement that violates this subdivision shall be declared 
null and void. 
(c) Subdivision (a) shall apply only to the following: 
(1) An employer developing or projecting an annual workers' 
compensation insurance premium, in California, of two hundred 
fifty thousand doHars ($250,000) or more, or any employer that 
paid an annual workers' compensation insurance premium, in 
California, of two hundred fifty thousand dollars ($250,000) in at 
least one of the previous three years. 
(2) Groups of employers engaged in a workers' compensation 
safety group complying with Sections 11656.6 and 11656.7 of the 
Insurance Code, and established pursuant to ajoint labor 
management safety committee or committees, that develops or 
projects annual workers' compensation insurance premiums of two 
million dollars ($2,000,000) or mote. 
(3) Employers or groups of employers that are self-insured in 
compliance with Section 3700 that would have projected annual 
workers' compensation costs that meet the requirements of, and that 
meet the other requirements of, paragraph (1) in the case of 
employers, or paragraph (2) in the case of groups of employers. 
(4) Employers covered by an owner or general contractor 
provided wrap-up insurance policy applicable to a single 
construction site that develops workers' compensation insurance 
premiums of two million dollars ($2,000,000) or more with respect 
to those employees covered by that wrap-up insurance policy. 
(d) Employers and labor representatives who meet the eligibility 
requirements of this section shall be issued a letter by the 
administrative director advising each employer and labor 
representative that, based upon the review of all documents and 
materials submitted as required by the administrative director, each 
has met the eligibility requirements of this section. 
(e) The premium mte for a policy of insurance issued pursuant to 
this section shall not be subject to the requirements of Section 
11732 or 11732.5 of the Insurance Code. 
(1) No employer may establish or continue a program established 
under this section until it has provided the administrative director 
with al1 of the following: 
(I) Upon its original application and whenever it is renegotiated 
thereafter, a copy of the collective bargaining agreement and the 
approximate number of employees who will be covered thereby. 
(2) Upon its original application and annually thereafter, a valid 
and active license where that license is required by law as a 
condition of doing business in the state "t¥ithID the industries set 
forth in subdi'lisioB (8) ofSectioB 3201.5. 
(3) Upon its original application and annually thereafter, a 
statement signed under penalty of peJjury, that no action has been 
taken by any administrative agency or court of the United States to 
invalidate the collective bargaining agreement. 
(4) The name, address, and telephone number of the contact 
person of the employer. 
(5) Any other information that the administrative director deems 
necessary to further the purposes of this section. 
(g) No collective bargaining representative may establish or 
continue to participate in a program established under this section 
unless all of the following requirements are met: 
(I) Upon its original application and annually thereafter, it has 
provided to the administrative director a copy of its most recent 
LM-2 or LM-3 filing with the United States Department of Labor, 
along with a statement, signed under penalty of petjury, that the 
document is a true and correct copy. 
(2) It has provided to the administrative director the name, 
address, and telephone number of the contact person or persons of 
the collective bargaining representative or representatives. 
(h) Commencing July I, 1995, and annually thereafter, the 
Division of Workers' Compensation shall report to the Director of 
the Department of Industrial Relations the number of col1ective 
bargaining agreements received and the number of employees 
covered by these agreements. 
(i) By June 30, 1996, and annually thereafter, the Administrative 
Director of the Division of Workers' Compensation shaH prepare 
and notify Members of the Legislature that a report authorized by 
this section is available upon request. The report based upon 
aggregate data shall include the fol1owing: 
(I) Person hours and payroll covered by agreements filed. 
(2) The number of claims filed. 
(3) The average cost per claim shall be reported by cost 
components whenever practicable. 
(4) The number of litigated claims, including the number of 
claims 
submitted to mediation, the appeals board, or the court of appeal. 
(5) The number of contested claims resolved prior to arbitration. 
(6) The projected incurred costs and actual costs of claims. 
(7) Safety history. 
(8) The oomber ofworlcers participatmg m '/ocational 
rehabilitatiofl: 
-t9:)-The number of workers participating in light-duty programs. 
The division shall have the authority to require those employers and 
groups of employers listed in subdivision ( c) to provide the data 
listed above. 
(j) The data obtained by the administrative director pursuant to 
this section shall be confidential and not subject to public disclosure 
under any law of this state. However, the Division of Workers' 
Compensation shall create derivative works pursuant to 
subdivisions (h) and (i) based on the collective bargaining 
agreements and data. Those derivative works shall not be 
confidential, but shall be public. On a monthly basis the 
administrative director shall make available an updated list of 
employers and unions entering into collective bargaining 
agreements containing provisions authorized by this section. 
SEC. 7. Labor Code Section 3201.7 is repealed. 
3201.7. (6) Except as provided in subdi'lisioD (b), the Department 
of IndHStriai Relations aDd the coW1s of this state shall recogni'Ce as 
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the fuIIo\ying requirements: 
(1) The labor maDagement agreement bas beefl flegotiated separate 
aDd apart from aD)' collective bargaining agreement cO'lering affected 
employees. 
(2) The labor management agreemeDt is restricted to the 
establishment of the terms aDd conditions necessary to implement 
this section. 
(3) The labor maaagemeflt agreement has been negotiated m 
accordaDce with the authori'Cation of the administrati're director 
pursuaDt to subdivision (d), betweeD an employer or groHfls of 
employers and a union that is the recogni'Ced or certified exclHSiye 
bargaining representative tbat establishes any of the fullo'tying: 
(I.) l-\a alternative displ:lte resolution system governing displ:ltes 
bet'Neen employees aDd employers or their insHrers that supplements 
or replaces all or part of those dispute resoll:ltion processes contained 
m this dplision; including, bm not limited to, mediatioB and 
arbitration. f\BY system of arbitration shall pro'lide that the decision 
of the arbiter or board of arbitration is subject to re'liewby the 
appeals board in the same mardler as provided fur reconsideration of 
a fmal order, decision, or award made aDd filed by a worleers' 
compensatioR adffiiRistratiYe lavt'jndge pHfsaaDt to the precedHfEls set 
furtb in Article 1 (commencing vlith SectioD 5900) orCbapter 7 of 
Part 4 of Division 4, and the col:H1 ofaweals pHfSHant te the 
procedHfCs set forth m Article 2 (commeneing with SectioB 5950) of 
aVrard, order, or decisioD ofa workers' compensation admiflistratrre 
lawjl:ldge. Any pro'lisioD fur arbitratioD established pHfsuant to this 
section shall not be Sl:lbject to Sections 5270, 5270.5, 5271, 5272, 
5273,5275, and 5277. 
(B) The lise ofaD agreed list ofpro>.iders of medical treatment that 
may be the excllisiye source of all medical treatment provided ooder 
this division. 
(C)The HSe of an agreed, limited list of qtlalified medical e'ramators 
and agreed medical evalnators that may be the e*clusi'tr.e SOlime of 
qualified mediaal e\'alaators aDd agreed mediaa] eYaJHaters ooder this 
divisioD: 
(D) Jomt labor management safety committees. 
(E) A light dHty, modified job, or rerum to work program. 
(F) A yocational rehabilitation or retraining program utili'Cllg an 
agreed list of providers of rehabilitation services that rnay be the 
excmsi'lC source ofpro'liders of rehabilitation services ooder this 
divisiofl: 
(b) N<Jtbmg m this section sbaIl aIlow a laber management 
agreemeBt that diminishes the entitlement oran employee to 
compensation payments fur total or partial disability, temporary 
disability, vocatiOflal rehabilitation, or medical treatment fully paid 
by the employer as otherwise provided m this diyisiOD; Dar shall any 
agreement authori2ed by this section deny to any employee the right 
te representatioD by cOHasel at all stages daring the alternative 
dispute resolution process. The portion of any agreemeDt that 
violates this Sl:lbdi'lision shall be declared fiHlI and 'laid. 
(e) Sabdi>/ision (a) shall apply only to the fullovring: 
dollars ($50,000) or more, and employing at least 50 employees, or 
any employer that paid an affiluaJ wor1(ers' compensation insurance 
premium, in California, of fifty thousand donors ($50,000), and 
employing at least 50 emplo)'ees in at least one of the previous three 
yeaFS:-
(2) Groups of employers eagaged in a 'i'lorkers' compensatioo 
safety group complying "'lith Sections 11656.6 and 11656.7 of the 
Insurance Code, and established pursuant to a joint labor 
management safety commiuee or committees, that de,,'elops or 
projects ar.nual v/or1(ers' compensation lisurance premiums of five 
hundred thousand do11ars ($500,000) or more. 
(3) Employers or groups of employers, inc1uding cities and 
counties, that are self insured li compliance with Section 3700 that 
would have projected annual workers' compensation costs that meet 
the requirements of, and that meet the other requirements of, 
paragraph (1) li the case of emplo}'ers, or paragraph (2) in the case of 
groups of employers. 
Ed) Any recognized or certified e>'!:eluswe bargaining representatP/e 
in rm industry not covered by Section 3201.5, may file a petition vlith 
the administrative director seeking permission to negotiate with an 
emplo)'tlr or group of employers to enter into a labor management 
agreement pursuant to this section. The petition shall specify the 
bargaining unit or units to be included, the names of the employers or 
groups of employers, rmd shaH be accompanied by proof of the labor 
the petition. The petition shall be in the form designated by the 
administrati'le director. Upon receipt of the petition, the 
administrative director shall promptly "erif), the petitioner's status as 
the mfclusi,,.e bargaining representati¥e~ 
If the petition satisfies the requirements set forth in this subdi'lision, 
the administrati'le director shall issue a letter ad¥ising each employer 
and labor representative of their eligibility to enter lito negotiations, 
for a period not to C>'!ceed one year, for the purpose of reaching 
agreement on a labor mrmagement agreement pursurmt to this 
section. The parties may jointly request, rmd shaH be granted, by the 
administrative director, an additional one year period to negotiate rm 
agreement. 
(e) No employer may establish or coatrnue a program established 
under this section until it has pro·lided the administrati'/C director 
'>'lith a11 of the fonowing: 
(1) Upon its original application rmd whene'ler it is renegotiated 
thereafter, a copy of the labor managemeat agreement and the 
approximate nwnber of employees who .. lill be cO'.'ered thereby. 
(2) Upon its original application and rmnually thereafter, a 
statement signed under penalty ofpefjwy, that no action has been 
taken by any administrati·/O agency or eoHrt of the United States to 
iO't'ftlidate the labor management agreement. 
(3) The aame, address, and telephone number of the coataet person 
of the employer. 
continue to participate in a program established under this seetioo 
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unless all of the fuUowing requirements are met: 
(1) Upon its original applicatioa and ar.nually thereafter, it has 
provided to the administrative direetor a copy of its most recent LM 
2 or LM 3 filing with the United States Department of Lahor, where 
such fillig is required by law, along "'lith a statement, signed uader 
penalty ofpefjury, that the document is a true and eorrect copy_ 
(2) It has provided to the adrnffiistrati'>'e director the name, address, 
and telephone number of the contaet person or persons of the 
co))ecti,,'e bargaining representati¥e or representati',res. 
(g) Commenciag July 1,2005, and arnlUal1y thereafter, the Di'lisiea 
of Workers' Compensation shall report to the Direetor ofIndustrial 
Relations the number onabor management agreements recei'led and 
the number of emplo)'ees covered by these agreements. 
(h) By June 30, 2006, and ar.nually thereafter, the administrati'f'e 
direetor shall prepare and notify Members of the Legislature that a 
report authorized by this seetion is 0'>'a11able upon request. The 
report based upon aggregate data shall inelude the rollo'Ning: 
(1) Person hours aad payroll eO¥ered by agreements filed. 
(2) The number of claims filed. 
(3) The average eost per claim shall be reported by eost 
eomponents whefle'ler practieable. 
(4) The number oflitigated claims, incJuding the number of claims 
submitted to mediatiOfl; the appeals board, or the eourt of appeal. 
(5) The number of contested c1aims resol¥ed prior to a:rbitratioll: 
(6) The projeeted ineurred eosts rmd actual cost£! ofclairns. 
(7) Safety history. 
(8) The number Ofv;OrIEers partieipating in '/ocational 
rehabilitation: 
(9) The number ofv.'erkers participating in light duty programs. 
(l0) Overall vlOrker satisfaction. 
The di'lisioa shall ha'IC the authority to require employers rmd 
groups of employers partieipating in labor mrmagement agreemeats 
pursurmt to this seetion to pro>lide the data listed above. 
0) The data obtained by the administrative direetor pursuant to this 
seetion shaH be confidential and not subjeet to public diselosure 
\iilder any law of this state. Howc>/er, the Dh<ision of Workers' 
Compeasation shall create deri'lOti'IC works pursermt to subdi>visioas 
(1) and (g) based on the labor management agreements rmd data. 
Those deri'lati'.'e 'WOrks shall not be confidential, but shall be publi&. 
O:a a moothly basis, the administram'e direetor shall make a'lailable 
rm updated list ofempJoyers rmd unions entering into labor 
mrmagement agreements ttutherized by this seetion. 
SEC 8. Section 3202 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
3202. This divisioa and Divisioo 5 (eommeaeing 'llith Seetioa 
6300) shall be liberally coastrued by the eourts "'lith the purpose of 
C>'!tending their beaefits fur the protectioa of persons injured in the 
course of their employment: All worker' compensation laws and 
findings of fact shall be interpreted in an impartial and balanced 
manner such that all parties are considered equal before the law. 
All parties and lien claimants are required to meet the evidentiary 
burden of proof on all issues by a preponderance of the evidence. 
"Preponderance of the evidence" means such evidence as, when 
weighed with that opposed to it, has more convincingforce and the 
greater probability of truth. When weighing the evidence, the test is 
not the relative number of witnesses, but the relative convincing 
force of the evidence. 
SEC 9. Section 3202.5 of the Labor Code is repealed: 
3202.5 Nothing contained in Section 3202 shall be construed as 
relieving a party or a lien claimant from meeting the evidentiary 
burden ofpfoofby a prependerance of the evidenee. 
"Preponderance of the evidence" means such evidence as, vAten 
weighed with that opposed to it, has more cOIlvineing :fOrce aIld the 
greater probability of truth. When weighing the evidence, the test is 
not the reJati'le mimber ofvritnesses, but the relative convincing 
furee of the e'ridence. 
SEC. 10. Section 3208 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
3208. "Injury" includes any injury or disease arising out of the 
employment that is certified by a physician using medical evidence 
based on objective findings, as defined in paragraph (2) of 
subdivision (j) of Section 139.2, including injuries to artificial 
members, dentures, hearing aids, eyeglasses, and medical bmces of 
all types ; provided, howe'ler, that. However, eyeglasses and 
hearing aids will not be replaced, repaired, or otherwise 
compensated for, unless injury to them is incident to an injury 
causing disability. 
SEC. 11. Section 3208.1 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
3208.1. (a) An injury may be either : (8) "specific," of the 
following: 
(1) "Specific" and thus occurring as the result of one incident or 
exposure -whieh- that causes disability or need for medical 
treatment ; or (b) "cumulative," . 
(2) "Cumulative" and thus occurring as repetitive mentally or 
physically traumatic activities extending over a period of time, the 
combined effect of which causes any disability or need for medical 
treatment. -.:fhe 
(b) The date of a cumulative injury shall be the date determined 
under Section 5412. 
(c) In order to establish that a cumulative injury is compensable, 
an employee shall demonstrate by a preponderance of medical 
evidence, that the injury was predominantly caused by actual 
activities of employment. 
(d) In order to establish that a specific injury is compensable, an 
employee shall demonstrate by a preponderance of medical 
evidence that the injury has contributed at least 10 percent to the 
cause of the disability or death when compared to all causes of the 
death or disability in total. 
SEC. 12. Section 3600 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
3600. (a) Liability for the compensation and any other liability 
under law provided by this division and Division 1, in lieu of any 
other liability whatsoever to any person except as otherwise 
specificaHy provided in Sections 3602, 3706, and 4558, shall, 
without regard to negligence, exist against an employer, including 
for any injury sustained by his or her employees arising out of and 
in the course of the employment and for the death of any employee 
if the injury proximately causes death, in those cases where the 
following conditions of compensation eenctlf occur: 
(1) Where, at the time of the injury, both the employer and the 
employee are subject to the compensation provisions of this 
division. 
(2) Where, at the time of the injury, the employee is performing 
service growing out of and incidental to his or her employment and 
is acting within the course of his or her employment. 
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(3) Where the injury, as described in Section 3208, is 
caused by the employment either with or without negligence. 
(4) Where the injury is not caused by the intoxication, by alcohol 
or the unlawful use of a controlled substance, of the injured 
employee. As used in this paragraph, "controlled substance" shaH 
have the same meaning as prescribed in Section 11007 of the Health 
and Safety Code. 
(5) Where the injury is not intentionally self-inflicted. 
(6) Where the employee has not willfully and delibemtely caused 
his or her own death. 
(7) Where the injury does not arise out of an altercation in which 
the injured employee is the initial physical aggressor. 
(8) Where the injury is not caused by the commission of a felony, 
or a crime which is punishable as specified in subdivision (b) of 
Section 17 of the Penal Code, by the injured employee, for which 
he or she has been convicted. 
(9) Where the injury does not arise out of voluntary participation 
in any off-duty recreational, social, or athletic activity not 
constituting part of the employee's work-related duties, except 
where these activities are a reasonable expectancy of, or are 
expressly or impliedly required by, the employment. The 
administrative director shall promulgate reasonable rules and 
regulations requiring employers to post and keep posted in a 
conspicuous place or places a notice advising employees of the 
provisions of this subdivision. Failure of the employer to post the 
notice shall not constitute an expression of intent to waive the 
provisions of this subdivision. 
(10) Except for psychiatric injuries governed by subdivision 
Section 3208.3, where the claim for compensation is filed after 
notice of termination or layoff, including voluntary layoff, and the 
claim is for an injury occurring prior to the time of notice of 
termination or layoff, no compensation shall be paid unless the 
employee demonstrates by a preponderance of the evidence that one 
or more of the following conditions apply: 
(A) The employer has notice of the injury, as provided under 
Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 5400), prior to the notice of 
termination or layoff. 
(B) The employee's medical records, existing prior to the notice of 
termination or layoff, contain evidence of the injury. 
(C) The date of injury, as specified in Section 5411, is subsequent 
to the date of the notice of termination or layoff, but prior to the 
effective date of the termination or layoff. 
(D) The date of injury, as specified in Section 5412, is subsequent 
to the date of the notice of termination or layoff. For purposes of 
this paragmph, an employee provided notice pursuant to Sections 
44948.5,44949,44951,44955,44955.6,72411,87740, and 87743 
of the Education Code shall be considered to have been provided a 
notice of termination or layoff only upon a district's final decision 
not to reemploy that person. 
A notice of termination or layoff that is not followed within 60 
days by that termination or layoff shall not be subject to the 
provisions of this paragraph, and this pamgraph shall not apply until 
receipt of a later notice of termination or layoff. The issuance 
frequent notices of termination or layoff to an employee shall 
considered a bad faith personnel action and shall make this 
paragraph inapplicable to the employee. 
(b) Where an employee, or his or her dependents, receives the 
cOlmpem5atl'lon provided by this division and secures a judgment for, 
or settlement of, civil damages pursuant to those specific 
exemptions to the employee's exclusive remedy set forth in 
subdivision (b) of Section 3602 and Section 4558, the compensation 
paid under this division shan be credited against the judgment or 
settlement, and the employer shall be relieved from the obligation to 
pay further compensation to, or on behalf of, the employee or his or 
her dependents up to the net amount of the judgment or settlement 
received by the employee or his or her heirs, or that portion of the 
judgment as has been satisfied, 
Section 4060 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
4060, (a) This section shall only apply to disputes over the 
compensability of any injury. This section shall not apply where 
injury to any part or parts of the body is accepted as compensable 
by the employer. 
(b) Neither the employer nor the employee shall be liable for any 
comprehensive medical-legal evaluation performed by other than 
the treating physician either in whole or in part on behalf of the 
employee prior to the filing of a claim form and prior to the time the 
claim is denied or becomes presumptively compensable under 
Section 5402. However, reports of treating physicians shall be 
admissible. 
(c) If a medical evaluation is required to determine 
compensability at any time after the period specified in subdivision 
(b), and the employee is represented by an attorney, each party may 
a qualified medical evaluator to conduct a comprehensive 
-legal evaluation. Neither party may obtain more than one 
comprehensive medical-legal report, provided, however, that any 
party may obtain additional reports at their own expense. The 
parties may, at any time, agree on one medical evaluator to evaluate 
the issues in dispute. 
(d) If a medical evaluation is required to determine 
compensability at any time after the period specified in subdivision 
(b), and the employee is not represented by an attorney, the 
employer shall not seek agreement with the employee on a 
physician to prepare a comprehensive medical-legal evaluation. 
The employee may select a qualified medical evaluator to prepare a 
comprehensive medical-legal evaluation. The division shall assist 
unrepresented employees, and shall make available to them the list 
of medical evaluators compiled under Section 139.2. Neither party 
may obtain more than one comprehensive medical-legal report, 
provided, however, that any party may obtain additional reports at 
their own expense. If an employee has received a comprehensive 
medical-legal evaluation under this subdivision, and he or she later 
becomes represented by an attorney, he or she shall not be entitled 
to an additional evaluation at the employer's expense. 
(e) Evaluations performed under this section shall-oot- be limited 
to the issue of the compensability of the injury ,lmt shall address 
aU medical issees in dispate 
SEC. 13. Section 4061 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
4061. (a) Together with the last payment of temporary disability 
,nt'lpnmil-v the employer shall, in a form prescribed by the 
}liniistr,ati,re director pursuant to Section 138.4, provide the 
one of the following: 
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(1) Notice either that no permanent disability indemnity will be 
paid because the employer alleges the employee has no permanent 
impairment or limitations resulting from the injury or notice of the 
amount of permanent disability indenmity determined by the 
employer to be payable. The notice shall include information 
concerning how the employee may obtain a formal medical 
evaluation pursuant to subdivision (c) if he or she disagrees with the 
position taken by the employer. The notice shall be accompanied 
by the form prescribed by the administrative director for requesting 
assignment of a panel of qualified medical evaluators, unless the 
employee is represented by an attorney. If the employer determines 
permanent disability indenmity is payable, the employer shall 
advise the employee of the amount determined payable and the 
basis on which the determination was made and whether there is 
need for continuing medical care. 
(2) Notice that permanent disability indemnity may be or is 
payable, but that the amount cannot be determined because the 
employee's medical condition is not yet permanent and stationary. 
The notice shall advise the employee that his or her medical 
condition will be monitored until it is permanent and stationary, at 
which time the necessary evaluation will be performed to determine 
the existence and extent of permanent impairment and limitations 
for the purpose of rating permanent disability and to determine the 
need for continuing medical care, or at which time the employer 
will advise the employee of the amount of permanent disability 
indemnity the employer has determined to be payable. Ifan 
employee is provided notice pursuant to this paragraph and the 
employer later takes the position that the employee has no 
permanent impairment or limitations resulting from the injury, or 
later determines permanent disability indemnity is payable, the 
employer shall in either event, within 14 days of the determination 
to take either position, provide the employee with the notice 
specified in paragraph (1). 
(b) Each notice required by subdivision (a) shall describe the 
administrative procedures available to the injured employee and 
advise the employee of his or her right to consult an information 
and assistance officer or an attorney. It shall contain the following 
language: 
"Should you decide to be represented by an attorney, you mayor 
may not receive a larger award, but, unless you are determined to be 
ineligible for an award, the attorney's fee will be deducted from any 
award you might receive for disability benefits. The decision to be 
represented by an attorney is yours to make, but it is voluntary and 
may not be necessary for you to receive your benefits." 
(c) If the parties do not agree to a permanent disability rating 
based on the treating physician's evaluation or the assessment of 
need for continuing medical care, and the employee is represented 
by an attorney, the employer shall seek agreement with the 
employee on a physician to prepare a comprehensive medical 
evaluation of the employee's permanent impairment and limitations 
and any need for continuing medical care resulting from the injury. 
If no agreement is reached within 10 days, or any additional time 
not to exceed 20 days agreed to by the parties, the parties may Dot 
later select an agreed medical evaluator. Evaluations of an 
employee's permanent impairment and limitations obtained prior to 
the period to reach agreement shall not be admissible in any 
proceeding before the appeals board. After the period to reach 
agreement has expired, either party may select a qualified medical 
evaluator to conduct the comprehensive medical evaluation. 
Neither party may obtain more than one comprehensive medical-
legal report, provided, however, that any party may obtain 
additional reports at their own expense. 
(d) (/) If the parties do not agree to a permanent disability rating 
based on the treating physician's evaluation, and if the employee is 
not represented by an attorney, the employer shall not seek 
agreement with the employee on a physician to prepare an 
additional medical evaluation. The emplo)'Cf shall immediately 
provide the employee '.vith a form prescribed by the medical 
director with which to request assignment of a p8Bel of three 
qualified medical evaluators. The employer shall immediately 
request assignment of a panel of three qualified medical evaluators 
from the medical director and notifY the employee of the request on 
a form prescribed by the administrator director. A copy of the 
treating physician's evaluation shall be included with the request. 
Within 30 days of receipt of notice of the assignment of the panel 
from the medical director, the employee shaH select a physician 
from the panel to prepare a medical evaluation of the employee's 
permanent impairment and limitations and any need for continuing 
medical care resulting from the injury. For injury. If a 
comprehensive medical legal valuation has been prepared by the 
treating physician, and no good cause exists, as defined in 
subdivision (g)Jor thefailure of the employee to select a qualified 
medical evaluator within the 30-day time period set forth in this 
subdivision, or, if no assignment of a panel has been made by the 
medical director within the time frames required by subdivision (h) 
of Section /39.2 and the employee has foiled to select a qualified 
medical evaluator within 45 days of receipt of the notice from the 
employer that a panel has been requested, issues relating to the 
existence or extent of permanent impairment and limitations or the 
need for continuing medical care resulting from the injury may be 
the subject of a declaration of readiness to proceed. 
(2) For injuries occurring on or after January 1,2003, except as 
provided in sabdivision €b) ofSectiofl 4064, the report of the 
qualified medical evaluator and the reports of the treating physician 
or physicians shall be the only admissible reports and shall be the 
only reports obtained by the employee or the employer on the issues 
subject to this section. 
( e) If an employee obtains a qualified medical evaluator from a 
panel pursuant to subdivision (d) or pursuant to subdivision (b) of 
Section 4062, and thereafter becomes represented by an attorney 
and obtains an additional qualified medical evaluator, the employer 
shall have a corresponding right to secure an additional qualified 
. medical evaluator. 
(f) The represented employee shall be responsible for making an 
appointment with an agreed medical evaluator. 
(g) The unrepresented employee shall be responsible for making 
make an appointment with a qualified medical evaluator selected 
from a panel of three qualified medical evaluators within 30 days of 
receipt of the notice of the assignment of the panel from the medical 
director. If a comprehensive medical-legal evaluation has been 
completed by the treating physician, and if no good cause exists for 
the failure of the employee to schedule the evaluation, issues 
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relating to the ex:istence or extent of permanent impairment 
limitations or the need for continuing medical care resultingfrom 
the injury may be the subject of a declaration of readiness to 
proceed. The evaluator shall give the employee, at the 
appointment, a brief opportunity to ask questions concerning the 
evaluation process and the evaluator's background. The 
unrepresented employee shall then participate in the evaluation as 
requested by the evaluator unless the employee has good cause to 
discontinue the evaluation. For purposes of this subdivision, "good 
cause to discontinue the evaluation" shall include evidence that the 
evaluator is biased against the employee because of his or her race, 
sex, national origin, religion, or sexual preference or evidence that 
the evaluator has requested the employee to submit to an 
unnecessary medical examination or procedure. If the 
unrepresented employee declines to proceed with the evaluation, he 
or she shall have the right to a new panel of three qualified medical 
evaluators from which to select one to prepare a comprehensive 
medical evaluation. If the appeals board subsequently determines 
that the employee did not have good cause to not proceed with the 
evaluation, the cost of the evaluation shall be deducted from any 
award the employee obtains. 
(h) Upon selection or assignment pursuant to subdivision (c) or 
(d), the medical evaluator shall perform a comprehensive medieal 
medical-legal evaluation according to the procedures promulgated 
adopted by the administrative director under paragraphs (2) and 
(3) of subdivision (j) of Section 139.2 and summarize the 
findings on a form prescribed by the administrative director. 
comprehensive medical medical-legal evaluation shall 
contested medical issues regarding the employee's permanent 
impairment and limitations and any needfor continuing medical 
care arising from all injuries reported on one or more claim forms 
prior to the date of the employee's initial appointment with the 
medical evaluator. If, after a comprehensive medical medical-
legal evaluation is prepared, the employer or the employee 
subsequently objects to any new medical issue regarding the 
employee's permanent impairment and limitations and any need for 
continuing medical care ,the parties, to the extent possible, shall 
utilize the same medical evaluator who prepared the previous 
evaluation to resolve the medical dispute. 
(i) Except as provided in Section 139.3, the medical evaluator 
may obtain consultations from other physicians who have treated 
the employee for the injury whose expertise is necessary to provide 
a complete and accurate evaluation. 
(j) The qualified medical evaluator who has evaluated an 
unrepresented employee shall serve the comprehensive medical 
evaluation and the summary form on the employee, employer, and 
the administrative director. The unrepresented employee or the 
employer may submit the treating physician's evaluation for the 
calculation of a permanent disability rating. Within 20 days of 
receipt of the comprehensive medical evaluation, the administrative 
director shall calculate the permanent disability rating according to 
Section 4660 and serve the rating on the employee and employer. 
(k) Any comprehensive medical evaluation concerning an 
unrepresented employee which indicates that part or all of an 
employee's permanent impairment or limitations may be subject to 
apportionment pursuant to Sections 4663 or 4750 shall frrst be 
bmitted by the administrative director to a workers' compensation 
who may refer the report back to the qualified medical 
evaluator for correction or c1arification if the judge determines the 
proposed apportionment is inconsistent with the law. 
(l) Within 30 days of receipt of the rating, if the employee is 
unrepresented, the employee or employer may request that the 
administrative director reconsider the recommended rating or obtain 
additional information from the treating physician or medical 
evaluator to address issues not addressed or not completely 
addressed in the original comprehensive medical evaluation or not 
prepared in accord with the procedures promulgated under 
paragraph (2) or (3) of subdivision (j) of Section 139.2. This 
request shall be in writing, shall specify the reasons the rating 
should be reconsidered, and shall be served on the other party. If 
the administrative director finds the comprehensive medical 
evaluation is not complete or not in compliance with the required 
procedures, the administrative director shall return the report to the· 
treating physician or qualified medical evaluator for appropriate 
action as the administrative director iustructs. Upon receipt of the 
treating physician's or qualified medical evaluator's final 
comprehensive medical evaluation and summary form, the 
administrative director shall recalculate the permanent disability 
rating according to Section 4660 and serve the rating, the 
comprehensive medical evaluation, and·the summary form on the 
employee and employer. 
(m) If a comprehensive medical evaluation from the treating 
or an agreed medical evaluator or a qualified medical 
selected from a three-member panel resolves any issue so 
as to require an employer to provide compensation, the employer 
shall commence the payment of compensation or promptly 
commence proceedings before the appeals board to resolve the 
dispute. If the employee and employer agree to a stipulated 
findings and award as provided under Section 5702 or to 
compromise and release the claim under Chapter 2 (commencing 
with Section 5000) of Part 3, or if the employee wishes to commute 
the award under Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 5100) of Part 
3, the appeals board shall flTSt determine whether the agreement or 
commutation is in the best interests of the employee and whether 
the proper procedures have been followed in determining the 
permanent disability rating. The administrative director shall 
promulgate a foim to notify the employee, at the time of service of 
any rating under this section, of the options specified in this 
subdivision, the potential advantages and disadvantages of each 
option, and the procedure for disputing the rating. 
(n) No issue relating to the existence or extent of permanent 
impairment and limitations or the need for continuing medical care 
resulting from the injury may be the subject of a declaration of 
readiness to proceed unless there has flTSt been a medical evaluation 
by a treating physician or an agreed or qualified medical evaluator. 
With the exception of an evaluation or evaluations prepared by the 
treating physician or physicians, no evaluation of permanent 
impairment and limitations or need for continuing medical care 
from the injury shall be obtained prior to service of the 
I!1pl'eh4;:t1S1Ve medical evaluation on the employee and employer if 
employee is unrepresented, or prior to the attempt to select an 
agreed medical evaluator if the employee is represented. 
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Evaluations obtained in violation of this prohibition shall not be 
admissible in any proceeding before the appeals board. However, 
the testimony, records, and reports offered by the treating physician 
or physicians who treated the employee for the injury and 
comprehensive medical evaluations prepared by a qualified medical 
evaluator selected by an unrepresented employee from a tbree-
member panel shall be admissible. 
SEC. 14. Section 4062 of the Labor Code is repealed. 
4062. (a) Ifeither the employee or ~Ioyer objects to a medical 
determination made by the treating physician concerning the 
permanent and stationa:ry status of the employee's medical conditiOft, 
the employee's precrusion or lilcely preclusion to engage in his or her 
usual occupation, the extent and scope of medical treatment, the 
existence ofne", and further disability, or any other medical issues 
not covered by Section 4060 or 4061, the objecting party shall notify 
the other party in '""riting of the objection within 20 days of receipt of 
the report if the employee is represented by an attorney or within 30 
days of receipt of the report if the employee is not represented by an 
attorney. Employer objections to the treating physician's 
recommendation for spinal surgery shall be subject to sebdi'lision 
(8), and after aenial of the physician's recommOBaatioH; in 
accordance vlith Section 4610. These time limits maybe extenaed 
for good cause or by mutlial agreement. If the employee is 
represented by an attorney, the parties shall seel. agreement ','lith the 
other party on a physician, who need not be a qualffied medical 
evaruator, to prepare a report resol·..mg the disputed issae. Ifno 
agreement is reached 'tvithin 10 days, or any additional time not to 
exceed 20 days agreed upon by the parties, the parties may not later 
select an agreed medical e'iiilaator. EvaruatioftB obtained prior to fhe 
period to reach agreement shall not be admissible in any preceeding 
before the appeals board. Mter the period to reaefl agreement has 
expired, the objecting party may select a qualffied medical evaruator 
to conduct the comprehOBsive medical e't'alaation. l'kither party may 
obtain more than one comprenensir.'e medical legal report, provided; 
ho't'.'e¥er, that any party may obtam additional reports at theiro'tVft 
expense. The nonobjecting party may continue to rely Oft the treating 
physician's report or may select a qualified medical evaluator to 
condact an additional e¥aIuation. 
(b) The ~Ioyer may object to a report of the treating physician 
recommending that spiflal surgery be performed 'Ilithin 10 days ofthe 
receipt of the report. If the employee is represOBted by an attorney, 
the parties shall seek agreement with the other party on a California 
licensed board certified or board eligible orthopedic surgeon of' 
nooresurgeon to prepare a second opinion report resolving the 
disputed sergical recommendation. Ifno agreement is reached '1lithin 
10 days, or if the employee is not represOBted by an attorney, an 
orthopedic surgeon or neuresef'geon shall be randomly selected by 
the administrative director to prepare a second opinion report 
resolving the disputed surgical recommendation. Examinations shall 
be seheduled on an expedited basis. The second opinion report shall 
be sef'vod on the parties vtitftin 45 days of receipt of the treating 
physician's report. If the second opinion report recommends surgery, 
the employer shall authorii3C the surgery. If the second opinion report 
does not recommend surgery, the employer shall file declaration of 
readiness to proceed. The employer shall not be liable for medioal 
treatment eosts for the dispated surgical procedure, whether through 
a lien filed with the appeals board or as a self procured medical 
expense, or fur periods oftempomry disability resulting from the 
surgery, if the disputed surgical procedure is perfurmed prior to the 
completion of the second opin:ion process required by this 
subdiyision. 
(e) The second opinion physician shaH not have any material 
profussional, familial, or financial affiliation, as determined by the 
administrati're director, ",lith any of the fullowing: 
(1) The employer, his or her 'Norlccrs' compensation in:surer, third 
party claims administrator, or other entity contracted to proyide 
utiliz;ation review services pursuant to Section 4610. 
(2) Any officer, director, or employee of the employer's health care 
provider, 'v.'or1(ers' compeHSation iHSurer, or third party claims 
administrator. 
(3) A physician, the physician's medical group, or the independent 
pmctice association iwlolyed in the health care service in dispute. 
(4) The facility or iHStitation at ",<,hich either the proposed health 
care service, or the altemati'tO service, ifany, recommended by the 
employer's health care pre' rider, 'NOr1(ers' compeHSation insurer, or 
third party claims administrator, W(Juld be provided. 
(5) The development or manufacture of the principal drug, de'rice, 
procedure, or other therapy proposed by the employee or his or her 
treating physician '.¥hose treatment is under re'riew, or the altemative 
thempy, if any, recommended by the employer or other entity. 
(6) The employee or the employee's immediate family. 
(d) If the employee is not represented by an aUomey, the employer 
shall not seele agreement with the employee on a physician to prepare 
the comprehensi're medical e'/aluation. Except in cases 'nflere the 
treating physician's recommendation that spinal surgery be perfurmed 
pursuant to subdivision (b), the employer shaH immediately provide 
the employee "'lith a form prescooed by the medical director vrith 
';vhich to request assignment ofa panel of three qualified medical 
e't'aluators. The employee shaH select a physician from the panel to 
prepare a comprehensive medical e'laIuation. For injuries occurring 
on or after January 1, 2003, eJEcept as pfO'iided in subdivision (b) of 
Section 4064, the e'la1uation of the qualified medical O"raluator 
selected from a panel of three and the reports of the treating physician 
or physiciaHS shall be the only admissible reports and shall be the 
only reports obtained by the employee or employer on issues subject 
to this section in a ease iwlelving an unrepresented employee. 
(e) Upon completing a determination of the disputed medical issue, 
the physician selected under subdivision (9) or (d) to perfurm the 
medical O"t'aluation shall summ~ the medical [mdings on a furm 
prescooed by the administrati'lO director and shall sepl'e the furmal 
medical e,.'8luation and the summary furm on the employee and the 
employer. The medical e'laluation shall address all contested medical 
issues arising from all injuries reported on one or more claim forms 
prior to the date of the employee's initial appointment 'b'ith the 
medical e ... '8luator. If, after a medical e¥aluation IS prepared; the 
employer or the emplo:yee subsequently objects to any new medical 
issue, the parties, to the e7ttent possible, shall utili:ce the same medical 
evaluMor who prepared the pfO"t'ieus e'iall:lation to resol'ie the 
medical dispute. 
(1) No disputed medical issue specified in subdi'rision (9) may be 
the subject ofa declaration ofreadiness to proceed unless there has 
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qualified medical eyaJuator. 
(g) With the exception ofa report or reports prepared by the 
treating physician or physiciaHs, 00 report determiHing disputed 
medical issues set furth in subdi¥ision (a) shall be obtained prior to 
the expiration of the period to reach agreement on the selection ofan 
agreed medical e'.'aluator under subdi'.'ision (9). Reports obtained in 
violation of this probibitioB shall Rot be admissible in: any proeeedmg 
befure the appeals board. HO"'tO¥er, the testimony, records, and 
reports offered by the treating physician or physicians who treated 
the employee fur the injury shall be admissible. 
(h) llis section shall remain in effuct only until January 1,2001, 
and as of that date is repealed, unless a later enacted statute, that is 
enacted befure January I, 2001, deletes or extends that date. 
8ection 4062.01 is added to the Labor Code, to read: 
SEC. 15. Section 4062 of the Labor Code is added: 
4062. (a) If either the employee or employer objects to a 
determination made by the treating physician concerning the 
employee's preclusion or likely preclusion to engage in his or her 
usual occupation, or the existence of new and forther disability, the 
objecting party shall notify the other party in writing of the 
objection within 20 days of receipt of the report if the employee is 
represented by an attorney or within 30 days of receipt of the report 
if the employee is not represented by an attorney. These time limits 
may be extended for good cause or by mutual agreement. If the 
employee is represented by an attorney, the parties shall seek 
agreement with the other party on a physician, who need not 
qualified medical evaluator, to prepare a report resolving the 
disputed issue. If no agreement is reached within 10 days, or any 
additional time not to exceed 20 days agreed upon by the parties, 
the parties may not later select an agreed medical evaluator. 
Evaluations obtained prior to the period to reach agreement shall 
not be admissible in any proceeding before the appeals board. 
After the period to reach agreement has expired, the objecting party 
may select a qualified medical evaluator to conduct the 
comprehensive medical evaluation. Neither party may obtain more 
than one comprehensive medical-legal report, provided, however, 
that any party may obtain additional reports at their own expense. 
The nonobjecting party may continue to rely on the treating 
physician's report or may select a qualified medical evaluator to 
conduct an additional evaluation. 
(b) (1) If the employee is not represented by an attorney, the 
employer shall not seek agreement with the employee on a 
physician to prepare the comprehensive medical evaluation. The 
employer shall immediately request assignment of a panel of three 
qualified medical evaluators from the medical director and notify 
the employee of the request on a form prescribed by the 
administrative director. A copy of the treating physician's 
evaluation shall be included with the request. Within 30 days of 
receipt of notice of the assignment of the panel from the medical 
director, the employee shall select a physician from the panel to 
prepare a comprehensive medical evaluation. If no good cause 
exists, as defined in subdivision (g) of Section 4061,for thefo; 
of the employee to select a qualified medical evaluator within 
30-day time period set forth in this subdivision, or, if no 
assignment of a panel has been made by the medical director within 
timeframes required by subdivision (h) of Section 1392 and the 
has failed to select a qualified medical evaluator ",4thin 
45 days of receipt of the notice from the employer that a panel has 
been requested, issues relating to the existence or extent of 
permanent impairment and limitations or the need for continuing 
medical care resultingfrom the injury may be the subject of a 
declaration of readiness to proceed. 
(2) For injuries occurring on or after January 1, 2003, the 
evaluation of the qualified medical evaluator selectedfrom a panel 
of three and the reports of the treating physician or physicians shall 
be the only admissible reports and shall be the only reports 
obtained by the employee or employer on issues subject to this 
section in a case involving an unrepresented employee. 
(c) With the exception of a report or reports prepared by the 
treating physician or physicians, no report determining disputed 
issues set forth in subdivision (a) shall be obtained prior to the 
expiration of the period to reach agreement on the selection of an 
agreed medical evaluator under subdivision (a). Reports obtained 
in violation of this prohibition shall not be admissible in any 
proceeding before the appeals board. However, the testimony, 
records, and reports offered by the treating physician or physicians 
who treated the employee for the injury shall be admissible. 
SEC. 16. Section 4062.01 of the Labor Code is repealed. 
1062.01. (8) If either the employee or employer objects to a 
medioal determi1iation made by the treating pbysician concerning the 
permaBent and stationary status of the employee's medical oOBditioH; 
existeBoe ofne"" and further disability, or any other medical isstJes 
not covered by Section 4060 or 4061, the obj ecting party sban notify 
the other party in \¥fitiBg of the objection within 20 days of receipt of 
the report if the employee is represented by an attorney or within 30 
days of receipt of the report if the eIllflloyee is Bot represeBted by an 
attorney. These time limits may be extended fur good cause or by 
mutual agreemeat. If the employee is represented by an attorney, the 
parties sball seek agreement with the other party on a physician; wbo 
need Bot be a qualified medical evaluator, to prepare a report 
resoW.ng the disputed issue. Ifno agreement is reached within 10 
days, or any additioBal time Bot to exceed 20 days agreed upon by the 
parties, the parties may Bot later select an agreed medical eYaluator. 
E¥aJuatioHS obtained prior to the period to reach agreemeBt sball Bot 
be admissible in any proceediBg befure the appeals board. l<\fter the 
period to reacb agreement bas expired, the objecting party may select 
a qualified medical e¥aJuator to conduct the comprebeHSive medical 
e¥aIuation. Neitber party may obtain more than one compreheasive 
medical legal report, pro'lided, bo',,'e'r'er, that any party may obtain 
additional reports at their O'NB expense. The nonobjecting party may 
continue to rely Oft the treating physieian's report or may select a 
qualified medical eYaluator to cOBduct an additional eYaJuation. 
(b) If the employee is not represeated by aH attorney, the employer 
shan not seek agreemeat ",lith tbe employee Oft a physician ta prepare 
the compreheHSi'le medical e"laruatiOft. The employer shall 
immediately pro:vide the eIllflloyee "'lith a form prescribed by the 
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e,'aluation ofthe qualified medica] evaJuatOl' selected from a panel 0 
three and the reports of the treating physician or pbysiciaHS sbaH be 
the only admissible reports and shal] be the only reports obtained by 
the eIllflloyee or employer on issues subject to this sectloB in a case 
iWlol'ling an unrepresented employee. 
(c) Upon completing a determinatioft of the disp\ited medical issue, 
the pbysiciaft selected urtder subdi'rision (a) or (b) to perfurm the 
medical e','aluatioB sball summarize the medical fmdings OD a form 
prescribed by the administrative director aHd shall SOf¥e the formal 
medical e'YaluatioB and the summary furm OB the employee and the 
employer. The medical evaluation sball address all contested medical 
issues arising from a11 injuries reported on one or more claim furms 
prior to the date of the employee's initial appointment with the 
medical evaluator. If, after a medical evaluatioD is prepared, tbe 
employer or the employee subsequently objects to any ne'll medical 
issue, the parties, to the extent possible, shan utilize the same medical 
e'/aruator who prepared the pre:vious eYaluation to reso}'/e the 
medical dispute. 
(d) No disputed medical issue specified in· sebdivisioB (a) may be 
the subject ofa declaratioB of readiness to proceed tmless there bas 
first beeB aB eYaluation by tbe treating physician or aH agreed Of 
qualified medical eYaruator. 
(e) With the exceptioD of a report or reports prepared by the 
treating physician or physicians, no report determiniBg disputed 
medical issues set forth in subdivision (8) shall be obtained prior to 
the expiration of the period to reach agreement on the selection ofan 
agreed medical e'r'aluator under subdi:visioD (a). Reports obtained in: 
violation oftms prembitioD shall not be admissible in any proceeding 
befure the appeals board. However, the testimoDY, records, and 
reports offered by tbe treating physician or physiciaHS who treated 
tbe employee fur the injury shall be admissible. 
(1) This section shall become operative on Jaooary 1, 2007. 
SEC. 17. Section 4062.9 of the Labor Code is repealed. 
4062.9. (a) IH cases where an additional eompreheHSiYe medieal 
evaluation is obtained under Section 4061 or 4062, }fthe employee 
has beea treated by his or ber persoaal physieiar .. or by is or Iter 
personal chiropractor, as defmed iB SectloB 4601, who "'''as 
predesignated prior to the date ofinjwy as pro:vided urtder SectiOft 
4600, the findings of the personal physiciaH or persoaal eb:iropraetor 
are presumed to be correct. This preSUIllfltioD is reOOttable and may 
be controverted by a preponderance of medical opinioa indieating a 
different level of disability. HO'i'r'lwer, the presumption shall Bot 
apply wbere both parties select qualified medical examiaers. 
(b) ID all cases otber thaB tbose speeified m subdivisioB (a), 
regardless of the date of injury, BO presumptioD shall apply to the 
opinion orany physician OB tbe isstie of ex teat and scope of medical 
treatment; either prior or subsequeat to the issuanee of an award. 
(e) The administrati't'e director shall dt)'velop, aot later than January 
1,2004, and periodieally revise as aeeessary thereafter, educatioBal 
materials to be used to provide treatiBg physieiaHS and cbireprsctors 
with infurmation and training in basic eoncepts ofworlcers' 
eompensation, the role of the treatiBg pbysiciar4 the conduct of 
permanent and stafioaary evaluatioHS, and report 'tmtiHg. 
(d) The amendmeat made to this section by SB 228 of the 2003 04. 
Regtllar Session shall not constitute good caase to reopea or resciad, 
alter, or amend any order, deeision, or award of the appeals board. 
SEC. 18. Section 4064 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
4064. (a) The employer shall be liable for the cost of each 
reasonable and necessary comprehensive medical-legal evaluation 
obtained by the employee pursuant to Sections 4060,4061, and 
4062. Each comprehensive medical-legal evaluation shall address 
all contested medical issues arising from all injuries reported on one 
or more claim forms. 
(b) For injl:lfies oeel:lfring OB or after JafH:lary 1,2003, if an 
unrepreseBted employee obtains an attorney after the e't'a)uatioB 
pursuaBt to subdivisioB (d) of Section 4061 or subdiyisioB (b) of 
8ectioB 4062 has beeB completed, the employee shan be entitled to 
the same reports at employer expense as an employee who has been 
represeated from the time the dispute arose and those reports shall 
be admissible in any proceeding before the appeals board. 
-ft+ Subject to Section 4906, if an employer files an application 
for adjudication and the employee is unrepresented at the time the 
application is filed, the employer shall be liable for any attorney's 
fees incurred by the employee in connection with the application for 
adjudication. 
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(c) The employer shall not be liable for the cost of any 
comprehensive medical medical-legal evaluations obtained by 
the employee other than those authorized pursuant to Sections 4060, 
4061, and 4062. However, no party is prohibited from obtaining 
any medioal evaluation or consultation at the party's own expense. 
In no event shall an employer or employee be liable for an 
evaluation obtained in violation of subdivision (b) of Section 4060. 
All comprehensive medical medical-legal evaluations obtained by 
any party shall be admissible in any proceeding before the appeals 
board except as provided in subdivisions (d) and (m) of Section 
4061 and subdivisions (b) and (e) of Section 4062. 
SEC. 19. Section 4452.5 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
4452.5 As used in this division: 
(a) "Permanent total disability" means a permanent disability with a 
rating of 100 percent permanent disability only. 
(b) "Permanent partial disability" means a permanent disability 
with a rating of less than 100 percent permanent disability. 
(c) "Permanent and stationary" means that, based on objective 
findings of medical evidence, no further material improvement would 
reasonably be expected from additional medical treatment or the 
passage of time. 
SEC. 20. Section 4453.1 of the Labor Code is added to the Labor 
Code to read: 
4453.1 Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no inmate of a 
correctional institution shall be eligible for temporary disability or 
permanent disability. The sole remedy for care and redress shall be 
in-custody medical treatment as provided by the county or state penal 
institution. The state, county or municipality in which an injury 
occurs shall have the responsibility to provide medical care to the 
inmate while confined. Medical care provided while in custody shall 
be considered the sole remedy for an injury that occurs while in 
custody. 
SEC.21. Section 4600 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
4600. (a) Medical, surgical, chiropractic, acupuncture, and 
hospital treatment, including nursing, medicines, medical and 
surgical supplies, crutches, and apparatus, including orthotic and 
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prosthetic devices and services, that is reasonably required to 
and relieve from the effects of the injury shall be 
provided by the employer. In the case of his or her neglect or refusal 
seasonably reasonably to do so, the employer is liable for the 
reasonable expense incurred by or on behalf of the employee in 
providing treatment -Afttlr 
(b) (1) As used in this division and notwithstanding any other 
provision of law, medical treatment that is reasonably required to 
cure and relieve the injured worker from the effects a/his or her 
injury means treatment consistent with the guidelines promulgated 
by the administrative director pursuant to Section 5307.27, or any 
guidelines meeting the requirements o/Section 5307.27. 
(2) Paragraph (1) shall apply to all treatment requested on or 
after July 1, 2004, including treatment for injuries sustained prior 
to that date. 
(c) After 30 days from the date the injury is reported, the 
employee may be treated by a physician of his or her own choice or 
at a facility of his or her own choice within a reasonable geographic 
area, only if the selection of the physician or facility is mutually 
agreed to by the employer . However, if an employee has notified 
his or her employer in writing prior to the date of injury that he or 
she has a personal physician and the employer has agreed to the 
choice ,the employee shall have the right to be treated by that 
physician from the date of injury. Ifaa employee requests a change 
of physician pursHant to Section 4601, the reEluest may be made at 
any time after the inj1lf)', and the alternatiye physician, chirepracter, . . 
required by Seo60B 4601. For the purpose of this section, 
physician" means the employee's regular physician and surgeon, 
licensed pursuant to Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 2000) of 
Division 2 of the Business and Professions Code, who has 
previously directed the medical treatment of the employee, and who 
retains the employee's medical records, including his or her medical 
history. Where 
(d) (1) Where at the request of the employer, the employer's 
insurer, the administrative director, the appeals board, or a workers' 
compensation judge, the employee submits to examination by a 
physician, he or she shall be entitled to receive in addition to all 
other benefits herein provided all reasonable expenses of 
transportation, meals, and lodging incident to reporting for the 
examination, together with one day of temporary disability 
indemnity for each day of wages lost in submitting to the 
examination. Regardless 
(2) Regardless of the date of injury, "reasonable expenses of 
transportation" includes mileage fees from the employee's home to 
the place of the examination and back at the rate of twenty-one 
cents ($0.21) a mile or the mileage rate adopted by the Director of 
the Department of Personnel Administration pursuant to Section 
19820 of the Government Code, whichever is higher, plus any 
bridge tolls. The mileage and tolls shall be paid to the employee at 
the time he or she is given notification of the time and place of the 
examination. Where 
(e) Where at the request of the employer, the employer's' 
the administrative director, the appeals board, a workers' 
compensation judge, an employee submits to examination by a 
physician and the employee does not proficiently speak or 
rstand the English language, he or she shall be entitled to the 
rvices of a qualified interpreter in accordance with conditions and 
a fee schedule prescribed by the administrative director. These 
services shall be provided by the employer. For purposes of this 
section, "qualified interpreter" means a language interpreter 
certified, or deemed certified, pursuant to Article 8 (commencing 
with Section )]435.05) of Chapter 4.5 of Part I of Division 3 of 
Title 2 of, or Section 68566 of, the Government Code. 
(/) An employer may also discharge his obligations under this 
section by contracting with a health care organization authorized 
pursuant to Section 4600.5 to provide medical treatment pursuant 
to Sections 4600.3 or 4600.31. 
SEC. 22. Section 4600.2 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
4600.2. (a) Notwithstanding In accordance with subdivision (b) 
of Section 4600, when a self-insured employer, group of self-
insured employers, insurer of an employer, or group of insurers 
contracts with a pharmacy, group of pharmacies, or pharmacy 
benefit network to provide medicines and medical supplies required 
by this article to be provided to injured employees, those injured 
employees that are subject to the contract shall be provided 
medicines and medical supplies in the manner prescribed in the 
contract for as long as medicines or medical supplies are reasonably 
required to cure 6f and relieve the injured employee from the 
effects of the injury as prescribed in Section 4600 . 
(b) Nothing in this section shall affect the ability of employee-
selected physicians to continue to prescribe and have the employer 
. vide medicines and medical supplies that the physicians deem 
onably required to cure 6f and relieve the injured employee 
from the effects of the injury as prescribed in Section 4600 . 
(c) Each contract described in subdivision (a) shall comply with 
standards adopted by the administrative director. In adopting those 
standards, the administrative director shall seek to reduce 
pharmaceutical costs and may consult any relevant studies or 
practices in other states. The standards shall provide for access to a 
pharmacy within a reasonable geographic distance from an injured 
employee's residence. 
SEC. 23. Section 4600.3 of the Labor Code is repealed. 
4600.3. (6) (1) Notwithstanding Section 4600, vfflen a self 
insured employer, group of self insures employers, or the insurer of 
an employer contracts "'"ith a health care organization certifies 
pW?Sliant to Section 4600.5 for health care services required by this 
article to be provided to injured employees, those employees VfflO 
m:e subject to the contract shall recei'.'e medical services in the 
manner prescribes in the contract; providing that the employee may 
choose to be treated by a personal physician, personal chiropractor, 
or personal acupuncturist that he or she has designated prior to the 
iBjl:U)', in which case the employee shall not be treated by the health 
oare orgllfliwtion. E>.'ery employee shall be gi'ren an affmnative 
choice at the time of employment and at least ffi"..nually thereafter to 
designate or change the designation of a health care organization or 
Il personal physician, personal chirepractor, or personal 
acupuncturist. The choice shan be memorialized in '.witing and 
time prior to the injury. Afly employee VfflO fails to designate a 
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personal physician, personal chiropractor, Of personal acupuncturist 
shaJl be treated by the health care organization selected by the 
employer. If the health care organization offured by the employer is 
the workers' compensation insurer that cO'.<ers the employee or is an 
entity that controls or is controlled by that insurer, as defined by 
Section 1215 of the Insurance Code, this infurmation shaH be 
included ia the notice of contract "'lith a health care organization. 
(2) Each contract described in paragraph (1) shalJ comply with the 
certification standards provided in Section 4600.5, and shaIl provide 
all medical, sl:lrg1cal, chiropractic, acupuncture, and hospital 
treatment, iaeluding nursing, medicines, medical and surgioal 
supplies, crutches, aad apparatus, includiag artificial members, that 
is reasonably required to cure or rel10'1e the effucts of the injury, as 
required by this division, without any payment by the employee of 
deductibles, copaymeats, or any share of the premrum. Howtwer, 
an employee may receive immediate emergenoy medical treatment 
that is compensable from a medical service or health oare provider 
who is not a member of the health care organization. 
(3) Insurod employers, a group of self insured employers, or self 
insured employers 'Nho contract vrith a health oare organization Klr 
medical services shall gh'e notice to employees ofeJigible medieal 
service providers and any other information regarding the eontract 
and manner ofreceiv:ing medical services as the administrati'tre 
director may prescribe. Employees shall be duly notified that if 
thoy choose to recepf'e care from the health care organization they 
must recepf'e treatment for aU ocoopational injuries and illnesses as 
prescribed by this section. 
(13) NBtvlithstanding subdivision (6), no employer ,,<bich is 
required to bargain '>'lith an acmsi'te or certified bargaining agent 
which represents employees of the employer in accordanee with 
state or federal employer employee relations law shall contmet with 
a health care organization for purposes ofSeotion 4600.5 .... "ith 
regard to employees whom the bargaining agent is recognized or 
certified to represent for collecti'f'e bargaining purposes p1:li'Suaat to 
state or federal employer employee relations law unless authorized 
to do so by mutual agreement betv.<een the bargaining agent and the 
employer. If the coUeetiye bargaining agreement is subject to the 
National Labor Relations Act, the employer may eoatract "'nth a 
health eare organization Klr purposes of Section 4600.5 at any time 
""'<ben the employer and bargaining agent ha¥e bargained to impasse 
to the extent required by federal law. 
(0) (1) When an employee is not reoehring er is not eligible to 
receive health care cO'lerage Klr nOlloecupational injuries 6f 
illnesses provided by the employer, if90 days from the date the 
injury is reported the employee who has been receiving treatment 
from a health eare organization or his or her physician; ehiropraotor, 
acupuncturist, or other agent notifies his or her employer in 'Nriting 
that he or she desires to step treatment by the health care 
organization, he or she shall have the right to be treated by 8 
physician, chiropractor, or acuptmeturist or at a faeility of his Of her 
OViD choosing vnthin a reasonable geographie area. 
(2) When an employee is recej'nng or is eligible to reeei'ltl health 
oare coyerage for nonoccupational injuries or iJInesses pro'lided by 
the employer, and has agreed to reeel'/e eare for oecupational 
injuries and illnesses from a health oare organization provided by 
the employer, the employee may be treated for occupational injuries 
and diseases by a physician, chiropractor, or acupuncturist ofrus or 
her O'Nfl choice or at a facility of his or her ovm choice '.vitrun a 
reasonable geographic area if the employee or his or her physician, 
chiropractor, acupuncturist; or other agent notifies his or her 
employer in , .... riting only after 180 da,'S from the date the injury 
was reported, or upon the date of contraet renewal or open 
eOIollment of the health care organization, 'Nhicheyer occw's first, 
but in no ease until 90 days from the date the injury was reported. 
(3) For purposes of this subdi'rision, an employer shall be deemed 
to provide health eare cO't'erage for nonoecupational injuries and 
illnesses if the employer pays more than one half the eosts of the 
coverage, or if the plan is established pW'Suant to eollectiye 
bargaining. (d) J\n employee and employer may agree to other 
forms of therapy pllfsuant to Seetion 3209.7. 
(e) An employee enrolled in a health care organization shall have 
the right to no less than ose ehange of physician on request, ftfld 
shall be gives a choice ofphysieians affiliated with the health eare 
organization. The health eare organizatios shall pro'ride the 
employee a ehoiee of participating physieiass within five days of 
roeei'ring a request. Is addition, the employee shall have the right 
to a second opinion from a participating physician os a matter 
pertaining to diagsosis or treatmest from a participating physician. 
(f) Nothing in this section or Seetion 4600.5 shall be construed to 
prohibit a self insured employer, a group of self insured employers, 
or insurer from esgaging m any aetiyities permitted by Section 
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(g) Notvrithstaflding subdi'risios (e), in the evest that the 
employer, grol:lp of employers, or the employer's vt'Orkers' 
eompensatios iflSllfer so longer costracts with the health care 
organiz:ation that bas been treating an injured employee, the 
employee may eontinl:le treatment prO'rided or arranged by the 
health care organiz:ation. If the employee does not choose to 
contHme treatmOflt by the health eare organiz:ation, the employer 
may control the employee's treatment fur 30 days from the date the 
injury ".fOS reported. After that period, the employee may be treated 
by a physieian of his or her ovm ehoice or at a facility of his or her 
own choice within a reasonable geographic area. 
SEC. 24. Section 4600.3 is added to the Labor Code, to read: 
4600.3. (a) This section shall only apply to employees who are 
eligible to receive health care coverage for nonoccupational 
injuries or illnesses provided in whole or part by their employer. 
(b) (1) A self-insured employer, group of self-insured employers, 
or the insurer of an employer may contract with a health care 
organization certified pursuant to Section 4600.5 for health care 
services required by this article to be provided to injured 
employees, and those employees who are subject to the contract 
shall receive medical services in the manner prescribed in the 
contract. An employer may contract for health care coverage for 
nonoccupational injuries or illnesses with the same entity that 
provides medical treatment required by this article. The employee 
shall receive medical treatment in the manner prescribed in the 
contract. 
(2) The employee may choose to be treated by a personal 
physician prior to the injury, in which case, the physician shall be 
chosen from the list of medical providers authorized by the health 
care organization. 
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(3) Each contract described in paragraph (1) shall comply 
the certification standards provided in Section 4600.5, and 
provide all medically necessary treatment consistent with the Knox-
Keene Health Care Service Plan of 1975 (Chapter 2.2 (commencing 
with Section 1340) of Division 2 of the Health and Safety Code), 
which shall be presumed to be treatment reasonably required to 
cure and relieve the injured worker from the effects ofhis or her 
injury. This presumption affects the burden of proof 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all services provided 
by the health care organization, including those provided pursuant 
to the organization's utilization review and independent medical 
review, shall also be presumed to be treatment reasonably required 
to cure and relieve the injured worker from the effects of his or her 
injury. This presumption affects the burden of proof 
(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, an 
employee may receive immediate emergency medical treatment that 
is compensable from a medical service or health care provider who 
is not a member of the health care organization. 
(5) Notwithstanding any provision of this article, no employee 
shall be required to pay any deductible, co payment, or any share of 
the premium for medical treatment provided for occupational 
injuries or illnesses pursuant to a contract entered into pursuant to 
this section. 
(c) An employee enrolled in a health care organization shall have 
the right to no less than one change of physician on request and for 
this purpose shall choose from physicians affiliated with the health 
care organization. The health care organization shall nrrlvir:fp 
employee with a choice of these participating physicians 
days of receiving a request. In addition, the employee shall have 
the right to a second opinion from a participating physician on a 
matter pertaining to diagnosis or treatment from a participating 
physician. 
(d) Nothing in this section or Section 4600.5 shall be construed to 
prohibit a self-insured employer, a group of self-insured employers, 
or insurer from engaging in any activities permitted by Section 
4600. 
(e) Notwithstanding subdivision (c), in the event that the 
employer, group of employers, or the employer's workers' 
compensation insurer no longer contracts with the health care 
organization that has been treating an injured employee, the 
employee may continue treatment provided or arranged by the 
health care organization for an additional 90 days, at the 
employer's expense. 
SEC 25. Section 4600.31 is added to the Labor Code, to read: 
4600.31. (a) (1) A self-insured employer, group of self-insured 
employers, or the insurer of an employer may contract with a health 
care organization certified pursuant to Section 4600.5 for health 
care services required by this article to be provided to injured 
employees, and those employees who are subject to the contract 
shall receive medical services in the manner prescribed in the 
contract. The employee shall receive medical treatment in the 
manner prescribed in the contract that is consistent with Section 
4600. 
(2) The employee may choose to be treated by a personal 
physiCian prior to the injury, in which case, the physician shall 
osen from the list of medical providers authorized by the health 
re organization. 
(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, an 
employee may receive immediate emergency medical treatment that 
is compensable from a medical service or health care provider who 
is not a member of the health care organization. 
(4) Notwithstanding any provision of this article, no employee 
shall be required to pay any deductible, co payment, or any share of 
the premium for medical treatment provided for occupational 
injuries or illnesses pursuant to a contract entered into pursuant to 
this section. 
(b) An employee enrolled in a health care organization shall 
have the right to no less than one change of physiCian on request, 
and for this purpose shall choose from physicians affiliated with the 
health care organization. The health care organization shall 
provide the employee with a choice of these participating 
physicians within jive days of receiving a request. In addition, the 
employee shall have the right to a second opinionfrom a 
participating physician on a matter pertaining to diagnosis or 
treatment from a participating physician. 
(c) Nothing in this section or Section 4600.5 shall be construed to 
prohibit a self-insured employer, a group of self-insured employers, 
or insurer from engaging in any activities permitted by Section 
4600. 
(dj Notwithstanding subdivision (cj, in the event that the 
employer, group of employers, or the employer's workers' 
nJJt~nS''.lIl(m insurer no longer contracts with the health care 
:anrzm:lun that has been treating an injured employee, the 
employee may continue treatment provided or arranged by the 
health care organization for an additional 90 days, at the 
employer's expense. 
SEC.26. Section 4600.35 of the Labor Code is repealed. 
4600.35. 1'\Ry eBtity seeking to reimburse health care pro,'iders 
fur health care seffices rendered to iBjared workers on a capitated, 
or per person per month basis, shall be liceflSed parsuant to the 
Knml Keene Health Care Seffice Plan Act of 1975 (Chapter 2.2 
(commencing with Section 1340) ofDMsion 2 ofthe Health and 
Sarety Code). 
SEC. 27. Section 4600.5 of the Labor Code is repealed. 
4600.5. (a) i\ny health care service plan licensed parSl:lant to the 
Knox Keene Health Care Service Plan Act; a disability iflSarer 
licCftsed by the Depar'.ment offuSl:lflmce, or any entity, mcluding, 
Bt:lt not limited to, wedeers' compensation instJrers and third pB:rt}' 
administrators authoriii'ied by the administrati't'e director ander 
Sllbdi'J'ision (e), may make '.witten application to the administrati'.'e 
director to become certified as a health care organiii'iation to provide 
health care to mjl:lred employees for injl:lries and diseases 
eempeflSable ander this article. 
(b) Each application for certification shaH be accompanied by a 
reasonable tee prescribed by the administrative director, Sl:lfficienl 
to CO'ier the acRtal cost of processing the application. A certificate 
is 'ifl:lid for the period that the director may prescribe unless sooner 
revolced or suspended. 
Oild has provided the Managed Care Uait of the Divisioa of 
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Wor1(ers' Compensation with the aecessory dOCllmentetion to 
comply with this subdiyision, taat organization shall be deemed to 
be a health care organiii'iation able to prm'ide health care pursuant to 
Section 4600.3, without further application duplicating the 
documentatioa already filed with the Depar.ment of Managed 
Health Care. These plans shall be required to remain in good 
standing with the Department of Managed Health Care, and shall 
meet the fullowing additional requiremeflts: 
(I) Proposes to fJro-vide all medical afla health care sen'ices that 
may be required by this article. 
(2) Provides a program mvolving cooperative efforts by the 
employees, the employer, and the health plan to promote workplace 
health and sarety, eonsultative and other services, and early return 
to '.>;ode fur miured employees. 
(3) Proposes a timely and accarate method to meet the 
requirements set :forth by the administratiye director for all carriers 
of '.verkers' compensation coverage to report necessory information 
regarding medical and health care sen'ice cost aHd utiliii'iation, rates 
ofrerum to work; a'lerage time in medical treatmeflt, and other 
meastJres as deterrnmed by the administrative director to enable the 
director to determine the effectiveness of the plan. 
(4) Agrees to prO'.'ide the administrati'ie director with 
iafurmation, reports, and records prepared and submitted to the 
Department of Managed Health Care in compliance with the Knox 
Keene Health Care Service Plan Act, relating to financial SOI'iCBCY, 
pro,'ider accessibility, peer rO'liew, l:ltili:eation rO'liew, and quality 
assurance, upon reql:lest, if the administrawt'e director deterrniHes 
the mfurmatiofl is flecessary to verify that the plaH is pro-viding 
medical treatment to injured employees in compliance with the 
requirements of this code. 
Disclosure of peer re,'iew proceedmgs and records to the 
administrative director shaH not alter the stems of the proceedings 
or records as privileged and confidential commtmications pursuant 
to SectioflS 1370 and 1370.1 of the Health and Safety Code. 
(5) Demonstrates the capability to provide occupational medicine 
and related disciplines. 
(6) Complies ",lith any other requirement the administrative 
director determines is necessary to pro,'ide medical services to 
injured employees consistent with the mtent of this article, 
incll:lding, 13m flot limited to, a .. vflttefl patient grieV8flce policy. 
(d) If the health care organization is Ii disability insl:lrer licensed 
by the Department of IflSW'aBce, and is in compliance with 
subdi'lision (d) of Sections 10133 and 10133.5 of the IBS\Kance 
Code, the administrati\'O director shaH certify the organiii'iation to 
provide health care parsuant to Section 4600.3 if the director finds 
that the plan is in good staflding 'i'.'ith the Depar.ment oHnsuranee 
and meets the following additional requirements: 
(1) Proposes to provide aU medieal aHd health care services that 
may be required by this article. 
(2) Pro'lides a program invohing cooperative efforts by the 
employees, the employer, and the health plaH to promote worllplaee 
health and sarety, cOflSl:lltative and other services, and eady rerum 
to work fur ifljared employees. 
(3) Proposes a timely and accurate method to meet the 
requirements set :forth by the administrati,'e director fur aU carriers 
of workers' eompensation coverage to report necessary information 
regarding medical and health care service cost and utilization, rates 
of return to ',>,'ode, average time in medical treatment, and other 
measures as determined by the administrative director to enable the 
director to determine the effectiveness of the pllffi. 
(4) Agrees to provide the administrati,t'e director vt'ith 
information, reports, and records prepared and submitted to the 
Department of Insurance in compliance with the Insurance Code 
relating to financial sohrency, provider accessibility, peer review, 
utilization review, and quality assurance, upon request, if the 
administrati'r'e director determines the information is necessary to 
'+'erify that the plan is providing medical treatment to injured 
employees consistent with the intent of this article. 
Disclosure of peer review proceedings and records to the 
administrative director shall not alter the status of the proceedings 
or records as privileged and confidential communications pursuant 
to subdivision (d) ofSection 10133 of the Insurance Code. 
(5) Demonstrates the capability to pro,,.ide occupational medicine 
lffid related disciplines. 
(6) Complies vlith any other requirement the administrati'r'e 
director determines is necessary to provide medical services to 
ifljw-ed employees consistent vlith the intent of this article, 
inell:lding, bl:lt not limited to, a written patient grie'iance policy. 
(0) If the health care organization is a workers' compensation 
llsw-er, third party administrator, or any other entity that the 
administrati'r'e director determines meets the reql:lirements of 
Section 4600.6, the adrninistrati>ie director shall certify the 
organization to provide health care pursuant to Section 4600.3 if the 
director fiBds that it meets the follo"'lrng additional reql:lirements: 
(1) Proposes to provide all medical and health care services that 
may he re<tl:Jired lly this article. 
(2) Provides a program invol'ling cooperative efforts by the 
employees, the employer, and the health plan to promote workplace 
health and safety, consultati'o'C and other services, and early retum 
to WOrlE for injured employees. 
(3) Proposes a timely and accurate method to meet the 
reql:lirements set forth lly the administrati'ie director for all carriers 
ofvlorl.ers' compeflsatiofl coverage to report flecessary informatiofl 
regarding medieal and health care service cost and utilization, rates 
ofretum to worlE; average time in medical treatment, and other 
measw-es as determifled lly the administrative director to eflallie the 
director to determifle the effectiYeness of the plan. 
(4) )...grees to proyide the administrative director with 
iflformation, reports, and records relating to provider accessibility, 
peer fC'.-ie'll, l:ltilization review, <tl:Jality assurance, advertising, 
disclosure, medical and financial audits, and grieyance systems, 
upon re<tl:Jest, if the administrati'/e director determines the 
iflformation is necessary to yerify that the plan is providing medical 
treatment to injured employees consistent ",lith the inteflt of this 
article. Disclosure of peer rC'riew proceedings and records to the 
administrati't'e director shall not alter the status of the proceedings 
or rocords as pri'rileged and eonfidential communications pW'SUant 
to subdi'lision (d) of Section 10133 of the Insurance Code. 
(5) Demonstrates the capallility to provide occupatioflal medicine 
and related disciplines. 
(6) Complies with any other re<tl:Jirement the administrati'/e 
director determines is necessary to pre'lide medical services to 
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ifljured employees consistent ",lith the intent of this artie1e, 
(7) Complies with the following requiremeflts: 
(l".) All organization certified by the adrninistrati'/e director uflder 
this subdivision may not prO'lide or undertake to arrange for the 
provision of health care to employees, or to pay fer or to reimburse 
any part of the cost of that health care in retum rer a prepaid or 
periodic charge paid By or Ofl behalf of those employees. 
(B) E'ieT)' organizatiofl certified under this subdi'lision shall 
operate on a ree for service basis. As used in this section, fee for 
service refers to the situatiofl where the amount ofreimhursement 
paid By the employer to the organization or proyiders of health care 
is determifled lly the amount and type of health care refldered lly the 
organization or provider of health care. 
(C) All organization certified under this suBdh-ision is prohibited 
from assuming risk. 
(f) (1) A '.",orleers' compensatiofl health care previder organization 
authorized By the Departmeflt of Corporations on Decemller 31, 
1997, shall be cligible for certificatiofl as a health care organization 
under suhdivisiofl (e). 
(2) AIl entity that had, on Decemeer 31, 1997, submitted an 
applicatiofl with the Commissiofler of Corporations under Part 3.2 
(commeflcing vlith Sectiofl 5150) shall be considered lffi applicaftt 
for certification under sulldivision (e) and shal1lle entitled to 
priority in consideratiofl of its applieation. The Commissioner of 
Corporations shall pro'lide complete files ror all pending 
~ 
(g) The pro'risions of this section shall not affect the 
confidentiality or admission in evideflce ora claimant's medieal 
treatment reeords. 
(h) Charges for services arranged for or pre'/ided lly health care 
service plans certified lly this section and that are paid on a per 
enrollee periodie charge llasis shall flothe suhject to the schedl:lles 
adopted hy the administrati'/e director pl:lfSUant to Section 5307.1. 
(i) Nothiflg in this section shall he construed to O:Kplffid or 
constrict any requirements imposed by law on a health eare serviee 
plan or insurer ",mefl operating as other than a health care 
organization pursuant to this sectiOfl: 
6) In consultatiofl vtith interested parties, ineluding the 
Department of Corporations and the Department OfIflSl:lranCe, the 
administratiye director shall adopt rules necessary to carry Ol:lt this 
section. 
(IE) The adffiinistrati'o'C direetor shall refuse to certify or may 
te>loke or SU5pend the certification of any health eare organization 
under this section if the director finds that: 
(1) The plan for providing mcdical treatment fails to meet the 
requirements of this seetion. 
(2) i'. health care service plan licensed lly the Depar.ment of 
Managed Health Care, a worleers' compensatioa health care 
prO' rider organization authorized by the Departmeat of 
Corporations, or a carrier licensed lly the Department of Insurance 
is flOt ifl good standing vlith its licensing ageflCY. 
with the terms of a certified plan. 
the injured '?"offier with access to the sen'ices of a chiropractor 
pursuant to guidelines fur chiropractic care established by 
paragraph (2). Vlithin five worJang days of the employee's request 
to see a chiropractor, the health care organization and any person or 
entity ' ... 'ho directs the land or manner of health care services for the 
ploo: shall refer an iBjured employee to an affiliated chiropractor for 
work related injHries that are within the guidelines :for chiropractic 
care established by paragraph (2). Chiropractic care rendered in 
accordance with gHidelines for chiropractic care established 
ptlFSHant to paragraph (2) shall be provided by daly licensed 
chiropractors affiliated with the plan. 
(2) The health care organization shall establish gtlidelines fur 
chiropractic care in conStlltation with affiliated chiropractors '.vho 
are participants in the health care organization's utilization re¥iew 
process fur chiropractic care, "'mich may indtlde qaalified medical 
evaluators Imowledgeable in the treatment ofchiropractie 
conditions. The gHidelines :for chiropractie care shall, at a 
minimam, explicitly require the referral of any injured employee 
.. vho so reqaests to an affiliated chiropractor for the evaluation or 
treatment, or both, ofneuromusculoslEeletal conditions. 
(3) \Vhene¥er a disptlte concerning the appropriateness or 
necessity of chiropractic care for work related injuries arises, the 
disptlte shall be resolved by the health care organization's tltilization 
re¥:iew process for chiropractic care in accordance '.vith the health 
inj1:Jries shaH be condtlcted in accordance "'lith thc health care 
organi~ation's approved qtlality assurance standards and 1:Jtilization 
review process for chiropractic care. Chiropractors affiliated with 
the plan shall have access to the health care organization's prO't'ider 
appeals process and, in the case of chiropractic care for work 
related injtlries, the review shall ind1:Jde review by a chiropractor 
affiliated with the health care organization, as determined by the 
health care organization. 
(4) The health care organization shall in:form employees of the 
procedures for processing and resolYiBg gfle¥ances, including those 
related to chiropractic care, inel1:Jding the location and telephone 
munber where grievances may be Stlbmitted. 
(5) All g1:Jidelines :for chiropractic care and tltiJization fC'liew shall 
be consistent with the standards oftrus code that reqeire care to 
cure or relie¥e the effucts of the indHstrial injury. 
(m) Individtlally identifiable medical information on patients 
Stlbmiucd to the di'lision shall not be StlBject to the California 
Public Records Act (Chapter 3.5 (commencing "'lith Section (250) 
of Di>lision 7 of Title 1 of the Government Code). 
(n) (I) When an injured eHlf>loyee requests acupuncture treatment 
for '''''ork related injuries, the health care organization shan provide 
the injured '.vorker with access to the sen'ices oran aeupuncturist 
pursuant to g1:Jidelines for acupuncture care cstablished by 
paragraph (2). Within fi,t'e working days of the employee's request 
to see an acuptlncturist, the health care organization and any person 
acupuncturist fur v.'{}rk related injuries that are within the gtlidelines 
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for acuptlncture care established by paragraph (2). Acupuncture 
care rendered in accordance v.rith guidclines for acuptlncture care 
established ptlfS1:Jant to paragraph (2) shaH be pro"rided by duly 
licensed acuptlncrurists affiliated ",lith thc plan. 
(2) The health care organization shall establish gtlidelines for 
aCtlpuncrure care in consultation with affiliated acupuncturists >;I,'ho 
are participants in the health care orgaru:catiofl's atil~ation re'lie'H 
process fur aCtlpancture care, which may incltlde qaalificd medical 
e,<<altlators. The gtlidelines fur a€upUflcture care shall, at a 
minimtlm, explicitly reqaire the referral of any injtlred eHlf>loyee 
who so reqaests to an affiliated aCtlpuncturist for the evaltlation or 
treatment, or both, ofnetlromtlsctlloskeletal conditions. 
(3) Whene't'cr a dispute concerning the appropriateness or 
necessity Oractlpancture care for work related injtlries arises, the 
disptlte shaH be resolved by the health care organization'S tltilization 
review process fur aCHptlncrure care in accordance vlith the health 
care organization's gtlidelines for acup\incrure care established by 
paragraph (2). Acuptlncture tltilization review for vlOrk related 
injuries shall be condacted in accordance with the health care 
organization'S approved qeality assurance standards and utilization 
revie"," proccss fur actlpuncrure care. Acuptlncturists affiliated vlith 
the plan shall have access to the health care organization's pro'lider 
appeals process and, in the case ofacupmwture care for ",,,erk 
related injtlries, the re'liew shall include re,liew by an acupuncturist 
affiliated \\'ith the health care organization; as determined by the 
health care organization. 
(<1) The health care organization shall in:form eHlf>loyees of the 
procedures fur processing and resolving grie'fflnces, incl1:Jding those 
related to acupuncture care, inclliding the location and telephone 
ntlmber where grie¥af1ces may be Stlbmiued. 
(5) All gaidelines for acupancrure care and tlti1~ation ro'liew 
shaH be consistent with the standards oftrus code that reqaire care 
to Ctlre or relieve the effucts of the indtlstrial mjury. 
SEC. 28. Section 4600.5 is added to the Labor Code, to read: 
4600.5. (a) Any health care service plan licensed pursuant to the 
Knox-Keene Health Care Service Plan Act, a disability insurer 
licensed by the Department of Insurance, or any entity, including, 
but not limited to, workers' compensation insurers and third-party 
administrators authorized by the administrative director under 
subdivision (e), may make written application to the administrative 
director to become certified as a health care organization to 
provide health care to injured employees for injuries and diseases 
compensable under this article. The administrative director shall 
establish a process for the timely review of applications. 
(b) Each application for certification shall be accompanied by a 
reasonable fee prescribed by the administrative director, sufficient 
to cover the actual cost of processing the application. A certificate 
is valid for the period that the administrative director may 
prescribe, unless sooner revoked or suspended. 
(c) If the health care organization is a health care service plan 
licensed pursuant to the Knox-Keene Health Care Service Plan Act, 
and has provided the Managed Care Unit of the Division of 
Workers' Compensation with the necessary documentation to 
comply with this subdivision, that organization shall be deemed to 
be a health care organization able to provide health care pursuant 
to Section 4600.3, without forther application duplicating the 
documentation already filed with the Department of Managed 
Health Care. These plans shall be required to remain in good 
standing with the Department of Managed Health Care, and shall 
meet all of the requirements the administrative director deems 
necessary. 
(d) If the health care organization is a disability insurer licensed 
by the Department of Insurance, and is in compliance with 
subdivision (d) of Sections /0133 and 10133.5 of the Insurance 
Code, the administrative director shall certifY the organization to 
provide health care pursuant to Section 4600.3 if the administrative 
director finds that the plan is in good standing with the Department 
of Insurance and meets all of the requirements the administrative 
director deems necessary. 
(e) If the health care organization is a workers' compensation 
insurer, third-party administrator, or any other entity that the 
administrative director determines meets the requirements of this 
section, the administrative director shall certifY the organization to 
provide health care pursuant to this article. 
(/) Charges for services arranged for or provided by health care 
service plans certified by this section and that are paid on a per-
enrollee-periodic-charge basis shall not be subject to the schedules 
adopted by the administrative director pursuant to Section 5307.1. 
(g) Nothing in this section shall be construed to expand or 
constrict any requirements imposed by law on a health care service 
plan or insurer when operating as other than a health care 
organization pursuant to this section. 
(h) In consultation with interested parties, including the 
Department of Corporations and the Department of Insurance, the 
administrative director shall adopt rules necessary to carry out this 
section. 
(i) The administrative director shall refose to certifY or may 
revoke or suspend the certification of any health care organization 
under this section if the director finds that any of the following 
circumstances exist: 
(1) The plan for providing medical treatmentfails to meet the 
requirements of this section. 
(2) A health care service plan licensed by the Department of 
Managed Health Care, a workers' compensation health care 
provider organization authorized by the Department of 
CorporatiOns, or a carrier licensed by the Department of Insurance 
is not in good standing with its licensing agency. 
(3) Services under the plan are not being provided in accordance 
with the terms of a certified plan. 
(j) When an injured employee requests chiropractic treatment for 
work-related injuries, the health care organization shall provide the 
injured worker with access to the services of a chiropractor. 
Chiropractic care rendered in accordance with guidelines for 
chiropractic care shall be provided by duly licensed chiropractors 
affiliated with the plan. 
(k) When an injured employee requests acupuncture treatment for 
what the treating physician agrees are work-related injuries, the 
health care organization shall provide the injured worker with 
access to the services of an acupuncturist. Acupuncture care 
rendered in accordance with guidelines for acupuncture care shall 
be provided by duly licensed acupuncturists affiliated with the plan. 
SEC.29. Section 4600.6 of the Labor Code is repeaJed. 
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4600.6. Filly viod,ers' compensation insurer, thir~ party . . 
organization under subdiYlsion (e) of Section 4600.5 shall be 
subject to the follo'\ving rules and procedures: 
(a) Each application fur authori:z:ation as an organi:z:ation under 
subdivision (6) of Section 4600.5 shall be verified by an authorized 
representative of the applicant and shall be in a form prescribed by 
the administrative director. The application shall be accompanied 
by the prescribed fec and shall set forth or be accompanied by each 
and all ofthc following: 
(1) The basic organizational documents of the applicant, such as 
the articles of incorporation, articles of association, partnership 
agreement, trust agreement, or other applicable documents and all 
amendments thereto. 
(2) A copy of the bylaws, rules, and regt:llations, or similar 
documents regulating the conduct of the iaternal affairs of the 
applicant. 
(3) A Jist of the names, addresses, and official positions of the 
persoas '",rho are to be respoasible for the conduct of tIle affairs of 
the applicant, v.rhieh shan include, among others, all members of the 
board of directors, board oftmstees, executive committee, or other 
governing board or committee, the principal officers, each 
shareholder with o' .. er 5 percent interest iB the case ora corporatioB; 
and all par.ners or members in the case ora partnership or 
association, and each person who has loaned funds to the applicant 
for the operatioB of its business. 
applicant and any provjder of health care, or persoas listed in 
paragraph (3), or any other person or organization agreeing to 
perform an administrative fimctioB or seMce for the plan. The 
adrninistrati'te director by rule may identify contracts excmded 
from this reqtlirement and malee provision for the submission of 
form contracts. The payment rendered or to be rendered to the 
provider of health care services shall be deemed confideBtial 
information that shall not be divulged by the administrtNP.'e 
director, e),copt that the payment may be disclosed and become a 
publie record in any legislativ:e, administrati'le, orjadicial 
proceedmg or inquiry. The organization shall also submit the name 
and address of each provider employed by, or contracting with:; the 
organi:z:ation; together with his or her licease namber. (5) A 
statement describing the organization, its method ofprovjding for 
health services, and its physical facilities. Ifapplicable, this 
statement shall inclade the health care deliyery capabilities of the 
organi:z:ation, including the number of full time and part time 
physicians under Section 3209.3, the numbers and types ofliceased 
or state certified health care support staff, the number ofhospital 
beds contracted for, and the arrangements and the methods by 
','thich health care '"",ill be pro',<ided, as defined by the administrative 
directonmder Sections 4600.3 and 4600.5. 
(6) A copy of the disclosure forms or materials that are to be 
issued to employees. 
(7) A copy of the furm of the contract that is to be issued to any 
employer, iBsl:lfCr ofan employer, or a groap of self iflfRMed 
employers. 
opinion of an independent certified public accouatant. HO'NtWer, 
opinion by an indepoodent certified public accountaat ifthe 
financial statement complies with any reqffirements that may be 
established by regulation of the admiaistrative director. 
(9) A description of the proposed method of marketing the 
organi£ation aad a copy of any coairact made '>'lith any persoa to 
solicit on bebalfofthe organi£ation or a copy of the form of 
agreement used and a list of the contracting parties. 
(10) A statemoot describing the seMce area or areas to be served, 
incladiflg tIre service location for each provider rendering 
proressioaal seMces oa behalfofthe orgaai£atioa and the location 
of any other organization facilities '>'mere required by the 
administrative director. 
(11) A descriptioa oforganizl'ltioa grievl'lace procedlifCs to be 
utilized as required by this part, and a copy of the furm specified by 
paragraph (3) ofsubdi'lisioa 6). \ 
(12) A descriptio a of the procedlifCs and programs for internal 
review of the quality of health care pursuam to the requiremeats set 
:fOrth in this part. 
(13) &lideace of adequate iasunmce coverage or self insurance 
to respond to claims for damages arising out ofthe furnisbiag of 
workers' compensation health care. 
(I 4) Evidooce of adequate insurance coverage or self insurance to 
protect against losses offacilities where required by the 
administrative director. 
be brought by the employees aad staff of an organizatioa against the 
organizatioa. 
(16) Evidooce of fidelity boads in such amount as the 
administrative director prescribes by regulatioa. 
(17) Other informatioa that the administrative director may 
reasonably require. 
(b) (1) :An organizatioa, solicitor, solicitor firm, or representati','e 
may not use or permit the use of any aa..·ertising or solicitation that 
is untrue or misleading, or any form of disclosure that is deceptive. 
For purposes of this chapter: 
(A) A '.witten or printed statement or item of information shan be 
deemed uatrue ifit does aot coaform to fact in any respect that is or 
may be significant to an employer or employee, or potootial· 
employer or employee. 
EE) A writtea or printed statement or item of iaformation shall be 
deemed misleading 'llhether or aot it may be literally trae, if, in the 
total comext ia whiell the statement is made or the item of 
infurmatioa is communicated, the statemem or item ofiaformatioa 
may be understood by a persoa not possessing special kno, •• .Jedge 
regarding health care cO'/erage, as iadieating any beaefit or 
aa..'antage, or the absence ofany exclusion, limitatioa, or 
disad¥fmtage of possible significaBce to aTl employer or employee, 
ar potootial employer or employee. 
(C) A dise10SlifC form shall be deemed to be deceptiye if the 
workers' compeasatioa health care, and the disclosure form 
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therefor, to expect benefits, service charges, or other advantages 
that the disclosure form does not provide or that the organization 
issuiBg that disclosure fOrm does aot regularly make available ta 
employees. 
(2) An organiUltion, solicitor, or represeatative may not use or 
permit the use of any verbal statemem that is ufltrue, misleadiag, or 
deceptive or make any represeatations about health: care offered by 
the organization or its cost that does aot conform to fact. ,'\II verbal 
statements are to be held to the same staBdards as those for printed 
matter provided la paragraph (l ). 
(c) It is unlawful for any person, iae1udiBg an organizatioa, 
subject to this part, to represeBt or imply in any maflfler that the 
person or organization has beeB sponsored, recommended, or 
approved, or that the persoa's or organizatioa's abilities or 
qualificatioas ha'<'e in aay respect beea passed upon, by the 
administrative director. 
(d) (1) An organization may aot publish or distribute, or a]]ow to 
be published or distnlmted oa its behalf, any ad>fertisement unless 
(A) a true copy thereof has first beca filed with the administrative 
director, at least 30 days prior to any such \lse, or ffiiy shorter period 
as the administrative director by rule or order may allow, and EE) 
the administrati'fe director by notice has aot foand the 
advertisemem, whoHy or ia par'., to be antrue, misleading, 
deceptive, or otherwise not ia compliaTlce ",lith this part or the rules 
therCUflder, and specified the deficicacies, vlithin the 30 days or any 
shorter time as the administrati't'e director by rule or order may 
allow: 
(2) If the administrati'<'e director flnds that any ad>lertisemeat of 
an organization has materiany failed to comply with this part or the 
rules thereunder, the administrative director may, by order, require 
the organizatioa to publish ia the same or similar medium, an 
approv~d correction or reiractioa of any untrue, misleading, or 
deceptive statemeat contained ia the aWlCrtising. 
(3) The administrative director by rule or order may elassify 
organizations and advertisements aad exempt certain classes, 
wholly or in par.; either unconditionally or lipoa specified terms and 
conditions or fur specified periods, Rom the applicatioa of 
subdivisioa (8). 
(e) (1) The admiaistrati,<,e director shall reqtlire the use by eaell 
organizatioa ofdise1osur~ forms or materials coataining any 
information egarding the health care and terms of the worlcera' 
compensation health care contract that the admiaistrative director 
may require, so as to afford the public, employers, and employees 
'Nith a fun and fair disclosure of the provisions of the coairact ia 
readily Haderstood language and ia a clearly organized fflaflfler. 
The administrative director may require that the materials be 
preseated in a reasonably uniform maflfler so as to facilitate 
comparisoas benveen COBtraCts of the same or other types of 
organizations. The discloSlifC form shall describe the health care 
that is required by the admiaisirati'le director uader 8ectioas 
4600.3 and 4600.5, and shall provide that all information be in 
concise and specific terms, rela~ to the contrast, together with 
any additioBal iaformatioa as may be required by the admiaistrative 
director, in connectioa with the orgaBizatioa or cofltraet: 
(2) ,'\11 organizations, solicitors, and reproseatatives ofa wodeers' 
compensation health care provider organization shall, ,.vBea 
presenting any contract fur examination or sale to a prospective 
employee, provide the employee with a properly completed 
disc10sHre furm, as prescribed by the administrative director 
pursaant to this sectioa fur each coatraet so examiaed or sold. 
(3) In addition to the other disc10sares reqHired by this section, 
every orgarucation and any ageat or employee of the organization 
shall, 'when representing aa organizatioa fur examiaatioa or sale to 
any individaal purchaser or the representati ... 'e ofa groap consisting 
of25 or fewer individuals, disclose in writing the ratio of premium 
cost to health care paid fur coatracts v.~th individaals and v.~th 
groars of the same or similar size for the orgaaization's preceding 
fiscal year. An orgaaization may report that infurmatioa by 
geograpmc area, proyided the organizatioa identifies the geographic 
area and reports information applicable to that geographic area. 
(4) Where the administrative director finds it aecessar)' in the 
interest offull and fair discloSHre, all adv,ertisiag and other 
consumer information dissemiaated by an organization fur the 
parposo ofinflHoacing persons to become members ofan 
organization shall contain any sapplemeatal disc10sare iafurmation 
that the administrati .. 'e director may re(}aire. 
(f) When the administrati'/e director finds it necessary in the 
interest offuIJ and fair discIoSHre, all ad'iertisiag and other 
consl:ifBer information disseminated by an organization ror the 
pl:lfPose ofinflaencing persons to become members ofan 
organization shall contaia any sapplemental discIoSHre iarormatioa 
that the administrati'/e director may re(}aire. 
(g) (1) An organizatioa may not refuse to enter into any contract 
or may not cancel or decline to rene'll or reinstate any contract 
becaase of the race, color, national origin, ancestry, religion, sex, 
marital stams, sexaaI orieatatiofl; or age of any contracting party, 
prospecti· .. e contracting party, or persoa reasonably expected to 
benefit from that contract as an employee or otherwise. 
(2) The terms of any contract shall not be modified, and the 
benefits or coverage ofaBY coatract shall Bot be sabject to any 
limitations, exceptions, exclasions, redHctions, copaymeBts, 
coiasaranee, dedHctibles, reservations, or premiam, price, or charge 
difICrentials, or other modifieations becaase of the race, color, 
national origin, ancestry, religion, sex, marital stams, sexaal 
orieatatioll; or age of any contracting party, poteatial contracting 
party, or person reasonably expected to benefit from that contract as 
an employee or otherwise; except that f1remiam, price, or charge 
difICrentials becaase of the sex or age of any individaal when based 
on objective, yalid, and ap to date statistical and acmarial data are 
not prohibited. Nothiag in this section shall be construed to permit 
an organization to charge difICrent rates to individaal employees 
within the same groar solely on the basis of the emf1loyee's sex. 
(3) It shall be deemed a violation ofsabdi'lision (8) fur any 
organization to utilize marital statas, li'/ing arrangements, 
oceapation, gender, beaeficiary designation, ZIP Codes or other 
territorial classificatioB; or any combination thereof for the pl:ifJ1ose 
of establishing sexlial orieBtation. Nothing in this section shall be 
construed to alter in any manner the existing lavi f1rohibiting 
organizations from condHcting tests for the presence of human 
imnmaodeficieney viras or evideace thereof. 
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discrimination because of sex, marital stams, or sexaa] oriOBtation. 
(Ii) (1) l'\n organization may not ase in its name any of the "'rords 
"insarance," "casaalty," "health care service f1lan," "health f11ar.;" 
"sarety," "mama·I," or an)' other words descriptive of the health 
plan, insaranee, casaaity, or sarety basiness or ase any name similar 
to the name or description of any health sare sen<ice plan, 
insarance, or sarety corporation doing basiness in this state mlless 
that organization controls or is controlled by an eatity licensed as a 
health care service f1laB or insarer parsoont to the Health and Safety 
Code or the Insarance Code and the organization omploys a name 
related to that of the control1ed or cOBtrolling entity. 
(2) Section 2415 of the Easiness and Professions Code, f1ertaiHing 
to fictitioas names, does HOt apply to organizations certified ander 
this section. 
(3) An organization or solicitor flffil may not adOf1t a name style 
that is deceptiYe, or OBe that coald caase the pHbIie to belie're the 
organization is affiliated with or recommeaded by any 
gO'.ternmental or private entity anIess this affiliation or OBaorsemont 
exisffi.:. 
0) Each organization shall meet the fulJO\ .... ing reqHiremeBts: 
(1) All facilities located in this state, inslading, bat not limited te, 
clinics, hospitals, and slaIJed nw-sing facilities, to be atilized by the 
organizatioa shall be licensed by the State Depar.rnent of Health 
Services, if that licellSHre is reqHired by law. Facilities not located 
. . . 
the jarisdiction in which they are located. 
(2) All personnel employed by or ander contract to the 
organization shall be licensed or certified by their respecti'lO board 
or ageBCY, where that licensaro or certification is reqHired by law. 
(3) All e(}Uipment re(}aired to be licensed or registered b)' law 
shall be so licensed or registered and the operatiag personnel fO£ 
that e(}UipmeBt shaH be liceased or certified as re(}Uired by law. 
(4) The organizatioB shaH furnish services in a mar&ler prO'liding 
continaity of care and ready refurral ofpatieats to other prO"iiders at 
any time as may be appropriate and consistent "'lith good 
professional practice. \ 
(5) All health care shall be readily a't'ailable at reasonable times to 
all employees. To the extent :feasible, the organization shall make 
an health care readily accessible to all employees. 
(6) The organization shall employ and atilize allied health 
manpower ror the funHshing of health care to the exteat permitted 
by law and consistent vlith good health care practice. 
(7) The organization shall ha:ve the organizational and 
administrative capacity to pro'lide services to emf1loyees. The 
organization shall be able to demonstrate to the dOf1ar.ment that 
health care decisions are rendered by (}oolified providers, 
anhindered by fiscal and administrative management. 
(8) All contracts v.<ith employers, insarers of employers, and self 
insared emf1loyers and all contracts ",lith pro ... ~ders, and other 
f1ersons funHshing services, eqHif1ment, or facilities to or in 
connection with the workers' comf1ensation health care 
organization, shall be fair, reasonable, and consistent '.vith the 
objectives of this part. 
director shan not determine the scope of workers' compensation 
health care to be offured by an organization. 
6) (1) Every organization shall establish and maintain a grievanee 
system appro'ied by the administmtive director under whieh 
employees may submit their griC"t'ftDces to the organization. Eaeh 
system shaH provide reasonable procedures in aecordance vrith 
regulations adopted by the administrative direetor that shall ensure 
adequate consideration of employee grievances and rectifieation 
when appropriate. 
(2) Every organization shall inform employees upon enrollment 
and ar.nual1y thereafter of the procedures fur processing and 
£csolving grievances. The infurmation shaU include the location 
and telephone number Vfflere grie't'ances may be submitted. 
(3) Every organization shall pro'ride forms for eomplaints to be 
given to employees 'Nho wish to register written complaints. The 
forms used by organizations shall be approved by the administrati't'e 
director in ad .... ance as to fermat. 
(4) The organization shaH J,eep in its files all copies of 
complaints, and the responses thereto, fur a period of fi't'e years. 
(Ie) E-s,rery organization shall establish procedures in accordance 
'.'lith regulations of the administratiYe director for continuously 
re:rriewing the quality of care, performance of medical personnel, 
utilization ofsentices and facilities, and costs. Notvlith£;tanding 
any other pro'rision oflaw, there shaH be no monetary liability on 
by peer re"tiew committees that are composed cbiefly of physicians, 
as defined by Section 3209.3, fur any aet performed during the 
re:rrie .. ¥s if the persOB acts without maliee, has made a reasonable 
effort to obtain the facts of the matter, and believes that the action 
talceB is warranted by the facts, and neither the proceedings BO:r the 
reeords of the reviews shaH be subject to disco,'ery, no:r shall any 
person in attendance at the nwiews be required to testifY as to vrhat 
transpired thereat. Disclosure of the proceedings O:f records to the 
go,'eming body ofan organization or to any person or entity 
designated by the organization to re't'iew acti,tities of the 
committees shall Bot alter the status of the records or of the 
proceedings as pri·rileged communications. 
The abe>le prohibition relating to discovery o:r testimony does not 
apply to the statements made by any person in attelldance at a 
re:rrie"," who is a party to an action or proceeding the subject matte:r 
of'il/bich was reviewed, or to any persOIl requesting hospital staff 
prj>,tijeges, or in any action agamst an insurance carrier alleging bad 
faith by the carrier in refusiBg to accept a settlement ofter within the 
poliey limits, or to the administmthe director in cooductillg SU:f'\'tlys 
pu:rsuant to subdi>risioo (0). This sectioll shall not be construed to 
eonfer immunity from liability on any 'i'lorkers' compensation health 
care organization. In 8lly ease in which; but fur the enaetmeet of 
the precediBg pro'risions of this sectioe, a coose ofactioll would 
arise against an organizatioo, the caase efaction shaU exist . . 
re·rie,>\, activities, nO:f to pre'lent an organization gom delegating the 
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responsibilities required by subdi'ltision (I) as it determines to be 
apprepriate, to subcommittees ine1uding subcommittees composed 
of a majerity ofnonphysieian health care pro'riders licellSed 
pursuant to the Busilless and ProfessiollS Code, as long as the 
organizatioll controls the scope of authority delegated and may 
reyoke all or part of this aathority at any time. PersollS ",rho 
participate in the subcommittees shall be entitled to the same 
immunity gom moeetary liability and actions fur ci:rril damages as 
persollS who participate in organization or provider peer re>riew 
committees pUfSUallt to suhdi:rrisioll (i). 
(m) Every organizatioo shall ha're and shall demonstrate to the 
administrati",e director that it has all of the fuHowing: 
(1) Adeqaate provision fur continaity of care. 
(2) A procedure fur prompt payment and denial ofproYider 
e-Jaim&.. 
En) Every contract between on organizatioll and aB employer or 
insure:r ofaB employer, and e>/ery coetract between any 
organization and a provider ofhealth care, shall be in writing. 
(0) (1) The administrati,.'e director shall condact periodically an 
onsite medical survey of the health care delv.'ef)' system of each 
organizatioll. The suffey shall inclade a review of the procedures 
for obtaining health care, the procedures fur :regulating utilization; 
pee:r re>rieVl' mechanisms, intemal procedures fur assuring quality of 
care, and the overall performance of the organizatioB is pro:rriding 
health care and meeting the health needs of emplo)'tles. 
(2) The survey shall be coBdacted by a panel of qaalified health 
professionals experiellced in eWlluating the deli¥ery ofW()rkers' 
compensation health care. The administmtive directo:r shall be 
authorized to contract ",lith p:rofessional organizatioftSo:r outside 
persoooel to cOBduct medical swveys. These organizatiolls O:f 
persoooel shall have demonstrated the ability to objecti'lely 
e't'aluate the delivery of this health care. 
(3) Surveys perfo:rmed pursuant to this sectioe shall be cOlldueted 
as often as deemed necessary by the administrative director to 
assure the p:rotection of employees, bat llot less·fi-eEIaently th811 
Ollce ewry three years. Nothing in this section shall be construed to 
require the survey team to visit eaeh cJielc, hospital, office, O:f 
facility of the organization. 
(4) ·Nothing in this sectioll shall be cOllStrued to reqaire the 
medical survey team to review peer £c'rieVl' proceedings and records 
cOllducted and compiled under this section or in medical records: 
Hov/c'/er, the adtninistrati,'tl director shall be authorized to require 
onsite rC'1<iC". .... of these peer fO'new proceedings /lild records o:r 
medical records where llecessary to determine that qaality health 
care is being deliv:ered to employees. Where medical recO:fd re>riew 
is authorized, the SUF¥Cy team shall ensure that the cOHfideHtiality of 
the physician patiCllt relationship is safeguarded in accordance with 
existing law and neither the survey team nor the administrati>.re 
director or the administrative direotor's staff may be compclled ta 
disoJose this infurmatioo except in aoooro/lilce with the physician-
patient relationship. The administrati>.'tl directo:r shall ensure that 
the confidentiality of the peer re>rie'N proceedings and records is 
maiHtained. The disclosure of the pee:r review proceedings and 
records to the adtninistrati't'C director or the medical SUf'l'Cy team 
shall not alter the status of the proceedillgs O:f records as pri"tileged 
and eOHfidential commullications. 
(5) The procedures and standards utilized by the sUPley team shall 
be made Q''railable to the organizations prior to the condueting of 
medical surveys. 
(6) During the SUT';e;)', the members of the survey team shall offer 
such advice and assistance to the organization as deemed 
appropriate. 
(7) The administrative director shan notify the organization of 
deficiencies round by the sup;e~' team. The administrati¥e director 
shall give the organization a reasonable time to correct the 
deficiencies, and failure on the part of the organization to coraply to 
the administrative director's satisfuction shall constitute canse ror 
disciplinary action against the organization. 
(8) Reports of an SHn<eys, deficiencies, and correction plans shall 
be open to public inspection, except that no sUP/eys, deficiencies or 
correction plans shall be made public unless the organization has 
had an opportunity to re¥iew the sun'ey and file a statement of 
response 'Nithin 30 days, to be attached to the report. 
(P) (1) All records, books, and papers ofan organization; 
management corapany, solicitor, solicitor firm, and any provider or 
subcontractor providing medical or other services to an 
organization, management corapany, solicitor, or solicitor firm shall 
be open to inspection during normal business hours by the 
administrati'/e director. 
(2) To the extent roasible, all the records, boolES, and papers 
described in paragraph (1) shall be located in this state. IB 
examining those records outside this state, the administrative 
director shall consider the cost to the organization; consistent with 
the effectiveness of the administrati'/e director's examination, and 
may upon reasonable notice require that these records, boolES, and 
papers, or a specified portion thereof, be made Q"railable ror 
examination in this state, or that a true and accurate copy of these 
records, books, and papers, or a specified portion thereof, be 
furnished to the administrative director. 
(q) (1) The administrative director shall conduct an examination 
of the administrati¥e affairs ofany organization, and each person 
with whom the organization has made arrangements for 
administratiYe, or management services, as often as deemed 
necessary to protect the interest of employees, hut not less 
frequently than once e'lery fi'.'e ~ars. 
(2) The expense of conducting any additional or nOHfOutme 
examinations pursuant to this section, and the expense of 
conducting any additional or nonroutme medical sUP/eys pursuant 
to subdi>Rsion (0) shall be charged against the organization being 
examined or sup .. e~'ed. The amount shall include the actual salaries 
or compensation paid to the persons making the examination or 
survey, the expenses incurred in the course thereof, and oyerhead 
costs in cOflHection therewith as [}Xed by the administrati'le 
director. In determiniBg the cost of examinations or SUF¥eys, the 
administratiYe directer may use the estimated a'lerage hourly cost 
for all persons perrorming examinations or surveys of workers' 
compensation health care organizations for the fiscal year. The 
amount charged shall be remitted by the organization to the 
administr£l'tiye directer. 
(3) Reports of all examinations shall he open to public inspection, 
exeept that no examination shall be made public, unless the 
organization has had an opportunity to review the examiHation 
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report and file a statement or response 'i'iithin 30 days, to be 
attached to the report. 
SEC. 30. Section 4601 of the Labor Code is repealed. 
460]. (a) If the eraployee so requests, the employer shall tender 
the eraployee one change of physician. The employee at any time 
may request that the eraplo~r tender this one time chaage of 
physician. Upon request of the employee fur a change of physician, 
the maximum amount oftime permitted by la'.'.' for the eraplo,.er or 
insurance carrier to provide the eraployee an altemati'le physician 
or, if requested by the erapJoyee, a chiropractor, or an aeupuncturist 
shan be five worl,ing days from the date of the request. 
Notwithstanding the 30 day time period specified in Seetion 4600, a 
Tequest for a change of physician pursuant to this section may be 
made at any time. The emplo~e is entitled, in any serious case, 
upon request, to the services ofa consulting physician, ebiropractor, 
or aeupuncturist of his or her eboiee at the expense of the eraplo~'er. 
The treatment shall be at the expense of the eraplo~r. 
(Il) Ifan eraployee requesting a change of physician pursuant to 
subdivision (a) bas notified his or her employer in writing prior te 
the date of injury that he or she has a personal chiropractor, the 
altemati¥e physician tendered by the eraplo~r to the eraployee, if 
the employee so requests, shaU be the eraployee's personal 
chiropractor. Por the pUlJ'lose of this article, "personal chiropractor" 
means the eraployee's regular chiropractor licensed pursaant to 
Chapter 2 (commencing "'lith SectiofllOOO) ofDi'Rsien 2 of the 
Business aBd Prorossions Cede, wbo bas pre'Rously directed 
treatment of the eraployee, and who retains the employee's . ...... 
history. 
(c) If an employee requesting a cbange ofphysieiBil pursuant to 
subdi'lision (a) has notified his or ber employer in vlriting prior to 
the date ofifljury that he or she has a personal acupuncturist; the 
altemati'/e physician teHdered by the employer to the employee, if 
the employee so requests, shall be the emplo~e's personal 
acupuncturist. POI' the purpose of this article, "personal 
acupuncturist" means the eraplo~e's regular acupuncturist licensed 
pursuant te Chapter 12 (eommeBcing with Seetion 4935) of 
Di'lision 2 of the Business and Prorossions Code, who has 
pre't'iously directed treatment of the eraployee, and who retains the 
eraployee's acupuncture treatment records, including his or her 
acupuncture history. 
SEC.31. Section 4602 of the Labor Code is repealed. 
4602. If the employee so requests, the employer shall procure 
certificatioB by either the administrati .... e director or the appeals 
board as the ease may he of the competeney, for the particular case, 
of the consulting or additional physieians. 
SEC. 32. Section 4603 of the Labor Code is repealed. 
4603. If the eraployer desires a change ofphysioians or 
chiropractor, he may petition the administrative director who, upon 
a showing of good cause by the eraployer, may order the erapJoyer 
to prO'lide a panel offi\te physicians, or if requested by the 
eraployee, rour physicians and one chiropraetor competent to treat 
the particular case, from which the eraployee must seleot one. 
SEC.33. Section 4603.2 of the Labor Code is amended to 
4603.2. (a) Upon selecting a physician pursuant to Section 
the employee or physician shall forthwith notify the employer of the 
and address of the physician. The physician shall submit a 
to the employer within five working days from the date of the 
initial examination and shall submit periodic reports at intervals that 
may be prescribed by rules and regulations adopted by the 
administrative director. 
(b) (1) Except as provided in subdivision (d) of Section 4603.4, 
payment for medical treatment provided or authorized by the treating 
physician selected by the employee or designated by the employer 
shall be made by the employer within 45 working days after receipt 
of each separate, itemized billing, together with any required report 
and any written authorization for services that may have been 
received by the physician. If the billing or a portion thereof is 
contested, denied, or considered incomplete, the physician shaH be 
notified, in writing, that the billing is contested, denied, or considered 
incomplete, within 30 working days after receipt of the biJling by the 
employer. A notice that a billing is incomplete shaH state aH 
additional information required to make a decision. Any properly 
documented amount not paid within the 45-working-day period shaH 
be increased by 15 percent, together with interest at the same rate as 
judgments in civil actions retroactive to the date of receipt of the bill, 
unless the employer does both of the following: 
(A) Pays the uncontested amount within the 45-working-day period. 
(B) Advises, in the manner prescribed by the administrative director, 
the physician, or another provider of the items being contested, the 
reasons for contesting these items, and the remedies available to the 
physician or the other provider ifhe or she disagrees. In the case of a 
which includes charges from a hospital, outpatient surgery center, 
indepe:ndent diagnostic facility, advice that a request has been 
made for an audit of the bill shaH satisfY the requirements of this 
paragraph. 
If an employer contests aI1 or part of a bilJing, aay- the amount 
determined payable by the appeals board shaH carry interest from the 
date the amount was due until it is paid. If any the contested amount 
is determined payable by the appeals board, the defendant shaH be 
ordered to reimburse the provider lien holder for any filing fees paid 
pUrsuant to Section 4903.05. 
An employer's liability to a physician or another provider under this 
section for delayed payments shall not affect its liability to an 
employee under Section 5814 or any other provision of this division. 
(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), if the employer is a 
governmental entity, payment for medical treatment provided or 
authorized by the treating physician selected by the employee or 
designated by the employer shaH be made within 60 working days 
after receipt of each separate, itemized billing, together with any 
required reports and any written authorization for services that may 
have been received by the physician. 
( c) Any interest or increase in compensation paid by an insurer 
pursuant to this section shall be treated in the same manner as an 
increase in compensation under subdivision (d) of Section 4650 for 
the purposes of any classification of risks and premium rates, and any 
system of merit rating approved or issued pursuant to Article 2 
(commencing with Section 11730) of Chapter 3 of Part 3 of Division 
2 of the Insurance Code. 
(1) Whenever an employer or insurer employs an individual or 
with an entity to conduct a review of a billing submitted by 
a physician or medical provider, the employer or insurer shaU make 
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available to that individual or entity all documentation submitted 
together with that billing by the physician or medical provider. 
When an individual or entity conducting a bill review detennines thal 
additional infonnation or documentation is necessary to review the 
billing, the individual or entity shall contact the claims administrator 
or insurer to obtain the necessary information or documentation that 
was submitted by the physician or medical provider pursuant to 
subdivision (b). 
(2) An individual or entity reviewing a bill Submitted by a 
physician or medical provider shall not alter the procedure codes 
billed or recommend reduction of the amount of the bill unless the 
documentation submitted by the physician or medical provider with 
the biJl has been reviewed by that individual or entity. If the 
reviewer does not recommend payment as billed by the physician or 
medical provider, the explanation of review shall provide the 
physician or medical provider with a specific explanation as to why 
the reviewer altered the procedure code or amount billed and the 
specific deficiency in the bilJing or documentation that caused the 
reviewer to conclude that the altered procedure code or amount 
recommended for payment more accurately represents the service 
performed. 
(3) The appeals board shall have jurisQiction over disputes arising 
out of this subdivision pursuant to Section 5304. 
(e) This section shall not apply to employees and employers to 
whom Section 4600.3 and 4600.31 applies. 
SEC. 34. Section 4604 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
4604. Controversies between an employer and employee arising 
under this chapter shan be determined by the appeals board, 
upon the request of either party.,., unless the controversy is subject 
to independent medical review as set forth in Section 4611 or,for 
those employees and employers to whom Section 4600.3 or 4600.31 
applies, where controversies are determined pursuant to the contract. 
SEC. 35. Section 4604.5 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
4604.5. (a) Upon adoption by the administrative director ofa 
medical treatment utilization schedule pursuant to Section 5307.27, 
the recommended guidelines set forth in the schedule shaH be 
presumptively correct on the issue of extent and scope of medical 
treatment The preSHmption is rebuttable and ma), be eootro'ierted &y 
a prepoaderaace of the evideace establishiag that a variance from the 
guidelines is reasoaably required to eure aad relie'+'e the employee 
from the effeGts of his or her injury. The presumption created is one 
affecting the burden of proof. 
(b) The reGommended guidelines set forth in the schedule adopted 
pursuant to subdivision (a) shan reneet praotioes as generally 
aecepted by the health care community, and shall apply the curreet 
standards ofeMO, incJuding, but not limited to, appropriate and 
inappropriate diagnostic techniques, treatmeat modalities, adjustive 
modalities, length of treat meat, and appropriate speeialty refefffi1s. 
These guidelines shall be educatioaal and desigaed to assist pro'/iders 
by offering an aaalytical framevrork for the e'lfllWttioa and tfeatmeat 
of the more Gommoa problems ofiajured vrorkers, attd shall assure 
appropriate and neeessary care fur all injured workers diagnosed with 
iaSustrial conditions. 
(b) W Three months after the publication date of the updated 
American Col1ege of Occupational and Environmental Medicine 
Occupational Medical Practice Guidelines, and continuing until the 
effective date of a medical treatment utilization schedule, pursuant to 
Section 5307.27, the recommended guidelines set forth in the 
American College of Occupational and Environmental Medical 
Practice Guidelines shall be presumptively correct on the issue of 
extent and scope of medical treatment. The prestlfHption is rebuttable 
and may be controverted by a preponderance orthe evidence 
establishing that a variance :from the guidelines is reasonably required 
to cure and relieve the employee :from the effects orhis or her injury. 
The presumption created is one affecting the burden of proof 
(c) (dt Notwithstanding the medical treatment utilization schedule 
or the guidelines set forth in the American Col1ege of Occupational 
and Environmental Medical Practice Guidelines, for injuries 
occurring on and after January 1,2004, an employee shall be entitled 
to no more than 24 chiropractic and 24 physical therapy visits per 
industrial injury unless the employer authorizes, in writing, 
additional visits to a health care practitioner for physical medicine 
services. 
(e) The presumption affurded to the treating physician in Section 
4062.9 shall not be applicable to cases arising under this section. 
(f) This section shall not apply whea an insurance carrier 
authorizes, in writing, additioaal visits to a health care practitioner 
fur physical medicine services. 
(d) (g) For all injuries not covered by the American College of 
Occupational and Environmental Medicine Occupational Medicine 
Practice Guidelines or official utilization schedule after adoption 
pursuant to Section 5307.27, authorized treatment shall be in 
accordance with other evidence based medical treatment guidelines 
generally recognized by the medical commanity recognized by the 
national medical community and that are scientifically based. 
(e) (hi This section shall not apply to employees and employers to 
whom Section 4600.3 or 4600.31 applies. 
SEC. 36. Section 4609 of the Labor Code is repealed. 
4609. (a) In order to pre'.'ent the improper selling, leasing, or 
transferring ora health care pro'/ider's contract, it is the intent of the 
Legislature that e..,'ery arrangement that results in any payor payiag 
a health care provider a redliced rate for health care se£¥ices based 
on the health care provider's participation in a netwode or panel 
shall be disclosed by the coatracting ageat to the pro'lider in 
advance and shall actiyely encourage employees to lise the aetW<lrk; 
unless the health care proyider agrees to pro'lide discoliats 'i'iitholit 
that active CB:couragemCB:t: 
(b) Begirming July 1, 2000, cYieTY eoB:tracting agent that sens, 
leases, assigas, transfers, or cow/eys its list of contracted health care 
providers and their contracted reimbursement rates to a payor, as 
defined in Slibparagraph (l.) ofparagmph (3) ofsubdivisioa (d), or 
another contracting ageat shall, liVon entering or rene'vYing a 
proyider contract, do all of the followiBg: 
(I) Diselose 'Nhether the list of contracted pro..,'iders may be sold, 
leased, transferred, or cow/eyed to other payers or other contracting 
agents, and specify whether those payers or contracting agents 
indlide 'Norlcers' compeasation inSlifers or 8litomobile insurers. 
(2) Disclose '.¥flat specific practices, if any, payors litilize to 
actively encolirage employees to use the list of coatracted pro'liders 
~tllen obtaining medical care that eatitles a payor to claim a 
contracted rate. For plirpOSes of this paragraph, a payor is deemed 
to haye actively CI~couraged employees to lise the list of contracted 
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advising them oflhe CJ(istence of the list orcOJ'ltracted pfO'liders 
through the lise of a variety of ad't'ertising or marI,etillg approaches 
that supply the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of 
coatracted providers to employees; or in ad'iance of a v/orkplaee 
injliry, or liVon notice ofaa injliry or claim by an employee, the 
approaches may incllide, blit are BOt limited to, the liSe of provider 
directories, the lise ora list of all contracted providers in an area 
geographically accessible to the posting site, the use of vIall cards 
that direct employees to a readily accessible listing of those 
prO'>ciders at the same locatioa as the wall cards, the lise of wall 
cards that direct employees to It toll :free telephone ftUmber or 
Internet Web site address, or the'lise of ton :free telephoae ftUmbers 
or Internet ¥leb site addresses 
supplied directly dliring the period the employer has medical 
control. HO'VICver, Iaternet 'Neb site addresses alone shall not be 
deemed to satisfy the requirements of this paragraph. Nothing in 
this paragraph shall prcYlent contractiag agents or payors :from 
providing only listings orpfOviders located within a reasonaele 
geographic raage oran employee. A payer ';vho othervlise meets 
the requirements of this paragraph is deemed to have met the 
reqliffemeflts of this paragraph regardless of the employer's ability 
to control medical treatroeat PUfSliant to Sections 4600 and 4600.3. 
(3) Disclose '.vhether payors to which the list of contracted 
pro'liders may be sold, leased, traftsferred, or cowle~<ed may be 
permitted to pay a pro'lider's contracted rate withoat actively . . 
whCB: obtaining medical care. Nothing in this subdivision shall be 
coastrued to require a payor to actively encourage the employees to 
liSe the list ofcoatracted providers whCB: obtainiag medical care in 
the case of an emergency. 
(4) Disclose, liVon the initial signing ofa contract, and within IS 
bliSiaess days of receipt ofa VlrittCB: request :from It provider Of 
pro'lider panel, a payor SliIDIDary of all payors curreatly eligible to 
e1aim a proyider's eoB:tracted rate due to the provider's and payor's 
respecti...'e vmtten agreements 'i','ith any coatracting agent 
(5) 1'.110'.1/ pro'liders, lip on the initial signing, rene'i'ial, Of' 
aIDCB:dment of a provider contract, to decline to be included in any 
list ofcoatracted providers that is sold, leased, transferred, or 
cOffi<eyed to payers that do not acti'lely eacourage the employees to 
lise the list of contracted pro'liders when Obtainiflg medical care as 
described in paragraph (2). Eaoh pro't'lder's eleotion under this 
paragraph shall be binding on the contracting agent "'lith ",!hich the 
provider has the eontract and aB:Y other contractiag agCB:t that bliYS, 
leases, or othervlise obtains the list of contracted pro..,'iders. A 
pro'lider shall not be excllided :from aB:Y list of contracted pro'liders 
that is sold, leased, traB:8rerred, or c08:¥eyed to payors that acti'ICly 
eacourage the employees to lise the list of coatracted pro,ciders 
'.¥fleB obtaining medical care, based liVon the provider's refusal to 
be incllided oa aay list of cOBtracted pro'/iders that is sold, leased, 
transferred, or coaveyed to payors that do not acti'/ely encourage . . 
medical care. 
(6) If the payor's explanation of benefits or explanation ofre'licvl 
does not ideatify the flame of the network that has a v;rittea 
rendered, the contracting agent shall do the following: 
(A) Maintain a \lleb site that is accessible to all contracted 
providers and updated at least quarterly and maintain a toll free 
telephone number accessible to aH contracted providers whereby 
pTO'/iders may access payor summary infurmation. 
(B) Disclose through the lise of an Internet Web site, a toll free 
telephone number, or through a deli'/eT)' or mail service to its 
contracted providers, within 30 days, any sale, lease assignment, 
transfer or conv-cyance of the contracted reimbursement rates to 
another contracting agent or payor. 
(7) Nothing in this subdiyision shaH be construed to impose 
requirements or regulations upon payors, as defined in 
subparagraph (A.) of paragraph (3) of subdivision (d). 
(c) Begifliling fuly 1,2000, a payor, as defined in subparagraph 
(B) of paragraph (3) ofsubdiyision (d), shall do all of the 
following: . 
(1) Provide an CJlplanation of benefits or explanation of review 
that identifies the name of the networl£ with which the payer bas an 
agreement that entitles them to pay a preferred rate fer the services 
rendered. 
(2) Demonstrate that it is entitled to pay a contracted rate ;'lithia 
30 blisiness days of receipt ofa written request from a proyider who 
has received a claim payment from the payor. The pfOyider shaH 
include in the request a statement explaining why the payment is 
&em the responsibility of demonstrating that it is entitled te pay the 
disputed contracted rate. The failure ofa payor to mal(C the 
demonstration to a properly documented request of the pro'/ider 
within 30 business days shall render the payor responsible fer the 
lesser of the provider's actual fee or, as applicable, any fee schedule 
pursuant to this division, '""hich amolffit shaH be due and payable 
within 10 days ofreceipt of "lfitten notice from the provider, and 
shall bar the payor from taking any future· discounts from that 
provider without the provider's express written 
consent lintil the payor can demonstrate to the provider that it is 
entitled to pay a contracted rate as provided in this subdi'llsion. A 
payor shall be deemed to have demonstrated that it is entitled to pay 
a contracted rate ifit complies "lith either of the fuUowing: 
(N DescnlJes the specific practices the payor litili2es to comply 
with paragraph (2) of subdivision (b), and demonstrates complianoe 
with paragraph (1). 
(B) Identifies the contracting agent "lith "thorn the payer has a 
written agreement whereby the payor is not required to actively 
encourage employees to use the list of contracted providers 
pursuant to paragraph (5) ofsubdi'llsion (b). 
(d) for the purposes of this section, the fellovling terms ha?le the 
following meanings: 
(1) "Contracting agent" means an insurer licensed under the 
lnsllrance Code to provide workers' compensation insurance, a 
selling, leasing, transfuuing, assigning, or conv-cying a provider or 
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provider panel to provide health care services to employees for 
work related injuries. 
(2) "Employee" means a person entitled to seek health care 
services for a vlOrle related injury. 
(3) (A) for the purposes of subdivision (b), "payer" means a 
health care service plan, including a speciali2ed health care servioe 
plan, an insurer licensed under the Insurance Code to provide 
disability insuraHce that covers hospital, medical, or surgical 
benefits, automobile insurance, or'i'ror1cers' compensation 
insurance, or a self insured employer that is responsible to pay for 
health care services provided to beneficiaries. 
(B) for the purposes ofslibdivision (c), "payor" means an insmer 
licensed Bnder the Insurance Code to provide wor1cers' 
compeHsation 
insurance, a self inslired employer, a third party administrator or 
trust, or any other third party that is responsible to pay health care 
services provided to employees fer work related injuries, or an 
agent ofan entity incllided in this defmitioll: 
(4) "Payor summary" means a 'mitten summary that includes the 
payor's name and the type of plan, including, bli! not limited to, a 
gFOBp health plan, an automobile insurance plan, and a workers' 
compensation insurance plan. 
(5) "Provider" means any of the fol1ovllng: 
(A) Any person licensed or ccrtified pursuant to Division ;2 
(commencing vlith Section 500) ofilie Blisiness and Professions 
Gode,. 
$) fl.dl}' person licensed pllfSUant to the Chiropractio Initiati'/e 
Act or the Osteopathio Initiati'lo Aot. 
(C) lillY person lioensed pursuant to Chapter 2.5 (commencing 
",lith Section 1440) of Division 2 of the Health and Safety Code. 
(D) A. cliffic, health dispensary, or health facility licensed 
pUTSuant to Division 2 (commencing "lith Seotion 1200) of the 
Health and Safety Code. 
(E) Any entity exempt from lioensure pursuant to Section 1206 of 
the Health and Safety Code. 
(e) This section shall become operatiYe on July I, 2000. 
SEC. 37. Section 4611 is added to the Labor Code, to read: 
4611. (a) Commencing July 1,2004, there is hereby established 
the Independent Medical Review System that shall resolve disputes 
involving any disputed health care service. 
(b) "Health care service" means any medical treatment, as defined 
in Section 4600, recommended by a physician, as defined in Section 
3209.3, or any disputed diagnostic service recommended by a 
physician, as defined in Section 3209.3. 
(c) A dispute over health care service may be submitted by an 
employee or employer with respect to the denial, modification, delay, 
or approval of any health care service. 
(d) In order to request independent medical review under this 
article, the employee or employer requesting review shall submit to 
the administrative director a one-page application. All applications 
for dispute that meet the requirements of this section shall be 
reviewed. Except as to issues regarding the permanent and 
stationary status of the applicant, an applicant is required to have 
first participated in the process pursuant to Section 4610 in order to 
be eligible for independent medical review. 
(e) The administrative director shall notifY the court 
administrator of all requests for independent medical review within 
five days of receipt of the request. The court administrator shall 
determine whether the claim of the injured worker seeking 
independent medical review is subject to any additional disputed 
issue over which the appeals board has jurisdiction. If such a dispute 
exists, the court administrator shall promptly notify the board 
that there is an independent medical review of medical issues in the 
claim. 
(/) As used in this division, "permanent and stationary" means 
that, based on objective findings of medical evidence, no forther 
material improvement would reasonably be expected from additional 
medical treatment or the passage of time. Notwithstanding any other 
provision of law, disputes regarding whether an employee is 
permanent and stationary shall be resolved by the independent 
medical review system created by this section. 
SEC 38. Section 4611.1 is added to the Labor Code, to read: 
461 1.1. (a) The administrative director may contract with one or 
more independent medical review organizations in the state to 
conduct reviews for purposes of Section 4611. The administrative 
director may establish additional requirements, including conjlict-
of-interest standards, consistent with the purposes of this article, 
that an organization shall be required to meet in order to qualify 
for participation in the Independent Medical Review System and to 
assist the department in carrying out its responsibilities. 
(b) The independent medical review organizations and the 
medical professionals selected by these organizations to conduct 
reviews shall be deemed to be medical consultants for purposes of 
Section 43.98 of the Civil Code. 
(c) An independent medical review organization shall conduct the 
review in accordance with any regulations or orders of the 
administrative director. The organization's review shall be limited 
to an examination of the medical necessity of the disputed medical 
treatment services and shall not include any consideration of 
compensability or other legal issues. 
(d) Neither the independent medical review organization, nor any 
experts it designates to conduct a review, shall have any material 
professional,familial, or financial affiliation, as determined by the 
administrative director, with any ofthefollowing: 
(1) The employer, the employer's workers' compensation insurer 
or third-party claims administrator, or any other entity contracting 
with the employer to provide utilization review services pursuant to 
Section 4610. 
(1) Any officer, director, or employee of the employer's health 
care provider, workers' compensation insurer, or third-party claims 
administrator. 
(3) A physician, the physician's medical group, or the independent 
practice association involved in the health care service in dispute. 
(4) The facility or institution at which either the proposed health 
care service, or the alternative service, if any, recommended by the 
employer's health care provider, workers' compensation insurer, or 
third-party claims administrator, would be provided. 
(5) The development or manufacture of the principal drug, device, 
procedure, or other therapy proposed by the employee or his or her 
treating physician whose treatment is under review, or the 
alternative therapy, if any, recommended by the employer or other 
entity. 
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(6) The employee or the employee's immediate family. 
(7) The employee's or employer's legal representative or the 
representative's immediate family. 
(e) In order to contract with the division for purposes of this 
section, an independent medical review organization shall meet all 
of the requirements of the administrative director and shall not be 
an affiliate, parent organization, or subsidiary of, nor in any way be 
owned or controlled by, a workers' compensation insurer or third-
party claims administrator. 
(/) Upon receipt of information and documents related to a case, 
the medical professional reviewer or reviewers selected to conduct 
the review by the independent medical review organization shall 
promptly review all pertinent medical records of the employee, 
medical provider reports, as well as any other information 
submitted to the organization as authonzed by the division or 
requested by the reviewers from any of the parties to the dispute. If 
reviewers request information from any of the parties, a copy of the 
request and the response shall be provided to all of the parties. The 
reviewer or reviewers shall also review relevant information 
related to the criteria set forth in subdivision (g). 
(g) Following its review, the reviewer or reviewers shall 
determine whether the disputed health care service was medically 
necessary based on peer-reviewed scientific and objective findings 
based on medical evidence regarding the effectiveness of the 
disputed service. 
(h) The organization shall complete its review and make its 
determination in writing, and in layperson's terms to the 
extent practicable, within 30 days of the receipt of the apJ-'flCtlt, 
for review and supporting documentation, or within less time as 
prescribed by the administrative director. If the disputed medical 
treatment service has not been provided and the employee's 
provider or the division certifies in writing that an imminent and 
serious threat to the health of the employee may exist, the analyses 
and determinations of the reviewers shall be expedited and 
rendered within three days of the receipt of the information. 
Subject to the approval of the administrative director, reviews may 
be extendedfor up to three days in extraordinary circumstances or 
for good cause. The administrative director shall adopt regulations 
specifying a standardized format for, and minimum required 
elements of, determinations made pursuant to this section. 
(i) The medical professionals' analyses and determinations shall 
state whether the disputed health care service is medically 
necessary. Each analysis shall cite the employee's medical 
condition, the relevant documents in the record, and any relevant 
findings associated to support the determination. 
(j) The independent medical review organization shall promptly 
serve the administrative director, the employer, the employee, and 
the employee's treating physician with the analyses and 
determinations oflhe medical professionals reviewing the case, and 
a description of the qualifications of the medical professionals. The 
determination shall be accompanied by a notice, in a form 
determined by the administrative director, informing the parties of 
their appeal rights. The independent medical review 
shall keep the names of the reviewers confidential in all 
communications with entities or individuals outside the lnGrepen,aeJ'Il 
medical review organization, except in response to orders of the 
board or a court. If more than one medical professional 
the case and the result was differing determinations, the 
independent medical review organization shall provide each of the 
separate reviewer's analyses and determinations. 
(Ie) The determination of the independent medical review shall be 
final and binding upon the parties to the dispute. The determination 
may not be appealed to the division, a workers' compensation 
administrative law judge, or the board. Upon a determination by 
the independent medical treatment review organization that the 
disputed medical treatment is medically necessary, the employer or 
other entity shall authorize the disputed medical treatment. 
(l) The independent medical review record shall be admissible 
before the appeals board. 
(m) The independent medical review record shall be made 
available to a qualified medical examiner or an agreed medical 
examiner if disputes arise over the compensability of the same 
injury or need for continuing medical treatment as was the subject 
of the independent medical review. Either party to the dispute over 
compensability may make the independent medical review available 
to the QMEIAME. 
SEC. 39. Section 4614 of the Labor Code is repealed. 
4614. (a) (1) NOhvithstanding Sectiofl 5307.1, where the 
employee's individHal OJ' organizatioflal provider of health care 
seJ'vices rendered uflder this di¥ision and paid Ofl a fee foJ' sen<ice 
basis is also the provideJ' of health care services Hflder contract 'Nith 
the employee's health beflefit pfOgmHl; aHd the service OJ' treatmeflt 
amoHnt ofpaymeflt foJ' sen<ices pfO¥ided Hflder this divisiofl, fur a 
work related occarrence OJ' i1lness, shall be no more !hafl the 
amoHnt that Vt'Oald have beefl paid fur the same sen<ices Hflder the 
health beflefit plaH, fuJ' a non WOrlE related occurrence or illness. 
(2) A health care sewice plan that arranges fur health care 
sen<ices to be J'efldered to an employee HfldeJ' this dhrision Hflder a 
COfltraCt, aHd 'l/hich is also the employee's orgaairotional provider 
fuJ' flofloccupational injaries aHd illnesses, >i'lith the exception ofa 
floHprofit health care senrice plaH that ex:clHSiYely cofltracts with a 
medieaI group to proyide or ammge fur medical services to its 
eMoUees in a desigaated geographic area, shall be paid by the 
employer for services J'efldered Hflder this di>t'isiOfl only Ofl a 
eapitated basis. 
(b) (1) Where the employee's individHal OJ' organizational 
pro>lider of health care services refldered HfldeJ' this dffisiofl who is 
not prO',riding sen'iees Hflder a cofltraet·is not the provider of health 
care services tmder cofltract with the employee's health bOflefit 
program OJ' ,>,'here the services fefldered Hflder this divisiofl ere flOt 
withifl the beflefits pro,.<ided nnder the employer sponsored health 
benefit program; the pro¥ider shall reeeiw payment that is flO more 
than the average of the paymeflt that wOldd ha're beOfl paid by five 
ef the largest prefurred provider organizatiofls by geographie 
region. PhysiciftflB, as defifled iB Section 3209.3, shall be 
reimbm'sed at the same averaged rotes, J'egardless of liceflstH'e, fer 
the delivery of serviees aflder the same proeedure eode. This 
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(2) The admimstrative dir~etor shall identify the regions and the 
five largest carriers in each region. The carriers shall provide the 
necessary infermatiofl to the administrative director in the fofIfl and 
manner reqaested by the admiflistrati't'e director. The 
admiflistrati'le director shaH malee this infefIflation a't'ailable to the 
affected pro=,,<iders on an annaal basis. 
(6) Nothing ifl this section shall prohibit aH indi",idaaJ OJ' 
organizational health eare provider from being paid fees differeflt 
from those set forth ifl the official medical fee schedale by afl 
employer, inSl:lroflCe earrier, third party administratoJ' on behalf of 
employers, or preferred provider orgam2ation represefltiflg an 
employer or insurance camer pro',<ided that the administratP.'e 
direetoJ' has determined that the alternative flegotiated rates between 
the orgaflizational or indi'.ridaal provider and a p~'er, a third party 
administrator Ofl behalf of employefS, or a preferred provider 
organi2ation vlill produce greater saV=.:ngs in the aggregate than if 
eaeh item Ofl biUings v/ere to be charged at the schedHled rate. 
Cd) For the pHrposes of this seetiofl; "orgarnzatioflal pre:",ider" 
means an efltity that aIfaHges foJ' health cere services to be refldeJ'ed 
directly by individHal caregi¥ers. All organizational pro,t'ider may 
be a health care service plan, disability insurer, health care 
organi:zatiofl, preferred provider orgaHization, or v.'Orkers' 
eompensation insHf'eJ' arrangi~ fur eare through a maHaged eare 
fleh'lork or en a fee fur service basis. i\n individHal pro'lider is 
either aH indiyidHal OJ' institution that pJ'O'lides care directly to the 
injurod W<lrker. 
SEC.40. Section 4614.1 of the Labor Code is repealed. 
4614.1. }lotwithstaHding sl:lbooisiofl (t) of8eetiofl1345 of the 
Health aHd Safety Code, a health care service plaH lieeflsed pl:ffSUaflt 
to the KHox Keefle Health Care Service Plan Aet and certified by 
the administrati">'e directoJ' pUfSHaflt to Seetiofl 4600.5 to pFO'.<ide 
health care pHfSllant to 8ectiofl 4600.3 shall be permitted to aecept 
payment from a self iflstH'ed employer, a gJ'Ol:lp of self iflSUfed 
eiBployers, oJ'the iflsHrer of an employer Ofl a fee for service basis 
fer the pro"t'ision of SHch health care as long as the health care 
service plan is not both the health eare organization ifl which the 
employee is OflfOl1ed aHd the plan throagh which the employee 
roceh'OS regHler health bOflefits. 
SEC. 41. Section 4658 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
4658. (a) For injuries occurring prior to January 1,1992, if the 
injury causes pennanent disability, the percentage of disability to 
total disability shall be detennined, and the disability payment 
computed and alJowed, according to paragraph (I). However, in no 
event shall the disability payment alJowed be Jess than the disability 






Column 2--Numher of weeks 
for which two-thirds of 
average weeldyearnings 
allowed for each 1 percent 
of pennanent disability 
within percentage range: 




10-19.75 ...................... . 
20-29.75 ...................... . 
30-49.75 ...................... . 
50-69.75....................... 7 
70-99.75....................... 8 
The number of weeks for which payments shall be allowed set 
forth in column 2 above based upon the percentage of penn anent 
disability set forth in column 1 above shall be cumulative, and the 
number of benefit weeks shall increase with the severity of the 
disability. The following schedule is illustrative of the computation 






5 ......................... . 
10 ......................... . 
15 ......................... . 
20 ......................... . 
25 ......................... . 
30 ......................... . 
35 ......................... . 
40 ......................... . 
45 ......................... . 
50 ......................... . 
55· ......................... . 
60 ......................... . 
65 ......................... . 
70 ......................... . 
75 ......................... . 
80 ......................... . 
85 ......................... . 
90 ......................... . 
95 ......................... . 

























(2) Two-thirds of the average weekly earnings for four weeks for 
each 1 percent of disability, where, for the purposes of this 
subdivision, the average weekly earnings shall be taken at not more 
than seventy-eight do11ars and seventy-five cents ($78.75). 
(b) This subdivision shall apply to injuries occurring on or after 
January 1, 1992. If the injury causes permanent disability, the 
percentage of disability to total disability shall be detennined, and 
the disability payment computed and allowed, according to 
paragraph (1). However, in no event shall the disability payment 







Under 10 ...................... . 
10-19.75 ...................... . 
20-24.75 ...................... . 
25-29.75 ...................... . 
Column 2--Number of weeks 
for which two-thirds of 
average weekly earnings 
allowed for each I percent 
of pennanent disability 









The numbers set forth in column 2 above are based upon the 
percentage of permanent disability set forth in column 1 above and 
shan be cumulative, and shall increase with the severity of the 
disability in the manner illustrated in subdivision (a). 
(2) Two-thirds of the average weekly earnings for four weeks for 
each I percent of disability, where, for the purposes of this 
subdivision, the average weekly earnings shall be taken at not more 
than seventy-eight dollars and seventy-five cents ($78.75). 
(c) This subdivision shall apply to injuries occurring on or after 
January 1, 2004. If the injury causes permanent disability, the 
percentage of disability to total disability shall be determined, and 





Under 10 ...................... . 
10-19.75 ...................... . 
20-24.75 ...................... . 
25-29.75 ...................... . 
30-49.75 ...................... . 
50-69.75 ...................... . 
70-99.75 ...................... . 
Column 2--Number of weeks 
for which two-thirds of 
average weekly earnings 
allowed for each 1 percent 
of permanent disability 








The numbers set forth in column 2 above are based upon the 
percentage of permanent disability set forth in column 1 above and 
shall be cumulative, and shall increase with the severity of the 
disability in the manner i1lustrated in subdivision (a). 
(d) This subdivision shall apply to injuries occurring on or after 
January 1, 2005. If the injury causes permanent disability, the 
percentage of disability to total disability shall be determined. and 





Under 10 ...................... . 
10-19.75 ...................... . 
20-24.75 ...................... . 
25-29.75 ...................... . 
30-49.75 ...................... . 
50-69.75 ...................... . 
70-99.75 ...................... . 
Column 2-Number of weeks 
for which two-thirds of 
average weekly earnings 
allowed for each 1 percent 
of permanent disability 








The numbers set forth in column 2 above are based upon the 
percentage of permanent disability set forth in column 1 above 
shall be cumulative, and shall increase with the severity of the 
disability in the manner illustrated in subdivision (a). 
SEC. 42. Section 4658.6 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
''fU.JO.'CJ. The employer shall not be liable for the supplemental job 
d15;pl,.ce.ment benefit jf the employer meets either of the following 
conditions: 
(a) Within 30 days of the termination of temporary disability 
indemnity payments, the employer offers, and the employee, within 
30 days from the date of the offer, rejects, or fails to accept in the 
form and manner prescnbed by the administrative director, 
modified work, accommodating the employee's work restrictions, 
lasting at least 12 months. 
(b) Within 30 days of the termination of temporary disability 
indemnity payments, the employer offers, and the employee, within 
30 days from the date of the offer, rejects, or fails to accept in the 
form and manner prescribed by the administrative director, 
alternative work meeting all of the following conditions: 
(1) The employee has the ability to perform the essential functions 
of the job provided. 
(2) The job provided is in a regular position lasting at least 12 
months. 
(3) The job provided offers wages and compensation that are 
within 15 percent of those paid to the employee at the time of 
injury. 
(4) The job is located within reasonable commuting distance of 
the employee's residence at the time of injury. 
SEC. 43. Section 4660 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
4660. (a) In determining the percentages of permanent disability, 
account shall be taken of the nature of the physical injury or 
,fi 011r'>Tll,f>nt established by a preponderance of medical evidence 
upon objective findings, as defined in paragraph (2) of 
subdivision (j) of Section 139.2, the occupation of the injured 
employee, and his or her age at the time of -tmeb- the injury, 
consideration being given to the diminished ability of such injured 
employee to compete in an open labor marlcet employee's 
adaptability to peiform a given job, provided however: 
(J) The nature of the physical injury or disfigurement shall be the 
sole factor to be considered in determining percentages of 
permanent disability if any of the following circumstances exist: 
(A) The employee returns to regular work at the job held at the 
time of injury. 
(B) The treating physician releases the injured employee to 
regular work at the job held at the time of injury and the job is 
available but the worker refuses to return to that job. 
(e) The treating physician releases the injured employee to 
regular work at the job held at the time of injury but the worker's 
employment is terminated for cause unrelated to the injury. 
(2) The nature of the physical injury or disfigurement, the 
occupation of the injured employee, and his or her age at the time 
of the injury shall be the sole factors to be considered in 
determining percentages of permanent disability if any of the 
follOWing circumstances exist: 
(A) The employee returns to modified or alternative work with the 
same employer that provides wages and compensation that are not 
less than 85 percent of those paid to the employee at the time of 
and, if the job is not at the same physical location as the job 
at the time of injury, the job is located within reasonable 
(;Olrrrnlutitnf! distance of the employee's residence at the time of 
injury. 
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(B) The treating physician releases the injured employee to 
regular work at the job offered pursuant to this subdivision and the 
job is available but the worker refuses to return to that job. 
(e) The treating physician releases the injured employee to 
regular work at the job offered pursuant to this subdivision but the 
worker's employment is terminated for cause unrelated to the 
injury. 
(b) (1) The administrative director-ma;' shall prepare, adopt, and 
from time to time amend, a schedule for the determination of the 
percentage of permanent disabilities in accordance with this section. 
&teh-The schedule shall be available for public inspection,- and , 
without formal introduction in evidence shall be prima facie 
evidence of the percentage of permanent disability to be attributed 
to each injury covered by the schedule. 
(c) lillY such schedule and any amendment thereto or revision 
thereof shall apply prospectively and shall apply to and govern oaly 
those permanent disabilities ",/hich result from compensable injuries 
recei'.'ed or occurring on and after the effecth<e date of the adoption 
of such schedule, amendment or revisiofl; as the fuct may be. 
(d) On or befure January 1, 1995, the administFati'.'e director shall 
review and revise the schedule ror the determ:fnation of the 
percentage ofpermaneflt disabilities. The revision shall include, but 
not be limited to, an updating of the standard disability ratings and 
occupations to reflect the current labor market. HOYI€'.·CF, no 
change in standard disability ratings shall be adopted without the 
appro'<al of the Commission of Health and Safety and Workers' 
Compensation. A proposed revisioB shan be submitted to the 
commission on or befOre July 1, 1994. The schedule shall promote 
uniformity of ratings for substantially similar disabilities 
throughout the state, and for injuries not subject to subsection (1) 
and subsection (2) of subdivision (a) shall setforth a methodology 
for determining the percentage of permanent disability that gives 
appropriate weight to each of the factors of disability set forth in 
subdivision (a). The schedule shall be promulgated and 
administered to reflect the efficts of physical injury or 
disfigurement on the individual worker in combination with the 
injured worker's adaptability to peiform a given job. The schedule 
shall not allow for the detennination of the percentage of 
permanent disability to be determined solely upon the assessment of 
the adaptability of the worker to peiform a given job. The 
administrative director shall adopt, as an emergency regulation, 
changes to the schedule to reflect medical conditions or 
occupational classifications that were not in effect at the time of the 
promulgation of the schedule within 30 days after actual notice that 
a compensable injury or an occupation at the time of injury was not 
set forth in the schedule at the time the injury took place. In 
developing the schedule, the administrative director may utilize for 
reference nationally recognized guidelines 
for impairment. 
(2) The adoption, amendment, repeal, or readoption of the 
regulations that the administrative director is authorized pursuant 
to paragraph (1) to adopt as emergency regulations are deemed to 
be necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, 
health and safety, or general welfare, for purposes of Sections 
11346.1 and 11349.6 of the Government Code, and the 
administrative director is hereby exempted from the requirement 
that it describe specific facts showing the need for immediate 
action. For purposes of subdivision (e) of Section 11346.1 of the 
Government Code, the 120-day period, as applicable to the effective 
period of an emergency regulatory action and submission of 
specified materials to the Office of Administrative Law, is hereby 
extended to 180 days. 
(c) For compensable claims arising before the effective date of the 
schedule and any amendment thereto or revision thereof the 
revised schedule shall apply to the determination of permanent 
disabilities where there has either been no comprehensive medical-
legal report, or report by a treating physician, indicating the 
existence of permanent disability, or where the employer is not 
required to provide the notice required by Section 4061 to the 
injured worker. 
SEC 44. Section 4663 of the Labor Code is repealed: 
4663. In case of aggravation ofaBY disease existing prior to a 
compensable injury; compensation shall be al1o'i'/ed only ror the 
proportion of the disability due to the aggravation of such prior 
disease which is reasonably attributed to the injury. 
SEC.45. Section 4663 is added to the Labor Code, to read: 
4663. Apportionment of permanent disability based on causation. 
(a) Any physician who prepares a report addressing the issue of 
permanent disability due to a claimed industrial injury shall in that 
report address the issue of causation of the permanent disability. 
(b) In order for a physician's report to be admissible on the issue 
of permanent disability, the physician shall determine what 
percentage of the permanent disability was caused by the direct 
result of the injury arising out of and occurring in the course of 
employment and what percentage of the permanent disability was 
caused by other factors both before and subsequent to the industrial 
injury, including prior industrial injuries. 
(c) The employer is only liable for the percentage of permanent 
disability directly caused by the injury arising out of and occurring in 
the course of employment. 
SEC 46. Section 4750 of the Labor Code is repealed: 
1750. An employee who is saftermg from a pre'rious permaBent 
disability of physical impairment and sustains permanent injury 
thereafter shall not receive from the employer compensation ror the 
later injury in excess of the compensation allowed fur such injury 
, .... hen considered by it8elfand not in conjunction vrith or in relation to 
the previous disability or impairment. 
The employer shall not be liable for compensation to such an 
employee fur the combined disability, but only ror that portion due to 
the later injury as tBough no prior disability or impairment had 
existed. 
SEC 47. Section 4750.5 of the Labor Code is repealed: 
4750.5 An employee who has sustained a compensable injury and 
',,<ho sOOsequently sustains an unrelated noncompensable injury, shall 
flOt receive permanent disability mdemnity fur any permaflent 
disability caused solely by the subsequent floflcompensable injury. 
The purpose of this sectiofl is to oveml1e the decisiofl m Jensefl v. 
¥lCAS, 136 Cal.l\:pp.3d 1042. 
SEC. 48. Section 5304 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
5304. The appeals board has jurisdiction over any controversy 
relating to or arising out of Sections 4600 to 4605 inclusive, un1ess an 
express agreement fixing the amounts to be paid for medical, surgical 
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or hospital treatment as such treatment is described in those 
has been made between the persons or institutions rendering such 
treatment and the employer or insurer.,., or unless the controversy is 
either subject to independent medical review as setforth in Section 
4611 or, for those employees and employers to whom Section 460001 
4600.31 applies, controversies are determined pursuant to the 
contract. 
SEC. 49. Section 5307.1 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
5307.]. (a) The administrative director, after public hearings, shall 
adopt and revise periodically an official medical fee schedule that 
shall establish reasonable maximum fees paid for medical services 
other than physiciafl services, drugs and pharmacy services, health 
care facility fees, home health care, and all other treatment, care, 
services, and goods described in Section 4600 and provided pursuant 
to this section. Except for physician services, all fees shall be in 
accordance with the fee-related structure and rules of the relevant 
Medicare and Medi-Cal payment systems, provided that employer 
liability for medical treatment, including issues of reasonableness, 
necessity, frequency, and duration, shall be determined in accordance 
with Section 4600. Commencing January 1, 2004, and continuing 
until the time the administrative director has adopted an official 
medical fee schedule in accordance with the fee-related structure and 
rules of the relevant Medicare payment systems, except for the 
components listed in subdivisions (k) and (I), maximum reasonable 
fees shall be 120 percent of the estimated aggregate fees prescribed in 
the relevant Medicare payment system for the same class of . 
before application of the inflation factors provided in 
{g1 except that for pharmacy services and drugs that are not 
otherwise covered by a Medicare fee schedule payment for facility 
services, the maximum reasonable fees shall be -lOO 110% percent of 
fees prescnbed in the relevant Medi-Cal payment system. Upon 
adoption by the administrative director of an official medical fee 
schedule pursuant to this section, the maximum reasonable fees paid 
shall not exceed ] 20 percent of estimated aggregate fees prescribed in 
the Medicare payment system for the same class of services before 
application of the inflation factors provided in subdivision (ej {g}. 
Pharmacy services and drugs shall be subject to the requirements of 
this section, whether furnished through a pharmacy or dispensed 
directly by the practitioner pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 
4024 of the Business and Professions Code. 
(b) In order to comply with the standards specified in subdivision (f), 
the administrative director may adopt different conversion factors, 
diagnostic related group weights, and other factors affecting payment 
amounts from those used in the Medicare payment system, provided 
estimated aggregate fees do not exceed 120 percent of the estimated 
aggregate fees paid for the same class of services in the relevant 
Medicare payment system. 
(c) Notwithstanding subdivisions (a) and (d), the maximum facility 
fee for services performed in an ambulatory surgical center, or in a 
hospital outpatient department, may not exceed 120 percent of the fee 
paid by Medicare for the same services performed in a hospital 
outpatientdepartmenL 
(d) If the administrative director determines that a medical 
facility use, product, or service is not covered by a Medicare 
system, the administrative director shall establish maximum fees 
that item, provided that the maximum fee paid shall not exceed 120 
of the fees paid by Medicare for services that require 
,,,,,n<>r,,,hllp resources. If the administrative director determines that a 
pharmacy service or drug is not covered by a Medi-CaI payment 
system, the administrative director shall establish maximum fees for 
that item, provided, however, that the maximum fee paid shall not 
exceed +00-110 percent of the fees paid by Medi-CaI for pharmacy 
services or drugs that require comparable resources. 
(e) Prior to the adoption by the administrative director of a medical 
fee schedule pursuant to this section, for any treatment, facility use, 
product, or service not covered by a Medicare payment system, 
including acupuncture services, or, with regard to pharmacy services 
and drugs, for a pharmacy service or drug that is not covered by a 
Medi-Cal payment system, the maximum reasonable fee paid shaH 
not exceed the fee specified in the official medical fee schedule in 
effect on December 31,2003. 
(f) Within the limits provided by this section, the rates or fees 
established shall be adequate to ensure a reasonable standard of 
services and care for injured employees. 
(g) (1) (A) Notwithstanding any other provision oflaw, the official 
medical fee schedule shall be adjusted to conform to any relevant 
changes in the Medicare and Medi-Cal payment systems no later than 
60 days after the effective date of those changes, provided that both 
of the following conditions are met: 
(i) The arrnual inflation adjustment for facility fees for inpatient 
hospital services provided by acute care hospitals and for hospital 
outpatient services shaH be determined solely by the estimated 
in the hospital market basket for the 12 months beginning 
1 of the preceding calendar year. 
(ii) The arrnual update in the operating standardized amount and 
capital standard rate for inpatient hospital services provided by 
hospitals excluded from the Medicare prospective payment system 
for acute care hospitals and the conversion factor for hospital 
outpatient services shall be determined solely by the estimated 
increase in the hospital market basket for excluded hospitals for the 
12 months beginning October 1 of the preceding calendar year. (B) 
The update factors contained in clauses (i) and (ii) of subparagraph 
(A) shall be applied beginning with the first update in the Medicare 
fee schedule payment amounts after December 31, 2003. 
(2) The administrative director shall determine the effective date of 
the changes, and shaH issue an order, exempt from Sections 5307.3 
and 5307.4 and the rulemaking provisions of the Administrative 
Procedure Act (Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 11370) of 
Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code), informing 
the public of the changes and their effective date. All orders issued 
pursuant to this paragraph shaH be published on the Internet Web site 
of the Division of Workers' Compensation. 
(3 ) For the purposes of this subdivision, the following definitions 
apply: 
(A) "Medicare Economic Index" means the input price index used by 
the federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services to measure 
changes in the costs of a providing physician and other services paid 
under the resource-based relative value scale. 
ospital market basket" means the input price index used by the 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services to measure 
in the costs of providing inpatient hospital services provided 
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by acute care hospitals that are included in the Medicare prospective 
payment system. 
(C) "Hospital market basket for excluded hospitals" means the input 
price index used by the federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services to measure changes in the costs of providing inpatient 
services by hospitals that are excluded from the Medicare prospective 
payment system. 
(h) Nothing in this section shall prohtbit an employer or insurer from 
contracting with a medical provider for reimbursement rates different 
from those prescribed in the official medical fee schedule. 
(i) Except as provided in Section 4626, the official medical fee 
schedule shall not apply to medical-legal expenses, as that term is 
defmed by Section 4620. 
(j) The following Medicare payment system components may not 
become part of the official medical fee schedule until January 1, 
2005: 
(I) Inpatient skilled nursing facility care. 
(2) Home health agency services. 
(3) Inpatient services furnished by hospitals that are exempt from the 
prospective payment system for general acute care hospitals. (4) 
Outpatient renal dialysis services. 
(k) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), for the calendar years 2004 and 
2005, the existing official medieal fee schedule rates for physician 
services shall remain in effect, but these rates shall be reduced by 5 
percent. The administrative director may reduce fees of individual 
procedures by different amounts, but in no event shaH the 
administrative director reduce the fee for a procedure that is currently 
reimbursed at a rate at or below the Medicare rate for the same 
procedure. Notwithstanding any other provision of this division, no 
rate for physician services shall be less than the Medicare rate for 
the same procedure. 
(I) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), the administrative director, 
commencing January 1, 2006, shall have the authority, after public 
hearings, to adopt and revise, no less frequently than biennially, an 
official medical fee schedule for physician services. If the 
administrative director fails to adopt an official medical fee schedule 
for physician services by January 1,2006, the existing official 
medical fee schedule rates for physician services shall remain in 
effect until a new schedule is adopted or the existing schedule is 
revised. 
SEC. 50. Section 5307.27 of the Labor Code is repealed. 
5307.21. em or before December 1,2004, the administrative 
director, irt consultation with the Commission on Health and Safety 
end Workers' Compensation, shall adopt, after public hearings, a 
medical treatment utili~ion schedttle, that shall ifiCOljlornte the 
evidefice based, peer revievlOd, nationally recogaiz.ed standards of 
care recommended by the commissiofi pursuant to Secrion 11.5, !IDd 
that shall address, at Ii minimum, the :frequency, dttrariofi; intellSity, 
and appropriateness of all treatmCftt procedttres and modaliries 
commonly performed irt vt'orkers' compensation cases. 
SEC. 51. Section 5307.27 of the Labor Code is added to the Labor 
Code: 
The administrative director shall, by rule, on or before July J, 2005, 
establish guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of industrial 
injuries. Diagnostic and treatment guidelines shall be based upon the 
best available scientific evidence. In developing and promulgating 
these guidelines, the administrative director shall consider: 
(a) Scientific evidence, including reports and studies published in 
peer-reviewed scientific and clinical literature, taking into 
consideration the nature and quality of the study, its methodology 
and rigorousness of design, as well as the quality of the journal in 
which the study was published: 
(I) For treatment services, studies addressing safety, efficacy, and 
effictiveness of the treatment or procedure for its intended use shall 
be considered. 
(2) For diagnostic devices or procedures, studies addressing safety, 
technical capacity, accuracy or utility of the device or procedure for 
its intended use shall be considered. 
(b) National and community-based opinion, including, but not limited 
to, syntheses of clinical issues that may take the form of published 
reports in the scientific literature, national consensus documents, 
formalized documents addressing standards of practice, practice 
parameters from professional societies or commissions, and 
technology assessments produced by independent evidence-based 
practice centers. The medical director shall evaluate the nature and 
quality of the process used to reach consensus or produce the 
synthesis of expert opinion and shall take into consideration the 
qualifications of participants, potential biases of sponsoring 
organizations, the inclusion of graded scientific information in the 
deliberations, the explicit nature of the document, and the processes 
used for broader review. 
(c) Advice and recommendations offormal committees made up of 
providers within the state. This may include recommendations from 
other stale agencies, federal agencies and any other entity regarding 
studies, experience and practice with past coverage. 
(d) Three months after the publication date of the updated American 
College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine Occupational 
Medical Practice Guidelines, and continuing until the effective date 
of treatment protocols developed pursuant to this Section, the 
recommended guidelines set forth in the American College of 
Occupational and Environmental Medical Practice Guidelines shall 
meet the requirements of this Section. 
(e) In developing the guidelines required by this section, the medical 
director shall give the greatest weight to the updated American 
College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine Occupational 
Medical Practice Guidelines. If compensable medical treatment is 
not the subject of a treatment guideline developed by the American 
College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine, then the 
medical director shall give the greatest weight to the most rigorously 
designed peer-reviewed, evidence-based studies and on those studies 
that are reproducible as set forth in paragraph (1) of subdivision (c) 
of this Section. 
(/) The medical director, by rule, shall periodically, but no less 
frequently than biennially, identify any medical treatment found to be 
unscientific, unproven, outmoded or experimental for purposes of 
determining whether such treatment is reasonable. Any treatment so 
identified shall be presumed to be unreasonable in any dispute 
involving the appropriateness of treatment. 
(g) The medical director shall review and update, if necessary, the 
treatment guidelines no less frequently than biennially. 
SEC. 52. Section 5703 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
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5703. The appeals board may receive as evidence either at 
subsequent to a hearing, and use as proof of any fact in dispute, the 
following matters, in addition to sworn testimony presented in open 
hearing: 
(a) Reports of attending or examining physicians. 
(1) Statements concerning any bill for services are admissible only 
if made under penalty of peIjury that they are true and correct to the 
best knowledge of the physician. 
(2) In addition, reports are admissible under this subdivision only if 
the physician has further stated in the body of the report that there hru 
not been a violation of Section 139.3 and that the contents of the 
report are true and correct to the best knowledge of the physician. 
The statement shall be made under penalty of peIjury. 
(b) Reports of special investigators appointed by the appeals board 
or a workers' compensation judge to investigate and report upon any 
scientific or medical question. 
(c) Reports of employers, containing copies of time sheets, book 
accounts, reports, and other records properly authenticated. 
(d) Properly authenticated copies of hospital records of the case of 
the injured employee. 
(e) All publications of the Division of Workers' Compensation. 
(f) All official publications of the State of Cali fomi a and United 
States governments. 
(g) Excerpts from expert testimony received by the appeals board 
upon similar issues of scientific fact in other cases and the prior 
decisions of the appeals board upon similar issues. 
(h) Treatment guidelines adopted pursuant to Section 4604. 
5307.27. 
by medical specialty societies. To be admissible, the party offering 
such a pretocoI or portion ofa protocol shall concnrrently enter into 
evidence infurmation regardmg how the protosol was developed; Iilld 
to what elltent the protocol is evidence based, peer revievred, and 
nationally recognized, as required by regulations adopted by the 
appeals board. Ifa party offers into e,lidence a portion ora treatment 
protocol, lilly other party may offer into e'lidence additional portioas 
of the protocol. The party offering a protocol, or portion thereof, into 
evidence shall either make a printed copy of the full protocol 
available for rC'lie'N and copying, or shall proyide Iill IBtemet addre98 
at which the entire protocol may be accessed vlithout charge. 
SEC.53. Section 5814 of the Labor Code is repealed. 
5814. '.¥hen payment ofcompeasation has been l:lBFeasonably 
delayed or refused, either prior to or subsequent to the issuance af 
aH aWMd, the full amount of the order, decisian, ar award shall be 
increased by 10 percent. Multiple mcreases shall not ee aVl8:fded 
fur repeated delays in making a series of payments due for the same 
type or specie of benefit unless there has been a legally significant 
event between the delay aHd the subsequent delay in payments of 
the same type or specie of benefits. The question ordolay and the 
reasoflabloness of the cause therefor shall be determined by the 
appeals board in accordance with the facts. This delay or refusal 
shall coastitute good cause under Section 5803 to rescind, alter, OF 
amend the order, decision, or award fur the purpose of making the 
increase pFOyided for herein. 
SEC. 54. Section 5814 is added to the Labor Code, to read: 
5814. (a) When payment of compensation has been unj~e(J;~onalJjrv 
delayed or refused, either prior to or subsequent to the issuance of 
award, the amount of the payment unreasonably delayed or 
may be increased up to 15 percent or up to five hundred 
dollars ($500), whichever is greater. In proceeding under this 
section, the appeals board shall ase its discretion to accomplish a 
fair balance and substantial justice between the parties. 
(b) As a precondition to a claim for penalties under this section, 
the employee shall give written notice to the employer of the 
claimed unreasonable delay or refusal of payment of compensation. 
If, within 20 daysfrom the date of services of this notice, the 
employer pays a self-imposed increase of 1 0 percent of the amount 
of payment delayed or refosed, in addition to any other self-imposed 
increases due under this division, there shall be no further penalty 
allowed under this section. If the employer disputes whether the 
delay or refusal is unreasonable, and the workers' compensation 
administrative law judge determines that the delay or refusal 
violates this section, the workers' compensation administrative law 
judge shall award the penalty prescribed in subdivision (a). In 
determining whether the delay or refosal is unreasonable, the 
workers' compensation administrative law judge shall consider only 
the specificfocts resulting in the delay or refusal of the specific 
payment that is the subject of the requestfor penalties. 
(c) The appeals board shall have no jurisdiction to hear a claim 
for penalties under subdivision (a), unless the employee files a 
claim for a penalty within one year from the date of the alleged 
unreasonable delay or refosal to pay benefits. Upon the approval 
of a compromise and release by the appeals board, it shall be 
"r-I" .. i,u"r"presumed that any existing or potential penalties have 
resolved, unless expressly excluded by the terms of the 
compromise and release. 
(d) When a penalty is awarded under subdivision (a), the appeals 
board may allow a credit for any self-imposed increase under 
subdivision (d) of Section 4650 or subdivision (b), in order to 
accomplish a foir balance and substantial justice between the 
parties. 
(e) Nothing in this section shall be construed to create a civil 
cause of action. 
SEC. 55. Section 5814.5 of the Labor Code is repealed. 
5814.5. '¥heft the paymffit ofeompensatieft has beeft 
unreasonably delayed O£ refused subseqHffit to the issHance ofan 
award by an employer that has seOOfed the paymeflt of 
compeflsatiofl pHfsHam to Section 3700, the appeals board shall, in 
addition to increasing the orner, decision; or a .. ¥aFd pursHant to 
Sectiofl 5814, award reasonable attorneys' fees incHffed in 
enforcing the paymeflt of compeBSation awarded. 
SEC. 56. Section 6401.7 of the Labor Code is amended to read: 
6401.7. (a) Every employer shall establish, implement, and 
maintain an effective injury prevention program. The program shaH 
be written, except as provided in subdivision (e), and shall include, 
but not be limited to, the foHowing elements: 
(I) Identification of the person or persons responsible for 
implementing the program. 
(2) The employer's system for identifying and evaluating workplace 
hazards, including scheduled periodic inspections to identify unsafe 
and work practices. 
The employer'S methods and procedures for correcting unsafe or 
unhealthy conditions and work practices in a timely manner. 
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(4) An occupational health and safety training program designed tc 
instruct employees in general safe and healthy work practices and to 
provide specific instruction with respect to hazards specific to 
each employee's job assignment. 
(5) The employer's system for communicating with employees on 
occupational health and safety matters, including provisions designee 
to encourage employees to inform the employer of hazards at the 
worksite without fear of reprisal. 
(6) The employer's system for ensuring that employees comply 
with safe and healthy work practices, which may include disciplinary 
action. 
(b) The employer shall correct unsafe and unhealthy conditions and 
work practices in a timely manner based on the severity of the 
hazard. 
(c) The employer shall train all employees when the training 
program is frrst established, all new employees, and all employees 
given a new job assignment, and shall train employees whenever new 
substances, processes, procedures, or equipment are introduced to the 
workplace and represent a new hazard, and whenever the employer 
receives notification of a new or previously unrecognized hazard. 
Beginning January I, 1994, an employer in the construction industry 
who is required to be licensed under Chapter 9 (commencing with 
Section 7000) of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code 
may use employee training provided to the employer's employees 
under a construction industry occupational safety and health training 
program approved by the division to comply with the requirements of 
subdivision (a) relating to employee training, and shan only be 
required to provide training on hazards specific to an employee's job 
duties. 
(d) The employer shall keep appropriate records of steps taken to 
implement and maintain the program. Beginning January 1,1994, an 
employer in the construction industry who is required to be licensed 
under Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 7000) of Division 3 of 
the Business and Professions Code may use records relating to 
employee training provided to the employer in connection with an 
occupational safety and health training program approved by the 
division to comply with the requirements of this subdivision, and 
shan only be required to keep records of those steps taken to 
implement and maintain the program with respect to hazards specific 
to an employee's job duties. 
(e) (1) The standards board shall adopt a standard setting forth 
the employer's duties under this section, on or before January I, 
1991, consistent with the requirements specified in subdivisions (a), 
(b), (c), and (d). The standards board, in adopting the standard, 
shall include substantial compliance criteria for use in evaluating 
an employer's injury prevention program. The board may adopt less 
stringent criteria for employers with few employees and for 
employers in industries with insignificant occupational safety or 
health hazards. 
(2) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), for employers with fewer than 
20 employees who are in industries that are not on a designated list 
of high hazard industries and who have a workers' compensation 
experience modification rate of 1.1 or less, and for any employers 
with fewer than 20 employees who are in industries that are on a 
designated list oflow hazard industries, the board shall adopt a 
standard setting forth the employer's duties under this section 
consistent with the requirements specified in subdivisions (a), (b), 
and (c), except that the standard shall only require written 
documentation to the extent of documenting the person or persons 
responsible for implementing the program pursuant to paragraph (1) 
of subdivision (a), keeping a record of periodic inspections pursuant 
to paragraph (2) of subdivision (a), and keeping a record of employee 
training pursuant to paragraph (4) of subdivision (a). To any 
extent beyond the specifications of this subdivision, the standard 
shall not require the employer to keep the records specified in 
subdivision (d). 
(3) The division shall establish a list of high hazard industries 
using the methods prescribed in Section 6314.1 for identifying and 
targeting employers in high hazard industries. For purposes of this 
subdivision, the "designated list of high hazard industries" shall be 
the list established pursuant to this paragraph. 
For the purpose of implementing this subdivision, the Department 
ofIndustrial Relations shall periodically review, and as necessary 
revise, the list. 
(4) For the purpose ofirnplementing this subdivision, the 
Department of Industrial Relations shall also establish a list of low 
hazard industries, and shall periodically review, and as necessary 
revise, that list. 
(1) The standard adopted pursuant to subdivision ( e) shall 
specifically permit employer and employee occupational safety and 
health committees to be included in the employer's injury prevention 
program. The board shall establish criteria for use in evaluating 
employer and employee occupational safety and health committees. 
The criteria shall include minimum duties, including the following: 
(I) Review of the employer's (A) periodic, scheduled worksite 
inspections, (B) investigation of causes of incidents resulting in 
injury, illness, or exposure to hazardous substances, and (C) 
investigation of any alleged hazardous condition brought to the 
attention of any committee member. When determined necessary by 
the committee, the committee may conduct its own inspections and 
investigations. 
(2) Upon request from the division, verification of abatement 
action taken by the employer as specified in division citations. 
If an employer's occupational safety and health committee meets 
the criteria established by the board, it shall be presumed to be in 
substantial compliance with paragraph (5) of subdivision (a). 
(g) The division shall adopt regulations specifying the ptocedures 
for selecting employee representatives for employer-employee 
occupational health and safety committees when these procedures are 
not specified in an applicable collective bargaining agreement.. No 
employee or employee organization shall be held liable for any act or 
ornission in connection with a health and safety committee. 
(h) The employer's injury prevention program, as required by this 
section, shall cover all of the employer's employees and all other 
workers who the employer controls or directs and directly supervises 
on the job to the extent these workers are exposed to worksite and 
job assignment specific hazards. Nothing in this subdivision shall 
affect the obligations of a contractor or other employer which 
controls or directs and directly supervises its own employees on the 
job. 
(i) Where a contractor supplies its employee to a state agency 
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employer on a temporary basis, the state agency employer 
a fee upon the contractor to reimburse the state agency for the 
additional costs, if any, of including the contract employee within 
the state agency's injury prevention program. 
(j) (l) The division shall prepare a Model Injury and Illness 
Prevention Program for Non-High-Hazard Employment, and shall 
make copies of the model program prepared pursuant to this 
subdivision available to employers, upon request, for posting in the 
workplace. An employer who adopts and implements the model 
program prepared by the division pursuant to this paragraph in good 
faith shall not be assessed a civil penalty for the first citation for a 
violation of this section issued after the employer's adoption and 
implementation of the model program. 
(2) For purposes of this subdivision, the division shall establish 
a list of non-high-hazard industries in California, that may include 
the industries that, pursuant to Section 14316 of Title 8 of the 
California Code of Regulations, are not currently required to keep 
records of occupational injuries and illnesses under Article 2 
(commencing with Section 14301) of Subchapter 1 of Chapter 7 of 
Division I of Title 8 of the California Code of Regulations. These 
industries, identified by their Standard Industrial Classification 
Codes, as published by the United States Office of Management and 
Budget in the Manual of Standard Industrial Classification Codes, 
1987 Edition, are apparel and accessory stores (Code 56), eating and 
drinking places (Code 58), miscellaneous retail (Code 59), fmance, 
insurance, and real estate (Codes 60-67), personal services (Code 
72), business services (Code 73), motion pictures (Code 78) 
motion piCtnre production and allied services (Code 781), 
services (Code 81), educational services (Code 82), social services 
(Code 83), museums, art galleries, and botanical and zoological 
gardens (Code 84), membership organizations (Code 86), 
engineering, accounting, research, management, and related services 
(Code 87), private households (Code 88), and miscellaneous services 
(Code 89). To further identifY industries that may be included on the 
list, the division shall also consider data from a rating organization, 
as defined in Section I 1750.1 of the Insurance Code, the 
Division of Labor Statistics and Research, including the logs of 
occupational injuries and illnesses maintained by employers on Form 
CAUOSHA No. 200, or its equivalent, as required by Section 14301 
of Title 8 of the California Code of Regulations, and all other 
appropriate information. The list shall be established by June 30, 
1994, and shall be reviewed, and as necessary revised, biennially. 
(3) The division shall prepare a Model Injury and Illness 
Prevention Program for Employers in Industries with Intermittent 
Employment, and shall determine which industries have historically 
utilized seasonal or intermittent employees. An employer in an 
industry determined by the division to have historically utilized 
seasonal or intermittent employees shall be deemed to have complied 
with the requirements of subdivision (a) with respect to a written 
injury prevention program if the employer adopts the model program 
prepared by the division pursuant to this paragraph and complies with 
any instructions relating thereto. 
(k) With respect to any county, city, city and county, or 
district, or any public or quasi-public corporation or public ag 
therein, including any public entity, other than a state agency, 
is a member of, or created by, a joint powers agreement, subdivision 
shaH not apply. 
including a '>witten report as specified below, of the i~ur)' and 
illness preventiofl program (IIFF) of each of its insureds vl'ithifl fuur 
months of the commeflcement of the illitial insurance policy term. 
The review shall determine whether the insured has imp]emeflted alJ 
of the required compO'flents of the IIPP, and e'Ialuate their 
effecti"efless. The training component of the IIFP shaH be evaluated 
to determine '.¥bether traifling is provided to Jifle employees, 
supervisors, and upper level management, and efiecti'r'ely imparts the 
infurmation and sliiHs each of these groups fleeds to ensure that a1l 
of the insured's specific health and safety issues are fully 
addressed by the insured. The reviev;er shall prepare a detailed 
written report specifYing the findings of the revie ..... and all 
recommended changes deemed necessary to malte the !IFP efiecti"e. 
The reviewer shaH be an independent licensed Califurnia professioflal 
engineer, certified safety professional, or a certified industrial 
hygiellist. 
SEC. 57. This Act may be amended or repealed by the procedures 
set forth in this section. If any portion of subdivision (a) is declared 
invalid, then subdivision (b) shaH be the exclusive means of 
amending or repealing this title. 
(a) This title may be amended to further its purposes by statute, 
passed in each house by rollcall vote entered in the journal, majority 
of the membership concurring and sign by the Governor, if at least 12 
days prior to passage in each house the bill in its final form has been 
nPllvprpn to the Secretary of the Labor and Workforce Development 
or its successor agency, for distribution to the news media 
to every person who has requested the Labor and Workforce 
Development Agency to send copies of such biIls to him or her. (b) 
This title may be amended or repealed by a statute that becomes 
effective only when approved by the electors. 
SEC. 58. The provisions of this act are severable. If any of this act 
or its application is held invalid, that invalidity shall not affect other 
provisions or application that can be given effect without the invalid 
provision or application. 
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